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Environmental-  
p rob lems seen 
TERRACE - -  The provincial 
government is not providing 
enough money or staff to ade- 
quately monitor mining 
developments in the north and 
that, says a regional district 
director, could mean long term 
trouble for the environment. 
Noting the environment 
ministry had only one habitat 
protection officer for an area 
extending from Bella Coola to 
the Yukon border and the 
Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Houston, Dan Pakula said Vic- 
toria had failed to react to the 
"mineral explosion" taking 
place in the northwest. 
The problem was the same in 
other environment ministry 
branches, he added. 
In contrast, Pakula said min- 
ing companies making presenta- 
tions to the board had shown up 
with as many as half a dozen in- 
dividuals, each responsible for 
only one particular aspect of the 
project• 
The shortage was creating 
situations uch as one where 
water quality tests being carried 
out at the ministry's regional 
headquarters in Smithers'used 
saml~les collected by the mining 
company itself. "Smithers has 
to rely on them taking samples 
where they say they're taking 
them from." he pointed out. 
Emphasizing he was not at- 
tempting to "sow mistrust" in 
the companies, Pakula said it 
simply h igh l ighted  the 
province's failure to meet the 
needs of the situation. 
While the mining operations 
had the highest profile at-the 
moment, he stressed the same 
problems would be encountered 
with any major development i  
the northwest including the pro- 
posed Iskut gold road. 
Proposing-the district lobby 
the provincial government to 
commit he resources necessary 
to ensure "responsible develop- 
ment" on any major projects in 
the region, Pakula warned" 
without hat, "We're going to 
have some serious environmen. 
tal problems down the road." 
The motion passed unoppos- 
ed. 
Fed net snags 
unemployment 
over payments 
in-the north ..... 
TERRACE - -  Mo/'e than 500 
northwest residents caught 
defrauding the unemployment 
insurance system last year are 
being •forced to pay back the 
money plus stiff penalties, a 
local investigator says. 
Around $650,000 in over- 
payments were found during the 
1989-90 fiscal year, Canada 
Employment Centre in- 
vestigator John Jack said last 
week. 
He said 557 of the more than 
2,500 claims investigated in the 
Skeena region were found to in- 
volve fraud. In addition to the 
money being paid back, nearly 
$172,000 in additional money 
was collected in penalties. 
During the same period, •some 
8,400 people from Terrace to 
Houston, south to Kitimat and 
as far north as Stewart, received 
more than $31 million in 
unemployment insurance 
benefits. 
Jack said the area's biggest 
offender of the year was a local 
man who fraudulently collected 
nearly $10,000 in benefits over 
36 weeks. In addition to paying 
back the money, he was forced 
to pay a $6,102 penalty. 
Although criminal prosecu- 
tion is possible in' extreme cases, 
Jack said no charges were laid 
in the past year. Investigators 
conduct claim audits using com- 
puter analysis of records, and 
collect other information from 
employers, and. leads and tips 
from other source's. 
Jack said a common scam of 
the past is one inwhich a person 
receiving unemployment in- 
surance benefits goes back to 
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work', but "forgets" to declare 
that for several' weeks. The clai- 
mant eventually repays the 
money interest-free, but keeps 
the accumulated interest. 
"It used to be easy money," 
Jack said, "but not anymore." 
A new system of penalties 
discourages that sort of abuse. 
Abusers now must not only 
repay all overpayments, but pay. 
penalties as well, he explained. 
First offenders get penalties 
equivalent to 100 per cent of the 
overpayment. The penalties in- 
crease with each subsequent of- 
fence to a maximum of 300 per 
cent. 
The new penalties were in- 
troduced last fall, but Jack said 
it's uncertain what effect 
tiley've had on abuse rates. 
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+Alaska road to  C ' oana 
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gold results i,n walr:ni 
TERRACE -- The Alaskan 
government is going ahead with 
plans tO build a road into B.C.'s 
gold-rich Iskut Valley area 
despite warnings Canadian 
governments might not 
cooperate. 
Reports in the Wrangell Sen. 
tintel of Wrangell, Alaska in- 
dicate Alaskan state officials 
cautioned Alaskan politicians 
against 'legislation to issue 
revenue bonds for road con- 
struction because Canadian 
governments could view it as 
competition. 
The proposed Bradfield road 
would start on the Alaskan 
Panhandle near Wrangell and 
proceed north . to  the 
U.S.-Canadian border in the 
area of the Iskut River Valley• 
"Although there has been no 
official position taken by the 
Canadian government, there is 
indication that the Bradfield 
road may be viewed by Cana- 
dians as deterimental o local, 
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economies," states a .memo companies and the government the impacts of theroad in nor-. I+.. Totem Ford where customer-- 
printed by the Sentinel that • haven'treached agreement on thwestern B.C., including Tar. I, service and satisfaction 
originated from Alaskan state who should build and Who race. Although the pr.0vincial I always come first. 
policy analysts. ~ should pay for+the roa~l( ."i government ha+ been asked to .  Todd ' welcomes all his 
The memo adds that while a The memo printed+ in the cooperate, it hasn't yet respond, friends and acquaintances to 
Canadian effort to build a road Wran#ell+Sentinel:was one of ed . . . .  ' see  him for all their: 
into the lskut if tom Hwy37 several "leading up to Aiaskan Chris Watts, the province's I.i automotive needs. ACE 
would make a Brad field route legislation authorizing theissu-person responsible • for'interna,, .:i 
more attractive because connec, ing°f(US)$22milli6nifib6nds ti0nal relati0ns' Said a reqfi~i~ Ii/il ~ f o r  construction 0f~the Brad. from th  Alaskan g0verfiment]s'; :1
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field road.,, : '@ :!: !:;:/~ : being considered, ~++i :~,~ connector between B.C. ,and 
Alaska, Canadian governments 
might view it as competition. 
At issue is ground access to 
the Iskut area and the Ultimate 
beneficiaries of a road in terms 
of supplying oods and services 
to mines and mining 
developments. Access to the 
Iskut is now only by air. Cana. 
dian mining and exploration 
companies in the" area use 
Wrangell as a staging base. 
The provincial government 
last fall released a report stating 
there would be benefits to the 
northwest if a road was built in 
That ' legislation i~indudes a ' ' Alaskan officials have decid,~:: 
study to determiite ,if/: t011 ~ ed to proceed with studies con'-r':i 
revenues from road•use are sue-, ~ centrating only on the impact of 
ficient to pay bacic.:the'bon-ds, i: the Bradfield rqad up 'to the/ 
Bonds would be issti~l only if it i border. 
is shown toils couldipay back '  
them back or if theAlaskan 
government agrees to cover any 
shortfalls. ' . • + ' .  
Also .required +befot;e ' the 
Bradfield road can'go ahead are 
environmental and  socio. 
economic impact studies which 
are expected to take several 
years.. 
.4631 Keith Avenue 
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Coroner orders inquest ....+c.,..+.c+ 
+into death by drowning I 112 
TERRACE - -  A coroner's in- ' • MAY 
quest has been ordered into the l~!eb~!n~l~arr~2i~ie; i i~i  ~.We3d,~iiq~t~is~n~il~d2i ! 
March 23 death of six-year-old 
Joey Parsons who drowned in a damming of Heek Creek by cumstances and the public con- 
pond near his home. Samson's Poultry Farm owner cern demands it," he explained. " . . . . .  ~ + • .... i g 
Doctors were unable to revive 
the boy after rescuers pulled 
him from the icy waters of the 
pond behind Samson's Poultry 
Farm. The boy had been play- 
ing with his brother near the 
pond in a wooded area off Orde 
Road when they fell through a
layer of thin ice. 
The city has since been 
criticized for not enforcing a 
Stun Kinkead. It flows through 
Kinkead's property, and plans 
were drawn up in 1986 for its 
removal after 
The boy's family have hired a 
lawyer to investigate liability, 
and neighbours have'attacked 
the city for failing to have the 
pond fenced off and filled in. 
Kitimat coroner Paul 
Monaghan said last week he has 
No date has yet been set for 
the inquest, which is to be con- 
ducted informal proceedings in
the Terrace courthouse. An in- 
quest is run like a trial, with a 
five-member jury determining 
how the death occurred and 
making recommendations to 
similar tragedies from recurr- 
ing. 
Lawyer said in conflict 
TmtP, ACE + - -  A Vancouver. "Our  t+osltldi~"+~s" t~a~t "~F.' +"e'd ~n'~st'n~hlt~i;et)~,~Ve=arch of a 
lawyer is scheduled to appear Arndt is basing his prosecution Vancouvei-area horns; ~ 
before the B.C. Supreme Court 
today to ask that a local lawyer 
be disqualified from pro- 
secuting adrug conspiracy case. 
Jeff Arndt, the area Crown 
counsel for the federal govern- 
ment, can't act in the case 
because of a conflict-of- 
interest, says defence lawyer 
Jack Andersen. 
Andersen represents one of 
the eight 'people charged in the 
marijuana-trafficking case. He 
contends Arndt is in a conflict- 
of-interest because one of his 
law partners at the local law 
firm Crampton, Brown and 
Arndt once represented 
Andersen's client in another 
case.  
from front 
• ~ Eight men~arecharged'in the ' 
case - -  five from Terrace, two 
from Kitimat and one from 
North Vancouver. •. • 
The preliminaryhearing of 
the case has run foi" five full 
weeks ince it got underway last 
November. Andersen said the 
hearing 'has been adjourned to 
allow him to make,the Supreme 
Court application contesting 
Arndt's status. 
Arndt said last week he 
wouldn't comment on the issue 
until after the application has 
been heard bY the court. 
in part on documents produced 
by his partner, who represented 
my client at the time of the 
alleged conspiracy," Andersen 
said. " 
Court records indicate 
Andersen is requesting a stay of 
proceedings to end the • prosecu- 
tion, or  removal of Arndt as 
prosecutor• 
The drug casestems from the 
October 1988 seizure of 50 Ibs. 
of marijuana nd $60,000 cash 
from a car north of Williams 
Lake. RCMP spokesmen said 
another $190,000 cash was seiz- 
"1 lost 44 pounds and 5Yz inches from 
my waistline, through the HuM/System 
Weight Loss Centre P/ograml" 
The Nutri/System" Weight Loss Program Includes a variety of 
oe icmus meals and snacks, nutritional nd behavioral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance• 
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Condoms 
• .:"There's no  money• in the 
budget specifically for this," 
Hamilton said. "If  the board 
proceeds to give approval, l'm 
sure the few dollars they (the 
machines) would cost could be 
made available in a $33.5 
million budget.,' 
Hamilton ,said 12 machines 
~e being priced, but it's uncer- 
tain, how they would be 
distributed between the area's 
secondary schools. 
. i  He said such preparation is
standard wocedure !so ad- 
niinistrators are ready to answer 
itrustees' questions. The price- 
checking does not represent an 
approval to purchase, he said, 
adding that decision rests with 
the board. 
.... As Of last week. he added, 
there have been no requests 
from, members of the public to 
speak or present briefs to the 
public meeting next Tuesday. 
The May 15 meeting begins at 
7:30 p,m; at the school board 
Office, ~ 
it Dr . .  David •Bowering, the 
Skeena Health Unit's medical 
health Officer has •been asked to 
~peak~at the meeting. ' 
ln,a letter to the board last 
month,: Bowering said the pro- 
vincial AIDS-testing centre has 
r~ommended latex condoms be 
dsed without spermicides in the 
Weventi0n of  AIDS among 
teen~{ It: Cites irritati0n caused 
by S~+t~ddes a  the'r~on for 
tlie r~ommendation.  




)ve-rpass:;a''bit down the roar  
TERRACE - -  A second over. 
pass for the city may not be 
built for two years, Skeena 
MLA Dave Parker said last' 
week. 
" I f  I were optimistic we'd be 
cutting the ,r ibbon the day 
before thenext election," said 
Parker in response to a question 
about another oad xoute over 
the CN mainline as it passes 
through Terrace. .. 
"The project is,now into 
planning and it ~ will be the 
1992-1993 fiscal year,'aU things ~ 
being equal," said Parker. 
That planning 'process ih- 
dudes a study being done this 
year on the Hwyi6 corrid0r as it 
.passes through .Terrace. An 
overpass i to be included in the 
study which is expected tO be 
finished this Summer'. 
The need for a second over- 
pass was the subject earlier this 
year on a visit to Victoria by city 
council members. 
Its need is also contained in a 
list of.regional transportation 
recommendations prepared last 
year. 
One of the favoured locations 
to date for an overpass i Frank 
Road where.it joins Hwyl6 at 
Skeena Sawmills. 
Parker's comments were in- 
cluded in an announcement of 
highway and transportation 
projects for the reginn this year. 
On the list are 18 projects, 
some of which are already 
underway. They include the 
$4.5 million Esker rail overpass 
on Hwyl6 between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert and the Carnaby 
rail overpass on Hwyl6 just 
outside Gitsequecla. 
" Also announced was a project 
to replace the last level highway 
crossing of the CN~line on 
Hwyl6 between Terrace arid 
Prince Rupert..The Dumant 
overhead is estimated to  cost 
S2.5-$3 million and be finished 
in the spring of 1992. 
The dollar value for capital 
and improvement projects in 
Parker's Skeena riding is listed 
at just under $20 million. 
Parker attributed the selee- 
tion of what would be done to 
the work of the transportation 
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committee of the North Coast 
economic development region. 
That committee made up of 
northwest municipal and other 
representatives submitted a list 
of priority projects and recom- 
mendations last year. 
Two projects identified by the 
committee as having a secon- 
dary rating made it to this year's 
capital construction and plann- 
ing list - -  a road to a proposed 
port at l~itimat and an access 
road to the Shames Mountain 
ski development. 
Money for the Shames road 
was announced last August, two 
months after the transportation 
committee submitted its report, 
by Premier Bill Vander Zalm 
and Park 
spent last 
to be spev 
That $1.4 million/represen.ts 
10 per cent of all capitaFi)r6- 
jects scheduled for the ~ea this 
year. 
Transportation committee 
vice chairman Rick Wozney, 
he's also the mayor of Kitimat, 
said, final decisions wh ich  
xesulted in the capital projects 
list wereout of the control of 
the committee. 
"There are some things we 
• can't determine," said Wozney 
who added the Shames road had- 
general approval of the commit, 
tee and of residents in Terrace 
and Kitimat. 
Housing project figure , 
tagged at $22 million 
TERRACE - -  It'll cost approx- 
imately $2.3 million to build a 
housing complex for people 
who while able to live on their 
own, may need a certain 
amount of care, says an official 
with the Terrace Health Care 
Society. 
Michael Leisinger said last 
week the amount for 40 units to 
go in beside Terraceview Lodge 
on the bench fell within original 
estimates prepared earlier this 
year. 
"We've also received $20,000 
from the B.C. Housing 
Management Commission that 
will take care of some of the ex- 
penses we've already incurred 
such as hiring an architect," he 
said. 
The concept, known as sup- 
portive housing, is seen as a 
more efficient and cheaper 
method than placing people in 
the more expensive intermediate 
/ 
care facility at Terraceview 
Lodge. 
Supportive housing is also 
considered a way of lessening 
the demand on more expensive 
kinds of care. 
And while the society 
develops, its plans for the com- 
plex, it is still waiting for word 
from the provincial government 
on what kind of financial 
assistance is available. 
The problem, said Leisinger, 
is that the complex, known as 
supportive housing, falls within 
the jurisidictions of the health 
and social services and housing 
ministries. 
"The deputy ministers are 
working on it. It (the project) is 
out of the ordinary and doesn't 
fit established programs," said 
Leisinger. 
Lesin'ger added he was happy 
with support from the area for 
the program. 
Furry friends 
THESE FURRY FRIENDS were an armfull for Brandy 
Rafuse on Saturday morning She was in charge of 
keeping the friendly hounds out of trouble in the library 
park, while her parents hopped at the season's first 
~ farmers' market. 
Michael Leisinger 
Busted 
TERRACE - -  RCMP check- 
ed more than 2,500 vehicles 
as of April 30 in their spring 
Counterattack campaign 
against drinking drivers. 
RCMP said 11 people were 
charged with impaired riv- 
ing, 15~24-hour suspensions 
were issued and 224. written. 
warnings given. 
The Counterattack cam- 
p aign ended this past 
weekend. 
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, , . .  . ,. - - . v , , , .  - . vv , .  I ~I Ctgl 
--STORE HOURS:" 
-~  ~10 - ~ m ~ ~ ~  ~ W Sunday ,0a.m.-Sp.m. 
~. OUIt Sll . / i _ i / ~ i Mon.- Wed. 9 e.m.- 6 p.m. 
~ .~ i l - i~ '$  ~ J i l l /  ~ /  ~/ ,~  l l  Thurs. & Fd 9 ll.m.-9 p.m. 
~;; ~ G%%~Olt$" _.~ • Saturday 9 ll.m.-, p.m. 
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The real. world 
School district board members hould 
be forgiven for being reluctant o con- 
sider the subject of installing condom 
machines in secondary schools. In doing 
so they must deal With two issues - -  one 
of public health and one of emotions and 
morals. Unfortunately, they can't deal 
with one without dealing with the other. 
The subject of condom machines in 
secondary schools first arose through a 
letter from the Skeena Health Unit sug- 
gesting their installation would help pre- 
vent the spread of the HIV virus whtch 
leads to AIDS. Any move by the board 
to co-operate on a matter of public 
health Would otherwise be welcomed and 
applauded. 
But the installation of. condom 
machines then brings up the other mat- 
ter, the one that makes school trustees 
reluctant to talk about. This is that (no 
matter how much they, or other adults 
like to think otherwise) teenagers have 
sex. No amount of preaching, teaching, 
cajoling, pleading, threatening, videos, 
slide shows or modern education babble 
can prevent teenagers from doing so. 
one of •those things. Barring locking 
them them in their rooms, there is no 
way around it. 
Once trustees realize this, there then 
comes the problem of determining a
school's role in the education of a young 
person. Is a school merely a place for tile 
three Rs or is i t  a place to prepare a 
young person for adult life? Is a school 
system a small portion. O f the greater 
society or is it a place where young peo- 
ple are kept in a never-never land where 
the real world doesn't intrude on a rigid 
structure? 
And so the trustees face the questions. 
Will condoms in secondary schools help 
protect young people from sexually 
transmitted diseases? Or will condoms in 
secondary schools encourage teenagers 
to take part in sexual activity? 
As reluctant as trustees may be, the 
one reasonable thing they should so is 
allow the installation of condom 
machines in secondary schools. It may 
not fit the collective or single thinking of 
schqol board members.  But it does 
Teenagers have always had sex..It's just recognize there is a real world out there. 
,hrOo,[ ,rU'!,ri) s l h rl g 'g ical pr "ce . In reali- 
ty, the government.,decide6:at ~ nted 
more money from the taxpayers., Since 
One for us 
Tile .recent decision by the B.C. 
Utilities Commission to cut  B.C. 
Hydro's latest rate increase is a small, 
but Significant victory for the people. 
Although the decision was written in 
terms about what kind of revenues are 
necessary for the crown corporation, it
also indicates governments can't expect 
to have their actions whims go un- 
challenged. 
B.C. Hydro had wanted a rate in- 
crease of three per cent a year for the 
next three years• The official reason was 
to encourage ene~:gy conservation 
tax increases are unpopulm" a back door 
way was found• That was to have crown 
corporations pay dividends to the 
government. Those dividends would in 
turn be derived from the corporations 
charging their customers more money. 
The planned increase was cut to 1.5 
per cent. Since the effective date of the 
increase was last November, there will be 
credits on future B.C. Hydro bills. It 
won't be a lot but it will be enjoyed. 
A deal is a deal 
I don't go along with Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation's 
PR ihat taxpayers hould share 
29 per cent of their financial 
riskbecause they're developing 
a ski hill which will serve the 
community. Machine shops 
serve the community, too, but 
• they don't expect taxp/tyers to 
take on their debts• 
if  Shames' backers had faith 
in their project, they'd stake 
• "their private property as coi- 
"i lateral for a bank loan, and not 
wimp out on their payment 
schedule yet again. 
~Shames' directors may be 
~uccessful in their chosen fields, 
.but as ski hill developers, they 
• best illustrate why TV's Venture 
: advises enterpreneurs: Never 
/.ihckle a business you know 
• :¢,nothmg about. 
.... :, In ~ 1986, after a decisive 
:~efd~endum. the Regional 
! :~ is t~ ic t  of Kitimat-Stikine 
Through " 
Bltooah I 1 7_ 1 f 
At $21 or more per day for a 
Shames lift ticket, how many 
families will be able to ski 
regularly? Yet skiers argue 
Shames ski hill is necessary to 
keep Terrace's youth out of 
court. 
Consultant Dan Matthews 
predicts the Shames develop- 
ment will have paid for itself in 
about three years. If that's'so 
the regional district should 
renegotiate the payment  
schedule a fourth time. We've 
already waited three and a half 
years. What's an additional 
year if we can collect what's ow- 
ing to us. Shames' second pay- 
ment isn't due until' 1992 
anyway. 
If ever Shames Mountain Ski 
Corporation falls fiat on ifs 
financial face, I won't feel guil- 
ty. Shames didn't ask me before 
they started if I'd help them 
• build a ski hill. Why d.o they 
now expect me to convert heir 
debt into shares to serve as col- 
lateral so they can go even 
deeper into debt by borrowing 
from a bank? 
Should their judgement of 
bidding top dollar for what they 
now describe as obsolete, worn 
out ,  rust ing equ ipment  
strengthen my faith in. their 
grandiose predictions for the 
I can understand why the 
regional district renegotiated. 
Shames' payment schedule so 
many times: They were trying to 
follow voters referendum in- 
structions. • 
But the regional district's 
memory of the referedum is 
fading. At the same fime' their 
heads are filling with fine fan- 
tasies of •powder sking, as 
Shames' spoke~persons s.weet 
talk them into sharing a dream• 
Already Kitimat and Terrace 
councils have fallen fo r  the + 
ruse. We need another election 
to remind them of their orders. 
l raised our daughters with 
tyro rules:_ Always get my ol~ay 
before buying anything I might 
have to help you pay for .  Se- 
cond, if you make a deal, keep 
it, 
That goes for Shames, too. , 
• future o f  Shames ski hill? I 
~:i ;d6n!~;t~i, nk so.. ~..::: : : 
,;.".~ 
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A special ;thanks 
to REAL women 
VICT?R IA -  Their logo" ~:  :~" ~ : .... ~ 
spells' realwomen. They are - | ~ i  ~ :% 
against, abortion. They are also. F~ l~ l  tha~ [~!  . . . .  ")) A #  
against homosexuals, lesbians . . . . . . .  =v - [ : ~ ~ :  
• and anyonewho says anything OaDIl l / 
on their behalf '. -- . .  =: - -  2--£ [ ~"~.~ 
message of hatred and in=,- ,~!~.,,?-:,,,.'~.,':,..i,:, . . . .  ! .... '~. ,::.,!:! ," ~ ,' . . . . . . . . .  
tolerance toward afore- ~ :.¢sown•" What would you sng- literature." 
gest, Madam, euthanasia? o r  mentioned h0mosexuais anti: 
lesbians. The R.E.A.L. stands 
for realistic, equal, active for 
life. 
Initially, I was inclined not 
to tar the entire organization 
with the same brush. After all, 
it had been only one woman, 
Peggy Steacy, president of the 
British Columbia chapter of 
R.E.A.L. women president, 
who started the current fuf'ore. 
Steacy was the author of a 
newsletter that attacked les- 
.bians, gays and feminists in a 
manner that easily qualifies as 
hate literature. Given an op- 
portunity to distance 
themselves from Steacy's 
remarks, members of the 
organization agreed 
wholeheartedly, instead and 
must, therefore, share the 
blame. 
The letter says, among other 
things, that Marc Lepine, the 
man who killed 14 women at 
the Unviersity of Montreal ast 
December, might easily have 
been a man whose child was 
aborted. 
Steacy's diatribe against gay.s 
and lesbians was more than 
just an attack. She went into 
virtual hysterics, talking of the 
"filthy habits" engaged in by 
• homosexuals in what was fast 
becoming known as "Sodom 
• of the North" (Vancouver). 
"Most decent people do not 
know the disgusting, filthy ac- 
tivities indulged in by these 
people, homos and lesbians 
both," she ranted• 
As for AIDS victims, Steacy 
complained that quite apart 
from all moi'al considerations, 
"we are paying roughly 
$100,000 a year to look after 
AIDS pat ients . . ,  who are 
simply reaping what they have 
perhaps, we should Simply. "' 
deny them treatment. 
Women's centres which have 
been stripped of fedei'al fun- 
ding also came in for Steacy's 
wrath. These centres, she said, 
were "nothing more than 
drop.in centres disseminating a 
lot of antigovernment, feminist 
literature." 
What an incredible thing to 
say. Perhaps a woman who 
has just been raped and seeks ~ 
solace, moral support and 
assistance at such a centre for 
women could give Steacya 
better answer to that stupid 
remark than Iiean. ' 
So much for R.E.A.L. 
women. The other interesting 
aspect of this controversy was 
the government's reaction. 
Premier Vander Zalm, who 
had a duty to denounce the 
mean and malignant premise 
of the newsletter - -  the 
government has paid for the 
postage to send it out - -  did 
nothing of the kind. 
I've never seen him running 
as fast, trying to escape 
xep0rters. And all he would 
say was he.won't bepatiy to 
any cenk0rship. It was a sad 
performance by the l~remier. 
Fortunately, Carol @ran, 
minister of  women's programs 
reacted quite differently• She 
was a speaker at the conven- 
tion and didn't waste the op- 
portunity to make her views 
known• 
A few days before the con-  
vention, Grin had already con- 
demned the contents of the 
newsletter, saying it smacked 
of hate.literature, BUt she add- 
ed that there was material• oft 
.both sides of the debatethat 
could be classified as hate 
In her address to R.E.A.L. 
women, Grin left no doubt 
what she thought of Steacy's 
letter. 
" In a country like Canada, 
there is no room for in- 
tolerance," she told the 
delegates. "'1 would urge all Of 
the delegates here today to re- 
ject publicly thecontents of 
that letter," she added..; 
"Those qf  you who dO not 
• agree with intolerance must 
'stand Up and be counted. The 
credibility of your organization 
is bigger than protecting the 
views of few people," Grin 
said. ~' 
• Unfortunately, her appeal: ~ 
fell on deaf ears. Betty Green, 
president of  the Vancouver 
Right to Life Society, called 
Grin's performance ~-: 
"disgusting." 
Steacy's opinions, sadly ~ 
shared by quite a numbei" of 
CanadianS; are in direct con- 
tra~t to the reputation for 
tolerance,we alllil~e toclaim • 
for ourselves. Steaey and com- 
pany equate tolerance with en- 
dorsement and approval. . 
In Nazi Germany, homosex: 
uals wer~ killedf and as recent- t 
ly as 20 years ago, h0mosex-. !! 
uals in Canada risked being: 
jailed, l,d like to know what; 
fate R.E,A.L. women would 
have in store for them. Con- 
Sidering the hysterical tone-of' 
the newsletter, 1shudder to" " 
speculate. : ::~ 
But'disturbing-as"the hafe'- 
mongering of organizations ~. 
such as R,E.A.L. women may 
be, perhaps we ~ should be :?:;.: ~ 
grateful to them. At leas.t i l~, • 
keep the hate mongers in 0t~:~ , 
place where we can keel~ an"i;i~ / 
eye on them• 
u,,~.~.-~?.;,~. ,~ I.:I:',POI~'TSI~ How I I ~  A",:-:,,c-r,M~-. '~  I , C. GOOD ~RR ~'~' 
LEF~,,.,~p,?;;I~,I,~0U:HA~Aee .i.ooer i 1 ~  ~ or,,,-,,-,.. ~lia I . .~.  ~ PATC.HES ni 
0 ' 2•' r !~: 
i l ,.., 
Large Douglas fir named 
after Scottish botanist 
David Douglas (1799.1834) 
SCOTTISH BOTANIST David Douglas, after whom the Douglas fir 
was named, travelled extensively through the west coast of North 
America in the early part of the 1800s. His achievements have 
been commemorated by a society that organizes events. A bust of 
Douglas and a plaque are on display at the Van Dusen Botanical 
Garden in Vancouver. 
'7 could not but carry what 
has already dost me some labour 
and anxiety. I therefore took all 
the seeds in the tin box and 
journals, secured in an oil cloth, 
weighing 43 pounds.'" From 
the journals of David Douglas. 
Most people are familiar with 
the three European explorers 
who travelled through what is 
now British Columbia in the lat- 
ter part of the 1700s and the 
beginning of the 1800s. 
Alexander Mackenzie, the 
first European to reach the 
Pacific Ocean by. land did so in 
1793 near Bella Coola. He was 
followed by Simon Fraser who 
reached the mouth of what is 
now called the Fraser River in 
1808. The third, David Thomp- 
son, is called the "Map Maker 
of Western Canada". 
But there was fourth such 
person to undertake the ex- 
ploratio n of British Columbia. 
David Douglas, born in 
Scotland in 1799, was a botanist 
and it is his name that is now at- 
tached to the big firs of North 
America's Pacific northwest. 
Douglas first came to North 
America in 1825 through his 
sponsor, the Horticultural 
Society of London. As with 
other explorer s , Douglas came 
to find what there was of value. 
Arriving at the mouth of the 
Columbia River in Oregon, 
Douglas worked out of Fort 
Vancouver, a Hudson's Bay 
Company post. He travelled 
through British Columbia, 
Washington, Idaho, Oregon 
and California. His travels in 
B.C. took him through the 
Okanagan Valley, the 
Kamloops area and upper 
Fraser Valley and the Columbia 
Valley from the Arrow Lakes 
north to the Rocky Mountains. 
Along the way, Douglas 
gathered many plant specimens, 
seeds and trees - -  more than 
200 in number .-- that wer(~:in - 
troduced to European gardens. 
In 1826 Douglas found a 
stand of giant pine trees. The 
largest he recorded as "three 
feet from the ground, 57 feet, 9 
inches in circumference; 134 
feet from the ground, 17 feet, 5 
inches; extreme length, 215 
feet." 
The following year Douglas 
began a long journey, ending up 
at Hudson Bay to board a-ship 
to England. He returned in 
1830, landing at the mouth of 
the Columbia River for 'more 
exploration. 
After a time spent in Califor- 
nia, Douglas headed north in 
1833 to reach Siberia. Hearriv- 
ed in Fort St. James on June 6 
of that year, realized the folly of 
h!s dream and started south. 
On June 13, the canoe in 
which Douglas was travelling 
was swamped at Fort .George 
Canyon on the Fraser River, 
causing the loss of all his 
botanical notes, written jour- 
nals and collections. 
Douglas then set out for 
Hawaii for more exploration. 
On July 12, 1834, he was found 
dead at the bottom of a pit 
which had been dug to trap wild 
cattle. He had been attacked by 
a trapped bull. 
Although Douglas did not 
spend a lot of his life in North 
America, his contribution leads 
him to be called the "great 
pioneer botanist" by Bill 
Young, president of the David 
Douglas Society of. Western 
North America. 
Information and the drawing 
of David Douglas were provid- 
ed by the David Douglas Society 
of Western North America. 
Hope seen in Nicaragua 
gloomy cloud seemed to hang 
over Managua (the capital) until 
about 4 p.m. Then we heard a 
big noise at the end of the 
block," said Taylor. 
"We saw a small but en- 
thusiastic parade turning the 
corner with red and black San- 
dinista flags, caps and kerchiefs 
- -  singing, shouting slogans. 
This spirited little band con- 
tinued through many blocks 
gathering fol lowers and 
strength .... ," he said. 
The Sandinistas took power 
! .  
, m 1979 after overthrowing 
mil itary ruler Anastasia 
Somoza. It then relied on 
Cuban and Soviet economic and 
military aid which drew opposi- 
tion from the United States 
government in the form of sup- 
port for the Contra guerillas. 
The Sandinista government 
led by Daniel Ortega con- 
solidated its power in a 1984 
election but the American op- 
postion continue.d. 
Taylor said he v~as impressed 
with a speech given by Ortega 
the morning after the election as 
it re-affirmed the Nicaraguan 
effort for self-determination. 
.... "He reViewed :~the .great. 
achievements of" the ,revolu- 
tionary government and ex- 
. pressed pride in the people for 
'contributing, in this unjust 
world divided between the 
powerful and the weak, a little 
dignity, a little democracy, a lit- 
tle social justice, from this small 
territory in Central America,',  
said Taylor in quoting from 
Ortega's peech. 
Taylor said a large number of 
observers (including former 
American president Jimmy 
Carter) and journalists were 
present to watch the election 
process. 
"It was the most carefully 
planned and thoroughly  
scrutinized election in the entire 
history of the world," Taylor 
added. 
Taylor, a human rights and 
peace activist, stayed with a 
family in Managua, a situation 
he says taxed his little 
knowledge of Spanish. 
Taylor's tay was not without 
incident --  his Wallet was stolen 
while attending one of the elec: 
tion rallies• 
TERRACE -- 
• "keel~irtgffe~ ir 
be a tricky I5~ol 
northwest reside 
ed elections thor 
Walt Taylor c 
a new coalition !
have a difficult 
the number of ] 
in~,olved. 
That coalitio: 
(it means 'one 
represents 14 i 
from conserva 
munist. It defe: 
Sandinista gave 
had been oppose 
States governr 
political and rail: 
Taylor said some o~ ms 
pessimism lies in how the new 
government will first disarm 
and then absorb the Contra 
guerillas, armed and supported 
by the United States. 
It's estimated that 90,000 
people have been killed, in- 
jured, kidnapped or orphaned 
out of a population of 3.75 
million since Contra attacks 
began in the decade the San- 
dinistas have been in govern- 
ment. 
Walt Taylor 
Those guerillas are now in 
areas controlled by United Na- 
tions forces and are in the pro- 
cess of turning in their weapons. 
At the same time, Taylor said 
he was optimistic because of the 
• response to the elections he saw 
while in Nicaragua as an 
observer. 
The day after the Feb. 25 
elections, "the family I was 
with went into mourning and a 
 Radio buffs ready for disasters 
TERRACE - -  It's just an emp- 
.:ty shellat the moment, but a 
local, amateur radio operator 
says a new van which has 
recently appeared on city streets 
could once day be "the pivotal 
point for all communications" 
in  the event of a major disaster. 
.Kim Olfert is the man often 
seen behind the wheel of the 
white van carrying 'Amateur 
:Radio Communications' letter- 
ink on its Sides. He also works 
with the Provincial Emergency 
:Program(PEP) as amateur 
radio chief for the northwestern 
zone. 
Olfert said part of hi s job was OUT ON the streets and ready for outfitting is this van. It'll contain 
to  ensure amateur radio Kim Olfert radio equipment o be used to keep lines ofcornmunications open 
• operators in. the region were Jn case of disaster or other emergencies. Local radio enthusiasts 
ready toprovide the type of ser- with PEP,headquarters in Vic- ,are responsible for the project. 
~vice thatwould be needed in the toria or Vancouver's Red Cross. - 
event  6 fa  disaster, That entail- -Explaining the importance of While the van would provide and co-axial feed lines. 
~ed drawing up a communica, effective radio communica- a communications centre able to Although the city had bought 
f ionsp lan  Which took account tions, Olfert said the San Fran- handle priority traffic quickly the van and some pieces of 
OU.who ~has what capabilities, s!sc0: earthquake had :, dearly .and  efficiently, it's mobility of- equipment. ~local service clubs 
iwhat fr~uencies would be used shown the vulnerability of the fered the further advantage of will beasked to assist in by pur- 
!andhow the traffic load would norma!!yrei!abletelephone net ,  having that centre at the scene chasing speclfic items still need. 
,' :~e~"' hahdled/,,,.:~ " work,, in the event of,a dtSaster: of the disaster, ed. Donations would also be 
~'i":Ol~¢e~Tull3) equipped, the van Everyone starts to phone to Olfert estimated it would cost sought from the, business corn- 
,would;be a major component m find out if everybody s okay, approxhmatelv, ¢ ~ -ur muaity, 
i~at. P [~ i i :He  pointed out it (and) before long the whole chasetl~e q~ipSm6en'~nt~led o 
he added. 
Once the van was outfitted, 
' i~oaldlbeilh~ed ,ot 0nit to c6or- s)'stem b~omes > over!0ad~;,, make the van o~rational. That Oifert said the next step would 
i 'din~te'~it~! communications n e pointed oUti! In such situib included $1,3~ for a high fro- be to:Similarly equip the local 
: :  'but: als0~' given high frequency • lions, ne adaed, radio came into i qUehey radio $ for an auto PEP office which is housed in 
Cal~i~illt~i offer dlree{ contract its own, . , : ,  antenna;tuhleti:,a power supply the basement of city hall. ~ 
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I -Hurt man h 
WeB treatment: 
Dear Sir: 
! was injured in Jan. 1986 
in a fall on the loader i was 
operating. ! split the cartilage 
in my left knee and did 
damage to the nerve as well. 
I was off work all of 1986 
because of it and was 
foolishly retrained for a 
lleence, Class 1, and told i 
was a trucker now. i found ! 
could not do-this type of 
work and advised the 
Workers  Compensat ion  
Board but this was not 
believed. Doctors had sug- 
gested job change to light du- 
ty. 
I was forced back to work 
in the forest industry where 1 
persevered with the pain all 
of 1987. During this time 
one-third of my left knee was 
completely hollowed out. 
On April 9, 1988 1 could 
work no longer so ! came 
home and began a long 
drawn out visit to doctors 
and the WCB who would not 
and did not recognize my 
claim again until Oct. 1988 
when finally, 1 had ar- 
thoseoplc abrasion surgery 
and it was discovered how 
bad the damage really was. 
After this I was on crut- 
ches to cane for five to six 
months and then given a 
brace which was supposed to 
help ease the pain. The brace 
did nothing for me. 
i was sent to the WCB 
Richmond Centre for re- 
evaluation and the board was 
told by its own medical ad- 
visor that my condition was 
severe, would not get better 
and to give me no 
physiotherapy as it would 
only do more damage. 
I was then sent back to 
Terrace where discussions 
began on what ever suitable 
training was available. We' 
discussed bookeepieg but the 
board said no because of the 
length of the course and low 
pay bracket l'd be in. We 
discussed security work, real 
estate, apartment manage- 
ment, etc. but all were not 
satisfactory to the board 
because of low pay factors. 
! was forced into an ex- 
cavator course at approx- 
imately $10,000 or was told 
I'd lose my benefits. ! took 
two-thirds of this course and 
found my knee and leg were 
getting worse again. 1 had 
another arthoscopic in- 
vestigation which determined 
i had more splits in the re- 
maining cartilage in my knee. 
The board once again was 
asked to consider lighter dutY 
but chose to Ignore this ad- 
vice and still said I could 
operate quipment. 
! have been refused pay-: 
ment since Feb. 12, 1990 and 
I'm told ! have to do" what 
they have chosen for me or 
find a course or good paying 
job at my own expense or 
wait a year for an appeal 
bearing. 
! am also told that for this 
job they have chosen for me ! 
and my family must leave 
our home town of 26 years 
for me and 45 years for my 
wife and relocated where so- 
meone might hire me as not 
one in the excavating field i'n 
this area will. 
1 estimate all of this has 
cost more than $150,000 
compared to a settlement o f  
say $50,000 in 1986 to get me 
off their doorstep and into a 
small business with minimal 
further damage to my knee 
and us free of the abusive 
WCB, a $100,000 and my 
knee could have been saved.. 
I am also told that for 
this job they have 
chosen for me I and my 
family must leave our 
home. town of 26 years 
for me and 45 years for 
my wife and relocated 
where someone might 
hire me as not one in the 
excavating field in this 
area will. 
Wisen up polilteians. 
Here's a blue stripe for you 
in the upcoming election if 
you move for the injured 
workers and for the sake of 
all those people who may, in 
the future, find themselves in
the same' position as l'mifi,~ 
i ask all injured workers to 
demonstrate across B.C. and 
write your premier re- 
questing action. There is no 
reason for this long term, 
abusive treatment we have to 
tolerate from WCB except 
for the fact they are beyond 
prosecution.  Someone 
should have the brains 
enough to make quicker, sen- 
sible, money saving deci- 
sions. 
If anyone has any advice 








As I write the first draft of 
this letter in reply to the story 
with Dr. Bowering's talking 
on Lyme disease I'm plugged 
into intravenous antibiotics 
in the hospital emergency 
department• This routine 
takes about an hour of my 
day for 30 days in all. 
I think that both the 
general public and public 
health should stop splitting 
hairs about,whether we have 
Lyme Disease in Terrace or 
not, Let!s maybe ven call it 
"Terrace Disease" - -"(1 
, ,  p ,  thought of Kermodei but 
people would probably start 
shooting the bears.) 
Regardless of what it is, it 
is triggering the Lyme's anti- 
body test and these same 
people are complaining of a 
lot of similar symptoms. 
These symptoms are not just 
a rash and arthritic problems 
but many neurological, car- 
diac and sometimes 
respiratory complaints. 
I quote, "To early to get 
a la rmed."  1 hearti ly 
disagree. Although few peo- 
ple actually die from this 
disease and none have in this 
area to my knowledge, late 
stages of this disease are dif- 
ficult to treat and can be Very 
debilitating~ I personally 
have been off work for four 
months in the past year 
already. 
In conclusion I agree that 
cont'd A6 
About letters 
' The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and  local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers •won*t be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances• 
Thank you letters should 
I/e submitted to the ,'card of 
Thanks' section 'be the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionablematter will
necessary for confirmation be edited or returned to the 
of the letter's authenticity writer, All letters arc runon ~I 
The writer)s name will be ......... ' ' a space avadable basls, w:th 
published. :Requests  for shorter leRers!l!~ely:to be, 
names to be withheld may be published soonest~, ~; :./ 
° 
/ 
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'Persistent' acts 
Man jailed r as,s a ult 
' rE IUI&EE - -  A Nisga'a Prosecutor Laurie Langford "The whole comfiiunity .has He argued the the  word. .... 
hereditary chief from Greenville called Davis' offe,lces persistent been affected," O'Byrne said. makin, amis.takebygettin, in" l ;~ . " I i  : , ,  
has been sentenced totwo years and violent acts in which he "The sentence should be one volved. "No one should impose . :, ! : 
less a day in prison and three lured some of the girls to his that's a visible method of atone, anything on anyone," he said. 
years probation for sexually home, and in some cases ment - -one  that should take "Itsh°uldc°mefr°mthehcart ~ ~ = ~ wl " / --C--'~ ~ ~~ ~/~pe !~~ 
assaulting young girls, premeditated the offences, place in the Nass Valley and and it should come from the 
In sentencing 68-year-old New Aiyansh spokesman follows the thinking of the whole community." 
Abraham Davis, Judge R.M. Herb Morven said the "ex- Nisga'a traditional way." He added that feasts have lost 
Hutchinson rejected defence plosiveness" of the charges He called the nativeclcansin8 meaning because they were 
calls in county court two weeks against Davis have weakened feast a public demonstration f outlawed by the government for 
for an unusual sentence that family bonds within Greenville punishment and shame that many years under the old Indian r . " q ' ' ~ ' ..... ' " ' 1 . ' ' : ~ " " ~ ' : ~ ~ ) " 
agOwould include a cleansing feast. "There's a subtle tearing would be a far greater punish- Act. "Most of the feasts we on- 
" l  would be stirring up the plate apart of the community," ment than any conventional ly talk about now, yourhonour. 
if I did that," he said. Morven told the court. "As a sentence. We have been made subservient . . . . . . . . .  IIl=~ 13, 1990 .... 
. first-time visitor you might not Morven testified such a to the laws of the land as they 
Davis was found guilty on see that But as you begin to sentence might only further are today" 
two counts of indecent assault understand the circumstances, divide the community. Any stripping of Davis' chief- 8 :00  a.m, - 3 :00  p.m. 
and pleaded guilty to three more those things jump out at you," "A cleansing feast, your .. tainship is another matter that Choice of juice. 2 pieces of . - 4 5 0  
counts of sexual assault. The of- Morven warned against calls honour, is supposed to allow us could take place only within his french toast, 1 egg any style, S 
fences took place between 1973 by defenc¢ lawyer Darrell to forgive. It's these feasts that clan, Morven said, without any 3 pieces bacon, coffee or tea. ~ . • 
and 198"/, and involved five vic- O'Byrne that the court take into allow us to pull together and outside interference. He added • 
tiros -- all girls ranging in age account the possibility of a stand as one," Morven told the that Davis has already fallen 4 :00  p ,m,  • ~;00  p .m,  
from seven to 15. The acts cleansing feastbeingheld, and court. "They're not to be used from grace within his communi- 8oup or Salad. Vealcutlet, " i1~ mJWl~_ 
varied from fondling to sexual impose an intermittent sentence just to make things appear ty. choice of potato, vegetables, /O intercourse, with lengthy probation, right." Judge Hutchinson agreed: "1 dessert, coffee or tea. • 
do. not propose to take this into 
account. The feast may be held Grand Trunk Restaurant Judge dismisses lraud orit maynotbe. Whetherit . (Sluml0erlodge Motel,' comes about is a matter for 4702 LAKELSE AVENUE PHONE:635-6302 
those people who know more LICENSED PREMISES 
TERRACE - -  Fraud and theft money. The threat of criminal Terrace Travel in June 1.988 for about it to decide." 
charges against a former Tar- proceedings cannot be used to $75,000. Bell said he wasn't told Davis was acquitted on three Sorry...¢l. other specials ~d gift certlfcates void May 13. 1990 only. 
race businessman were dropped collect a civil debt or money ow- about the sale, and Harvey other related charges. ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ @ ~ - ~ . ~ ' _ ~ ~  ~- 
last week when a judge ruled an ing, he explained, never paid him for his share. 
abuse of process had taken Bell and his wife invested When confronted, Harvey 
place. $20,000 in Harvey's company promised most of the invest- 
Robert Pearce Harvey, 53, -- Haida Travel Service Ltd. merit would be repaid, Bell 
now of Prince George, was be- The money was paid in full and testified. He said he never 
ing tried in Terrace county court Bell received a 20 per cent in- received the money and never 
on a charge of defrauding Tar- rarest in the travel agency, court heard from Harvey again. 
race resident Don Bell of was told. Marjorie Taron-  Harvey's 
$20,000. But evidence at the trial in- daughter - -  testified Bell up- 
Judge Dennis R. Sheppard dicated the agency lost its Inter- preached her in December 1988, 
last Wednesday found Bell ira- national Air Transport Associa- and demanded to know where 
properly threatened to press tion (IATA) ranking, and Harvey was. Bell said he wanted 
charges if he wasn't paid the Harvey sold the company to the money back, or else he 
would go to the police and lay 
charges, she told the court. 
Charges of theft over $1,000 
and fraud over $1,000 were laid 
against Harvey and Haida 
Babysitter w a n t e d  Travel Service in February 1989, following an investigation 
by the RCMP's commercial 
Dear Sir: possible babysitters I have crimes section. SAFEWAY RET IREMENT 
i am just dumbfounded, found that the average Bell's actions were designed April saw long time Safeway employees retire. From left are Eric Johanson, store 
How is a single parent ex- babysitter is charging $3 an to "force him or encourage him manager; Retirees Cy Renney and David CarBides with Gary Quadros, past store manager 
p¢ctedtofindababysitterto- hour per child, to pay back the $20,000," inTerrace and now a relief Area Manager. 
day. Now most of my single Judge Sheppard ruled. "That is The retirement dinner, attended by over 50 fellow employees,~qld friends and family, was t 
I am a'single mother with friends w6rk for $6.50 an an abuse of the process of the a salute'tb:tlie32~ye~li's Cy RenneY has worked for Safewayi I:flscareer started in Van-- 
'.':three: Cliild~6nahd" I v~ofild " hour so how do you pay"a - '  courts. , . . . . . . . . .  ~ .~ 
like to return to the work babysitter $9.00 an hour. Are "Last night I deciddd"ihe couver !n 1:958 .... : ; .... 
force. While checking upon we then expected to stay at evidence was there, and David CarBides was:a milestone in the Terrace store having been the first 
home with our children on therefore decided to stay the. baker hired for 8afeways New In-store bakery, 1st opened in 1983. 
from A5 welfare until they all go to proceedings," he told the jury. The evening saw many presentations of retirement gifts, stories of the past ' 
school. " I  have followed a line of cases and plans for the future. 
Disease Now let's see, 3 children that require that decision." for 3 hours after school 
further research should be equals $27 a day out of $52 a 
d°ne as s°on as p°ssible" day' n°ting we haven't p a i d w e  have an extremely above F / ~ 
This disease is costing a lot of our taxes, medical, food or ~ 
health dollarsin pharmacy rent out of thisamoun .
So it seems to me we are 
bills and mis-diagnosis as not expected to work unless 
well as absent days or mon- 
ths from work and loss of 
earnings, average wage or marry and 
Last but not least it is caus. add an income. I ~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ Honestly, [ do not know 
ing a great deal of anxiety how we have come to this ~ ~ 
and anguish for stricken state, I suppose my only 
families in this area. possible career choice should 
Yours sincerely, be to consider babysitting. 
Elizabeth Trappl J. Sunberg 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. 
- -  Sale Starts Tuesday, May 8th to Sunday, May 13th 
When you put your b_ 
foot down, it'll 
blow your socks off. Ladies' Ladies' Fashion Ladies' Blouses All Ladies' 
' Denim Jeans Knit Pants & Shirts Accessories 
25% 25% 25% 25% 
OFF!  OFF! OFF!  OFF v 
EVERYDAY~LOW EVERYDAY LOW 19.99 EVERYDAY LOW,  EVERYDAY LOW 
16.88 to 38.99 14.99 to 15.99 " 2.99 to 24.99 
4 ,, 14 s 2=,o  
The xciting Corsdo is nw avail- o Air conditioned comfort and more 11t9 187  
able in very limited quantities, Drop by for a test drive today Selection includes famous. Choose from assorted colours. Short sleeved. Assorted Selection includes all 
• 158 hp fuel-injected engine with a ~ maker & plus-size denim. Sizes S.M.L. coloure. Available in regular summer hats, bells, 
GO0 intercooled supercharger 
'*Electronicanti-lockbrakingsystem ~(~ Cor rado  andplus-size, scarvesandhandbags.: 5 1 
eAutomatic rear spo i le r  . . . . .  
I i t '~  Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. I~ ' l l~ ' / l '~  4721LakelseAve., 9:30m-6om ~¢T¢:.37.19.RIVEI.ORIVEr£T.IRRI.CE'635"5717L: .~- i [ r "  r - "  = 'h '¢  Terrace B C ,. . I M0n.-Thurs. &S . a ! - [  9:3  am- w pm H,0ay 11 ~ '~[ [~/ /~ ~ ' 
COLD BEER andWINE STORE ' .nnn 
with a great uleotlon of Import products. Plus quality sportswear , . ~ l l  
• . /'ML 
l~o:~Yt~lF, l , Saturday .... S, a, 635  ,6300 
9amto l lp .m i : 11 am to l l  pm. (except Chrlstms) :,'~ / :  ~ ~r~l~i  , 
I I 
? TOTEM FURNITURE 
APPLIANCES LTD, 
I ~ :,:,,..;,.':::~'.'.,~::..:i'~,"~': ..;,:..,.'~,- ,.%::.:%;-:,.'.'% ....:.:.:,- :~~.'.:... 
ANNIVERSARY SAVINGS ON 
UALITY OMEFURNISHINGS.,., .. Q . ~ ,, . I~ , '1~,  .:, . ~. : . .  , ,  , . .  . . . . .  , . . .. , 
B~ . exture~ tabfic that 
.~.,;tt ll~n(l a 1e~;,,"o,. ,hnw ~NOOO anu a 
Wl-  " - "  • . t i t le  $ OaK ~. . . - r "  
=~4g 
O~ir ................. "=649 
koveseat ............ 
R HUm' -  ,/OU _ , , . r~  SUI"IE 
HarveSt oak finish,solid oak topsand • t.to4aSt const~ucaton' 
trontS, and bu~nshi o ks evident in .. 
• ¢ra~t~, .... . "  uite. Quah!Y _. ~,,,r-ntece s , ,~ 
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t~ sm only. • 
=899 
=ggg 
I ?  ' /  
The VIP advantage is your assurance of superior... 
VALUE e DEPENDABILITY • SERVICE 
BACI(I]) BY VJ,B ffOIIB lID, DOUBE PROTECTION GU,~NIE 
VIP EXTIENDB CONSUMER PROTECTION PLAN 
.. For only pennies per day, you can protect your investment 
with our extended warranty protection plan.* 
/ " -  L • 
. Backed by Prudential Assurance 
.... *At  Part ic ipat ing Stores, 
/Ld¢ for detaik and .use your VIP Account 
at parlkipalJn8 dealers... 
MastorCafd  
. ~ ,~_ . , . , . , . . . I  
V/ .$A  • 
Enter today to , '~ ,  
,--J~_See ou, 
fe 7..'~c. ia,
FURNITURE & APPLiAN( E LTD. ,~o; ~,.,.0~.. 
638-1158 Since ! 963 
/ r • 
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~MA special ha 
other's Day 
everyone at Saf 
• . Direct Order Hot Line: 
59 
FAX US YOUR ORDER 1-662-SOS! 
Long,Distance charges ~pply to Fax orders oulsMeto the Lower Mainland. 
Here hOWl We Can take your Floral order anywhere in B.C., and send it anywhere in the world. Call our 
Toll.Free Direct Order Hot Line for det~lils. , 1 
We accept Visa & Mastercard on all Floral Orders• VF~A 
IF MOM HAD THE CHOICE SHE'D 
GO TO.. .  NORTHERN LIGHT STUDIO 
," Carved Native 
Silver and Gold 
~" Stone of  Lov'e 
II Crystals 
~" B.C. Jade 
~; Limited Edition 
Prints 
~" Custom Picture 
Framing 
~ o r t  ~ , ~ ~  4820 Halliwel, 
638-1403 ,~. ,~ '~;~~ Terrace. B.C. 
• '.%,:,;,~ V8G 2J4 ,, :..,,.,:'.: 
~j 
I 
A MAID FOR THE DAYi 
All Mothers have the opportunity to win a 
maid for the day] Have breakfast, lunch or 




7:00 a.m. - 12:00 Noon 
Complimentary 
chamPagne and orange 
juice when breakfast is 
ordered. 
CARPET BAGGER 
We serveSoz ,  of Top Slrloin steak topped with *12 95 
tender shrimp and broiled to your specification. Com- 
plimented with Hollandaise sauce. Served with din- 
ner or soup of the clay. n 
4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. Jt••l 1 * Call for reservations. Specials for Mother's Day onlyl 638-8141 
. . . . . . . .  - -  : Z ! , , , L . - - , . ,~  i ,~  i i ,m l ~m* i z .~ ,q  i j  
f 
New Books By Two Favourite 
Authors ~ i 
, - -Bod le  Thoene " 1 
~Oldie i  BUt : ( ; l~ le ,  ~ "~ 
400 LoSt'MUsic TitleS:. ~ ' ~ :~ 
• nereleased ', " r ' ' ~ 
• - -  Gaithem ,,So_metillno Beautiful : ' ;/~ 
. Imperials" Sail On" ,  i ~; : - " t  
Stationary, cards, gifts, ,i i , : :  : "  
• Free gift Wrapping; Saturday, . : ,  
May 12 Onlyl ~1 
=i!,-" j! !.. :: .:.... ,f" 
THE , TREASURE HOUSE 
4607 Lazelle Ave. 635-38031 ` 
5[OTI-EER'S D=~ E 
GIFT CERTIHC~TE 
Let mother idulge her secret 
shopping desires! Slml~y tell us 
amount deelredl 
Juat what mother alwaya wantedl 
WRAP UP THE 
PERFECT GIFT ! 
FOR MOM] i 
l Give her somethingi:~ \ 
easy to wrap, 
guaranteed to fit 
and sure to 
please... 





4717 Lakelse, Terrace (Between the two malls)' 635-531~ .... 
~ y  =~:i: : ...... .:. . '  :~I ,I , .~ro~~. - .~ , . - ,qE  " "I .~ .  : ~ :::)'i:i:~: 
: :~ : ) '  0 . ]  
- . | 
.' MOTHNR'S DAY IS SUNDAY, MA¥~ [Sth ' i 
• Royal Albert Cliina • Royal Doulton China ,~J 
" * Cwstal • CollectOrs Plates . i~,:. I 
o Frames & Unique Giftwara i!~ "]7" 
-,. w 
' " 7 Kalum St. '~:~'~~;#~""~'~ 
II 
PotentHla: g,,on ........... ,..... 2115.99 or 7.99 ea. 
Sp l raea ,g~lon . . . .~  ........ ,..,2!15.99 or 7.99 ea. 
Various Azalea 5 g=,on ......................................... 24 99 
J un ipers1  g~d,on .................... 2115.99 or 7.99 ea. 
Plus lots of hanging baskets 









It m~iy he hard to believe, but 
nce there was no Mother's 
~ayt  ',' . 
~But ,  :there was an Anna 
~geeves :larvis --  and Ms. Jarvis 
~i;$ad a wonderful idea. 
~:  Motller's Day, as we know it 
~oday ,  k, as her invention, short- 
~y  after.the turn of the century, 
~concept  inspired by her own 
~other ' s  death. It was a con- 
L~ept So right, so meaningful, 
~hat  it Gas to sweep the country, 
~z.nd then the world, 'with its 
~impl i~i ty ,  'its honesty and its 
~'~ymbolism. 
Back in 1907, just two years 
her mother died, Ms. Jar- 
["~if~etdescribed~iher notion to 
!'~_~stahlish, a Mother's Day,. in 
i_~honor of her.! mother and all 
mothers. 
! A. year'later~ Mother's Day 
~became a reality when it was 
first observed in Ms. Jarvis' 
[ [hometown of: Grafton, West 
L~,Virginia. 
rl ~'' But then it took a year of urg- 
i !ing, cajoling and pressuring im- 
t~ [portant people in her adopted 
/hometown o f  Philadelphia, to 
i 1' develop the" idea to an  em- 
J |  bryonic but .Successful conClu- 
de,on: She did have moral sup- 
i ~ort, right from the start, from 
~ohn Wanamaker,  the 
Philadelphia merchant philan- 
thropist add civic leader. Where 
][ he led, others followed -- the 
civic groups,: leaders of 
J 
1 
And then there Was Mothers' Day 
commerce and industry. 
Even before Ms. Jarvis, there 
was a failed attempt at 
establishing M0ther~s Day by 
'the Boston. activist, Harriet 
'Beecher Ward; following the 
cruel' and destructive Franco. 
Prussian War/inl 1871. Ward 
was moved to try to develop an 
organized group of mothers, all 
over the ~orld, as a force to 
prevent future wars. And, 
though the idea made a bit of 
progress, after a few struggling 
years, Ms..Ward's Mother's 
Day withered and passed into 
oblivion. 
So, when a new Mother's 
Day, born'of love, devotion, 
respect and understanding 
.dawned, its acceptance was 
spontaneous and immediate. 
BUt why was Grafton, West 
"Virginia the site of the first 
Mother's Day on the second 
Sunday of May in 19087 
.Because the Jarvis family came 
Trom West Virginia, where they 
were diligent citizens who had 
devoted time and energies to 
su(~h civic enterprises as 
rehabilitating discharged Civil 
War veterans. 
The first Mother's Day ser- 
mon was preached in a'little 
country church that still stands, 
a p~blic shrine and monument 
to the message of the day, now 
revered around the world. 
In 1913 Congress enacted 
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR MOTHER 
ON HER SPECIAL  DAY 
. ELEGANCE PERSONIF IED 
] HANDCRAFTED FROM 32% FULL  LEAD 
r; " ::' , , !  ' ,  AUS/T, R IANCRYSTAL  • 
Regular R/tail.Price "70 .  00 
: sPECIAL MOTHERS DAY PRICE 
1 ::[-/Only / 3925 
; / Save 43% 
[~ Avai lable excl~isively at: 
i ERW- N'S 
/ 'Available In 3 stores 
4637 Lakelsq Ave., Terrace 635-7440 
Skeena Mall,/rerrace 635-5111 
246 City Ce~tre, Kitimat 832-3313 
: , ,  . % . 
. , '  " : ' r :  
Mother's day as a nationai holi- 
day, forevermore tO be observ- 
ed the second Sunday of May, 
and to he so proclaimed by the • 
President annually. It •was 
President Wilson to whom the 
honor of issuing the first 
Mother's Day proclamation fell 
first. 
Originally, Mother's day was 
commemorated by a special 
visit to mother, or a letter or 
note, written expressly to mark 
the occasion, or a gift of some 
wild flowers. In 1908, less than 
five percent Of the mothers of 
the country worked outside the 
home; today, o~er 75 per cent hardly envisaged 
of mothers carry the double du- 1908, fill.the gapl And th0ugh ~
ty of bringing home part of the many people live too far aw/4y~ 
income and running the from their mothers'to mak~'iV 
household, as well. special Mother's Day visit,' ~ i  ~ 
The complexities of today's telephone• helps to fill this:gap 
schedules leave little time to And who knows? In a couple of 
write personal letters. But over years we may he able to see ~,: 
• 125 million greeting cards, well as talk to mother' via the 
0 q in leisurely fledgling picture-phonef ~:.;2d 
Totem Furniture Presents: 
-; ? Auto Weight Defrost 
?Auto Sensor Reheat 
• .New Popcorn Feature 
,. Doneness Control for 
: Custom Results 
• 22.6 L (0.8 cu. ft. ) 
i: Oven Capacity 
• 6-Power Levels 
t 
"o"kin'~- 0 would love a Panasonic 
la Touch, c~en lus  ~V l lCrowave  uven .  
.... :':":'=, hut-oS6nsor (~ook ' I Q_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Al l .Th is  and  Morel 
, , . ,=40s  .= 
, d:  
on lc  .: 
• • • " • 
gen ius  (jenlus) I ~... . I~T~::, . . ,! .  ,, 
Lat;genius "', 
Someone who knows L4' US°Much' .- 
OM u.,.v. M Turntable System ensures that all " parts of the food "; receive direct ( ./  
microwave 
penetration for 
even thorough . ~ ,: 
cookingl . .  ..... 
NN-5859 . . . . .  . 
NN-6599 h, , -oo, ,o 
V°Ooo 
__ :  ' 
GOLDEN BROWN DEL IC IOUS-  • Time Cook 0 
AUTOMATICALLY!  • Auto Weight Defrost l ; o ,.---~. .... 
• 22.6 L (0.8 cu. ft.) ~ , .  ~K¢9 '~ 
• Manual and Sensor Browning Oven Capacity " t~(  " c)..~.,"--''."3 i:i 
• Auto Weight Defrost "--~ '~  " 
• Auto Reheat • Electronic Clock ~...-....,C.....-~ei;~,,,x% 
• 31.1 L (1.1 cu. ft. ) • 6 Power Levels ---- f 
Oven C(pacit' 5 9 0 0 4  =29900 




' FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
i 
Since i 963 
4501 Lakelse Ave. 
638-1158 
. # : ¢,  
t 
:i: i
<, : : ~i:,i? :::: i:!/ ': i( ~ ' 
G. I .F . ,T -  S , : : ,&  G'A 'L -L -E .R .Y  
unique gift store :: ~i:" " : ' r " " ' : :" 
aturing'themi~:rooms ....... . ______  -, from 
r; ladi&, chlld,en, :;:'::, ~..: .... 
...... ,o,, 
, ,  >~>: 
:: :: i:>,~ ,~v,,,,/: .......... BRIGHT YELLOW HOUSE ON HWY. 16, " ['1 -::: : ' 
:chen ::accesories an~ . . . . . - . . , :~  : ::~,~ ,:~ .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
:,~. 'i / 
• , , ,  , • 
. i ¸  • 
5 :/i ~ ii~ !i ~ :~i I ::i/i: /~i~i: 
' " ' i ':~I :'~ :i !i 
, , v  :,:i!i':,:!~::ii:il/~  ! 
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costs 
TERRACE -- It's likely only 
seven weeks until boaters can 
once again use the MK Bay 
marina boat  launch, but 
Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
chairman Jack Talstra says it 
will be a lot longer before final 
improvement and expansion 
program) it appears the district 
will have to find $415,000 to 
finance completion. 
.However, Talstra emphasiz- 
costs are known. , the second contract under phase 
That means the cost to:the one.-dry land excavation of 
regional district is also 100,000 cu.m. o f  said and 
unknown ,because it is now gravel , came in $I00,000 
spending the $1,7 million in :under PWC projections, he  
federal and provincial grants it said, "That  doesn't mean 
come iz 
seen pr._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
up costs. 
However, once those bids 
.ed, "We are talking about pro- were available, the district 
jections," adding that wa~ true would be "90 pet' cent" certain 
oz any construction pr0jecL of the final cosi and therefore 
Although the successful bid on how much money 'wasL~till need- 
received. 
With total project costs 
estimated at $2;I. million by 
Public Works Canada (PWC) 
and government grants totalling 
$1.7  million ($1 million in 
federal money and  $700,000 
TERRACE -- The Nisga'a 
Tribal Council will hold 
meetings,among its members in 
preparation for a fall assembly 
to discuss its .land claims 
negotiations with the' federal 
government. 
The decision was reached at 
the council's 33rd annual con- 
vention last weel~ and is part of 
the council's efforts to develop 
a constitution leading toward 
self-government. 
anything until we complete the 
whole project." 
Pointing out bids still had to 
.be obtained on construction a d 
installation' of the floating 
breakwater as well as installa- 
tion of the floats system and 
ed; , ' . - :  ministrator Bob Marceiiin.'-" 
At that stage, Talstra said, it Although that was expected 
would likely approach both to take place in late June, he 
senioL levels of g0vernmeqt for cautioned that forecast assumed 
further financial assistance, the contractor did not run into 
Since the project is a joint yen- any unexpected problems and 
ture between the district and the delays. : ,. 
Kitamaat Village, it would also Moorage at the facility would 
be. negotiating with the band be available.once "substantial 
council to determine what share completion" had been achiev- 
of the costs it would pay. ed, probably by late September, 
Only when that process had he added. Once again, however, 
been completed would the that assumed no  unexpected 
under the province's GOBC services, he said thesemight district know how many tax 
Nisga'a plan more talks 
° 
The boat latmch:at MKBay 
marina will be back in service as 
soon as excavation work Cur- 
rently being carried out is coin, 
pleted, says regional district ad- 
Those meetings will take 
place in the Nisga'a home of the 
Nass Valley, in.Terrace and in 
other places where tribal council 
locals have been established. , 
Last year, the Nisga'a signed 
a three-year deal with the 
federal government tonegotiate 
its claim to 5,000 square miles 
of land centered on the Nass 
Valley. 
Among other points, the par- 
Nisga'a self government will 
take, resource ownership and 
jurisdiction over fish. 
The [~rovincial government is 
not involved in the negotiations. 
It has jurisdiction over land, 
minerals and wildlife. 
Alvin McKay was re-elected 
president and Joe GosneU nam- 
ed executive chairman by ac- 
clamation at the convention 
- ties are negotiating what form held in OreenviUe (Lakalzap). 
BILL ROBINSON 
Bill earned the honour by advancing to  the 
Dart National Championships in Toronto next 
month. 
Bill arrowed his way to a second place finish in 
rnen~.s.$1ngle:and,aspot on the B.C. team at the 
Provincial Championship in Prince Georg~e. 
Iffaddition to vying for the Canadian singles ti- 
tle, Bill will compete in men'sdoubles competi- 
tion. 
If you know anyone who deserves Athlete of 
the Month honours for I~lay, get your nomina. 
tions in early to All Seasons Sporting Goods. Bi l l  Rob insOn 
SOCCER & SOFTBALL 
EQUIPMENT 
To outfit the youngest to the oldest, ~ING GCW~D ¢
see All Seasons Sporting Goods! _~,~- , .~ '~ 
• gl k Jill~ 
All Seasons Sporting Goods  
4662 Lakelse Ave. ~,~,v' : ' ,~  
• 635 2982 
, t . .  
' ~ ~ Transcendental Modilation is more ~i~an 
~ just the best scientifically tested.relaxation 
technique inthe world today. All aspects 
of life improve simultaneously - mental, 
physical, Social and. environmental. Inner 
' happiness unfolds, contcntmentgrows and 
much, much more, ...... 
~ ~ !  To learn more'about these and other 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi benefits of, 
dHays. 
Transcendental Meditation 
Attend a free public introductory lecture 
Wednesday, May 9 at 8 pm 
Mount Layton Hot Springs Resort 
(14 miles south of Terrace on Highway 37) 
I 
'89 TOYOTA COROLLA 4dr SEDAN 
• 116L, 4cyl.  
• 5 spd transmission 
• Power steering 
• All •season steel belted 
radials 
=11 837 oo CLEAROUT PRICE • ][ 
'89 TOYOTA CAMRY LS 
CLEAROUT PRICE 
• 2 Li 4 cyl. 
• 5 speed transmission 
• Power windows/locks 
• SPORTS SEATS 
• And much more~ ii 
.l~ 
=16,01100 
I ' "  Rear w per washe~; ! J~_= ,s teer ing . . .  ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~   ~  J 
TERRACE 
FEATURE FOR THE. 
BESTJETYOU 
i? • 
The British Aerospace 146. The quietest 
conunercial jet in the world is now appearing at 
an airport near you. The BAe 146 is not only a 
guod-looking 4-engine j t, it's also a great-riding 
jet. In fact, it's the roomiest, most Comfortable 
way to shuttle your way across the west. 
But don't ake our word m , ~ ~  
for it, check the specs. To 
arrange for your own in-flight 
experience, call your travel agent or AirBC for 
reservations: 035-7069.  
ro  V4N~R 
8:35am 3.'30pro 
P / i  
7.'00  
/ •• i • ' -••  
/ , C : /  • ' 
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/Caboose era at an en d 
Hi r  " ' unto i:!i 
b e h i n d  trains / ' °cC°2~'e~a l l te l :Undry  oDoormats&wlpers : :  !./: 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST ": ~::: 
4404 Legion Ave., ' ' :2838  
Terrace, B.C. 635 
TERRACE - -  Those familiar 
cabooses on the back of trains 
became a thing of the past along 
the CN rail line here May  1. 
: As of that date, trains began 
using a commercial toaster-size 
device to give engineers in the 
locomotive.all the information. 
they need. 
The device, called a sense and 
breaking unit (SBU), is attached 
to the last car of each train and 
provides information on brake 
pressure and motion, said CN 
spokesman Scott Rober!s. 
"The SBU also tells the 
locomotive when the train is 
completely on or off a siding so 
other trains can safely pass," he 
said. 
Scott added that workers 
once stationed in the caboose 
are now r id ing in the 
locomotive. 
The units were tested exten- 
sively before being introduced 
and are being used by other 
railways in North America, he 
said. 
The surplus cabooses will be 
used on other CN lines, sold to 
other companies or have their 
running gear removed as parts 
for other cars, said Roberts. 
He added that some may also 
be available for purchase by 
community or other groups. 
"At some point, a town or 
village may want a caboose for 
some sort of  community role 
and they'll probably become 
Regional district notes 
Tree interest expressed 
and working plan for TFL 1, 
ffWe feel that your organization' 
may have an interest in the plan- 
ning process involved," he Add- 
e d. 
i i 
Directors agreed to mvtte 
Tuomi to make a presenta!ion 
at the  district's May  25-26 
meeting. j , .  * ,k  A , ,  * *  
Kit imat-St ik ine .~egional 
district has turned down a grant 
request from the Skeena Round 
TERRACE - -  Regional district Table for Sustainable Develop- cial support might be available 
directors are taking up a local lent  but will support any ap- through Victoria's p~oposed 
forest company's offer to air plication it makes for provincial Sustainable Development Fund 
their views and concerns on the government money, announced in the recent budget. 
future of Tree Farm Licence The group,:had :asked for *****  
No. l .  , ~'"  . . . .  thd~bofi~r~l,,,,.$|,O00, to c0ver~immediate ..... A l th0£ igh  : i ts  i r6quest 
Vln letter operational costs:~:pi'~s"a corn: High~'~S'~i~sume resP0tl~ibilili to 
S[keena: Cellulose woodlands: mitment to provide a further for Iron Road, near Telegraph 
manager Dan Tuomi said thai! $5,000 quarterly to cover long 
company was beginnifig t9/~/termexpen~esincludingthehir- minister Rita Johnston, the 
prepare its next management / ing of consultants, district will try once again. 
While he professed admira- 
tion for the organization's ef- 
forts, New Hazelton director 
Pete:Weeber warned approval 
of the grant would "open the 
doors" to similar requests from 
the many more:such groups he 
predicted would emerge. 
Responding to a suggestion 
from Telegraph Creek director 
Dan Pakula that the district 
urge the province to provide 
money to cover the expenses of 
thesebodies, Weeber said finan- 
YOUR BABY'S SHOES I~ 
PRESERVEBD FNOREVER 
I" GLEAMING RO , a ~ ~  
OR SILVER J ~ ' t  "~1 
[] Also pink blue and Neff Chinakote ~ ~: , ,  
[] Cultured marble mountings. ,~ l~Zl  
[] We also dO athletic items, pet collars, ~'~',:'~ .~'~- ~/ 
memorabilia, etc. -" ' c:L¢ "~/ . i~~!~ , , .  
TERRACE BRONZING SERVICE Mothers Day Draw 
at 638"1891 AFTER 5 P.M. Quarteldeck Restaurant 
i |  
INTRODUCES.. 
JAN DozzI 
We Invite You 




• Manicures • Waxing . : ,  : 
• Pedicures • Brow Shaping:  ~' 
• Facials • Back Treatment 
• Eyelash Tinting • Make-Up 
FOR AN APPnlI~TMFNT ~ALL 635'5727 
Creek, has been turned down by 
Describing the 45kin route as 
a "bush road" with 20 per cent 
grades and a width of less than 
4m, Johnston said making it a 
maintained public route would 
require the ministry to acquire 
the right of way and construct 
the road "to an acceptable 
design." 
With estimates indicating a 
minimum cost of $200,000/km 
to do so, she said the project 
had a very low priority com- 
pared to the "many other 
significant ransportation needs 
in the northwest." 
However, area director Dan 
Pakula pointed out the district's 
request had referred only to the 
7kin providing access to four 
properties located on the road, 
not the entire route. He also 
suggested the cost estimate was 
too high given there were no 
adverse grades on the first few 
kilometres of that stretch. 
Directors agreed to send 
another letter to Johnston clari- 
fying the district's position. 
available," he said. 
And while those workers who 
used to ride in the caboose stil l  
may have jobs, other workers 
who serviced them don't, said a 
spokesman for the.Canadian 
Brotherhood of  RailWay, 
T ranspor t  and Genera l  
Workers. 
Bob Storness-Bliss said up to 
24 jobs will be lost in B.C. and 
Edmonton as a result of the 
cabooses being taken off trains. 
He added that there has been 
similar job loss in other parts of  
the country where sense and 







Size Sale Price 
P 155/80R 13 69,74 
P 155/80R 13 82.49 















Size Sale Price 
BOMBEN AUTO REPAIR 
Certified Auto TeChnicians i ,  
• Automotive r pair on all North Amedcan cars. 
• Specializing In fuel Injection, transmission, electrical, brakes; auspen~ 
and engines. ,: . 
Open MonUpFdday a 84n.- $ p.m. , i !;;ii?i': 
• Saturday 8 m.m. - S p.m. 
4:  
4524 Greig Ave. : ..... ..:: 
t 
Terrace, B.C. ~ 5 ; ~ 1  0 






EAGLE GT + 4 
OUTLINE WHITE LETTERS 










P205160R 15 132.74 




Save ~ o. ,.~*,. GL Coo~.o,'= .... ,, LOWEST PRICED 
P ...... ~,s .... ..~ ...... ~ o. ,h. pc..,., ALL.SEAS ON Eagle GT * 4, high pedormance AIl.Seoson RadiiL 
~,.. o,., p,,¢ ..... ,h., Goo~.., r . .  RADIAL 
LT195175R14 116,64 ( : S4S  
'LT~1S~75~15 124.47 ~i-~-NUS ~--'~,.- ~,¢1 W.~T~WA,L 
LT235/75R15 134,55 I~f f "~ ~_~l~i==/ mo~t,~.l Size Sale Price VliS/I;;aIJ "too gel th,s - 
,o0.1. 1 4o. P15S,,OR,13 4699 
I fromGteat m ~  o Iomeo 750R16 157.03 ~ .......... 1~.". -~IIF/~a~'v~ g.~=¢"= I P185175R14 59.99 Games q~. / moments otno 
600R16.5 148.84 I G~o ~e' ~ ~V~/S~=l~ P195/75R14 60.99 
875R16.5 186,45 Tam.L.~_;~=~" " . . . .  ) P205175R14 69.99 
950R16 5 17501.,ii~:~::~,. • ~ . . . .  P205/75R15 6999 . '  
30xOSOR15 OWL :189 42~;~ :;~,~,: .... ,.:'T,:: ",, : ' , . ,  ' : ' !  : :. :~'~: .: :~:P215)75R15 : /  /.'.:~73:99t:?i~'::; 
. . . .  ~,, . : , . 225175R15 82,997 : 
R9 nchecks available on all tires at your Local Service Centre 
PRICES INCLUDE i : 
: KAL TIRE'S FAMOUS 









~,= 4929 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1K7 
'o 
_ ,  635-6170 






Bundle up your water heater 
in a cosy blanket.., and save money. 
electric water But if you don't have gas service in :.'~:i:( !~ 
energy-efficiem water heater to be as energy-efficient as. '/;!i' 
can  save yon tip Io 10% on your household, possible. So, when we install the insulating i i,~i 
water heating costs. :~ blanket, we'll give you a coupon that's ;.i : .iii~. ! 
Thars why B.C.llydm is making yO u good for a $20 rebate on a now Power /)i~i~: 
a cosy offer: a free i,suluting blanket for i Smart electric water heater. : i i) 
your electric' water heater, installed free : If for any technical reason your , ,~ ~,i~:! , 
i electric water heater cannot be fitted with:./~,,,?i~i~ of charge. 
Its nn offer worth$40. : ~ i nn insulating blanket, we'll offer you the i i ~( :~,~ 
Natural gas Is a convement and eeono- same $20 rebate. • .~  fl~,:o 
mical way reheat wa!er, So if you Mvea So bundle up. Your water heater will i:'~,: !' i;/i 
,,as line into your house, your be'st Option save heat, you II save on your electrical !?~ 
ms to convert to gus the next ,me you buy a broils, and we II all save energy, . . . .  ,,': i/~ ~ 
water heater. To helpy0u out, BiCHydro, ~ To arrange for a contractor toinstall: : ,:/~i'i~ 
along with your gas conipany, will give you " the water heater blankeL call • ,, ,L: i!~ 
a $150 cash discount "fyou purchasea ' Our Contractor Lawrence W .....  
• " k~ ~ 638-0140, !0 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
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Beer, w, ne store / I"ItAIM 
! wanted by hotel ' r ' t .  
Fair showing 
CELINA DA SILVA was just one of many youngsters who made 
friends with the cotton candy dispenser called Robbie at the 
Jaycees trades' fair last weekend. The robot belongs to 
Blackburn Fire Detection of Smithers which shared a booth 
with Sky Blue Ventures of Terrace. 
tERRACE -- Spee-Dee 
Printers is enlarging its floor 
~pace. 
The store is expanding into a 
vacant space in the building it 
owns. 
* 'k****  
Dean's Chocolates has chang- 
ed its name to Chocolate Affair. 
Owner Barb Young said lear- 
TERRACE - -  The area• could 
soon have its third beer and 
wine store if the provincial 
government approves an ap- 
plication made by the Skeena 
Hotel. 
There are now two beer and 
wine stores,, one at the Inn of 
the West and one at the Nor- 
thern Motor Inn. 
Skeena Hotel spokesman 
Norm Zloklikovits said he ex- 
pects final licence approval 
soon and wants construction to
start by the end of this month 
leading toward a tentative 
August opening. 
This is the second time the 
hotel has applied. It wanted a 
beer and wine store two yeai's 
ago but plans were put on hold. 
At that time, said 
Zloklikovits, the hotel wanted a
separate building but its plans 
now call for an addition on the 
Pizza Patio side of the hotel. 
And although the planned 
store is too close to the one at 
the Inn of the West for provin- 
cial regulations, it has been 
given preliminary approval 
because of the area population, 
says a liquor control and licens- 
ing branch spokesman. 
"The population of Terrace 
and the trading area is 26,462. 
That makes the area eligible for 
four LRSs (licence retail 
s to res ) , "  said Christ ine 
O UT AND AnOU T ] 
longest in its 17 years here, says 
Welcome Wagon spokesman Vi
Middleton. 
the provincial government. 
Jackman is the new economic 
development liaison officer for 
Rushforth. 
Final approval for the beer 
and wine store is also subject o 
comments from residents and 
businesses located with a half- 
miler t'adius of its location, she 
said. The deadline for making 
those submissions to the liquor 
control and licensing branch is  
May 31. 
Rushforth also said approval 
by the city is required. That 
took place two years ago when 





TERRACE - -  The area's 
newest sawmill delivered its first 
truckload of lumber to the port 
at Prince Rupert last week. 
The 105ram X 105mmdimen- ~ 
sion called Japanese Post is off 
to Tokyo for use in home con- 
struction, said Kalum Wood 
Products spokesman Bill God- 
frey. 
Kalum Wood Products uses 
the sawlog part of trees affected 
by rot that otherwise would be 
chipped and end up in a pulp 
mill. 
When the mill reaches full 
production, it will produce one 
million board feet a month on 
one shift and that ranslates into 
approximately eight truckloads 
a week, said Godfrey. 
The majority owner of Kalum 
Wood Products is Stave River 
ing the Dean's franchise means This is also Welcome the Nechako economic develop- Forest Products. A minority 
~..:._ :_ _ Wagon's 60th year of operation merit region. He was alderman owner is Skeena Cellulose which 
an opportunity to ci~o~,~a:ie;~!~./~!across:Canada. : . .  ~;i~,::~::i!:~ro+mii.1986=:until: 1988; :,;f,~r,~; :(~::~-'~pp]!e S the wood while H &::Y '~greater variety of 
: , , , , , ,  " A Norwegian film crew is On' sal/i{y of ~p t(~ $2,257.68. . . .  Van~buver, handles marketing 
Effective next week, The its way here the end of July to * **  * , ,  in the Orient. 
News Advertiser will no longer 
be diltributed in Terrace. 
The free distribution paper, 
owned by Northern Sentinel 
Press, will continue to be 
published in Kitimat, Stewart 
and Cedarvale. Its sister 
publication, the 'Northern Sen- 
tinel, will continue 1o be sold in 
l'errace. 
As well the Northern Sen- 
tinel/News Advertiser office 
will close in Terrace, resulting in 
the loss of three jobs. 
* "A" * "A" "k ,A- 
Welcome Wagon has given a 
commemorative plate to the 
company connected with it the 
longest in the Terrace area. 
Richard's Cleaners has been 
connected with the agency the 
Service 
the key 
TERRACE -- The Terrace and 
District Credit Union will con- 
centrate on service to better at- 
tract and keep customers, ays 
the chairman of its board. 
Jim Mantel said last week 
there is growing competition 
between banks and other finan- 
cfal institutions for business. 
"We want to provide the best 
service possible, that's our 
priority," he said. 
Mantel added that credit 
unions are important to areas in 
Which they operate as money 
deposited stays in the areal and 
benefit local people. 
He said the credit union will 
also work toward having as 
many of its 4,200 members as 
possible use it for all of their 
financial requirements. 
"That'll strengthen the credit 
union's equity base and 
ultimately benefit everybody," 
Mantel said. 
Mantel, who has more than a 
decade of credit union board ex- 
perience, was named as presi- 
dent at the c~:edit union's annual 
meeting April 24. Joining him 
on the executive are Gordon 
Watmough as Vice president 
and Dale McFadden as 
secretary. 
Directors are Marvin 
Kamenz, Michael Bowen- 
Colthurst, Kathy Juba, Keith 
Arnold-Smith, Jack Wilson and 
Bob Marcellin. ,+r.I 
make a film on northwestern 
B.C. 
Steve Petuh of the Reel Inn 
Motel said he met one of the 
film makers at a sports show in 
Norway in April. 
"He wants to market it to TV 
stations all over Europe," said 
Petuh. 
* 'k 'k 'k  * * 
Business consultant and 
former alderman Bob Jackman 
is off to Smithers for a job with 
Greening Tours Ltd. hopes to 
• be on the road this year and is 
waiting for a provincial motor 
carriers permit. 
Owner-manager Bey Green- 
ing said last week she has 
designed ay tours of the Ter- 
race area and to points urroun- 
ding the city. 
Greening also said the com- 
pany will fit tours to meet 
customer needs. The company 
has a six-passenger van. 
Travelling west? 
, ,,try Pr ince Rupert's 
S lumber  Lodge 
__  Motor  
COLINand DIANA [ 
invite you to try their 
NEW DINING ROOM 













Includes Complimentary Continental Breakfast 
• LICENSED LOUNGE 
• QUIET ROOMS 
• SAUNAS 
Phone 627-1711 or
Call Central Rezervatlons 
TOLL FREE 1-800-663-2831 
909 3rd Avenue Wear 
Prince Rupert, B.C. veJ 1M9 
LOALNS 
4609 Lazeile Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 183 
Telephone (004) 636-2826' 
Fax (604) 635-3964 
f . - . . - ,_ ,  
OF 
JOY 
Baby's Name: Jamle Lee Franzmann 
Dale & Time of Birth: April 15, 1990 at 8:56 pm 
Welahl: 8 Ibs. 11V~ oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: [larry and Anne Franzmann 
~by's Name: David Anthony Orion Penner 
Date & Time of Bfl'th: Apdl 11, 1990 at 6:31 am 
Weiohl: 7 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Pennis: Robert and Barbara 
Baby's Name: Aaron Pieter & Luke Angefo Coburn 
Date & Time of Birth: March 23, 1990 at 8 pm& 9:13 pm 
Weiohl: 4 ibs. 3V2 oz. & 4 Ibs. 14V~ oz. ,Sex: Males 
Parents: Don and Teresita Coburn 
Baby's Name: Dane Rodedck Cameron 
Date & Time of Birth: April 22, 1990 at 1:46 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Male 
Pamnlz: Bruce and Linda Lee Cameron 
Baby's Name: Pavan Deep Ohillon 
Dale & Time of Bklh: April 13, 1990 at 4:00 am 
Wellhl: 5 Ibs. 1 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Surinder and Jaswinder Dhillon 
l i  Bring your m0m in and receive 
/ 
I l l / '  off  everything 4 
, /0  ,n,...,or. 
i , .; . -May9-15 
15% 




Special Includes Engine, 
Gasket  an,:, ,m,mt,o, AUTHORIZED 
Labour, /REMANU F A CTURE D 
BEST BRAND] 
NEXT TO BRAND NEWi /i i A , - -  
PASSENGER, V A N . ,  I~ ,.k,,/'~I,,/A 
& LIGHTTBUCK Installed Price .~[~ Ir t , rY  [~/z,,'(, 
+0 +o,,,s ,_., :...o: 
Ford SO0 e oyl 167'1.89 "~ ~I :~R ENDS" 
• Ford ,302, V8.[]:I:[]I[:I[]]][[[[I:[[.['A785.18 ~ x,j:_ , ,~1(31"3  ..,~ 
Ford351M.  V8 ........................ 1769.54 JUN~ ou/e , - ,  
Ford 351W, V8 ....................... 18S0.49 "- ~ , ,  i . "~ tt~-.~'- 
Ford 4OOM, V8 ........................ 1769.54 " - ' / / / /~ /~ /~\"  
GM 305, V8 ............................ 1956.7 '3  Y V ' r~ '  V " "~ 
ESP EXTENDED 
SERVICE PLAN 
I~1) to 36 months/60,O00 km 
, :  ,g, -~ : : .  , national warranty available. 
: Ford applications only. 
]emanuf~cture 
I . " ' : "  r ' ' ' [ ' '~  
c~,~ .~ (~st ,  ~ m' t 
i ~d ad~tioa~ pms oxtn. I 
~ i  ~t i l ["  i.le t : '~ lm ~'T ]  i~  m ~0 C~w~ ,,ua. " ]~: 
GM 350, V8 ............................ 1930.53 
CHRYSLER 225, 6 cyl .......... ....1563.20 
CHRYSLER 318, V8 ................ 1871.20 
CHRYSLER 360, V8...~ ....... ..... 1885.9q 
4631 Kelth Ave,, Ten'ace 635-4984 
Compromise sought on 
cabinet is today expected to fromt~emad "It makes thesituatiotl~a.bit 
~prop'~saL~othd ~t  the more attractive," Said Merlyn 
of the, planned :road in 
lth'tbe i~ro.vineliil g0vern.. 
e(:omil~ tile inajor finan ~- 
consider a compromise solution The 
to build a road into the gold- length 
; rich lskut Valley area. half 
Although the provincial mentit 
governments and mining corn- cial b a 
panics agree that a road will from ~ 
lead to further development in pmdqs 
the lskut Valley, they so far bit f0i 
haven't been able to agree ~3n theiFil~ 
who will build the road and cost Aco 
• sharing for its constructionand lyb~ 
maintenance, plbrei 
Central to the  issue is a Wransl 
, government position that .rain- base.,. 
ing companies should be Whi 
responsible for 75 per cent of ly on t 
the estimated $12.5 million it mines 
would take to build a 72kin 
road from Hwy37 to the Iskut 
in the neighbourhood of several 
mining development properties• 
That position is based on the 
government feeling that mining 
companies hould pay the most 
cker fbt' thatfirst portion 
Hwy33.~ .Mining com- 
~vbUld:'itheni=be ~'esponsi- 
!bbildifig sptir; roads into 
~ss~to theiskut zs now on- 
~ir ,with mining and ex- 
ion compames using 
ell, Alaska, ~ ia  staging 
e not Commenting direct'- 
Le compromise proposal~ 
ministry official John 
Clanc~ said reducing the lengtli 
of the maitz road is one way to 
have a:U parties reach common 
ground: 
A Cominco spokesman, that 
company is developing the 
SNIP property in the lskut and 
as they will benefit,the most. is one o,f two firms most involv- 
Mining companies have ed wittl the , government over 
responded by. saying, they road negotiations, said the pro- 
should only pay 12 to 18 per posal comes, closer t()what the 
Tories meet next week 
TERRACE - -  Members of the 
federal Progressive Conser- 
vative Skeena riding association 
meet in Smithers May 12 to 
choose a new executive. 
Riding president Otto Grund- 
mann of Terrace said he has 
sent notices to 600 current and 
lapsed members in anticipation 
of the meeting. 
Mem6ers will choose a presi- 
dent, fi=~st vice president, second 
vice president, third vice presi- 
dent, secretary, treasurer and 10 
directors from across the riding. 
Grun~lmann, who has served 
as president for two years, said 
he hasn't made up his mind 
about running again. 
• Royea who,.addeii~thb ireduced 
Construction'c0sts ,for a,diorter 
main road ~'~u~l~l ~m~tke it;easier 
for c6.mpanie(,t0 p.~ticipate. 
'-. Bill Price' of'Skyline G01d, its 
Johnny •;i~0mltidi~ mine~is, the 
~nly operating gold producer •in 
the! lskut, said .mining com- 
llames ~ could probably • build 
ti~eir spur roads for a cheaper 
price than wouldbe the case in a 
• longer road constructed to meet 
,S~abd=rds wanted '~ by the. Pro- 
incR.. • 
:'~Skee~ia"MLA Dave Parker 
and theiminiSter responsible for 
northerb~ development; .s'aid 
severa!pr0posals were discdssed 
last week but;.that the cabinet 
wanted 'nzore information. 
"we had a pretty lengthy 
discussion WedneSday (May 2) 
in cabinet. A cotiple of things 
were kicked around,"• said 
Parker. 
DINNER: Men.,- Sun. 
5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
J L  
The friendliest " inn" townl , ~ ~ _  
Make our  place "Your  Place" to enjoy an 
evening of intimate dining and reasonable I~leeet  
~ ! ~ ~  What's 
~~iJ!  ~ Cookin' ... 
,C.'. :. " ~ ~ j ~  in th'e month of May 
~ ~ . at tim Bavarian Inn ~ 
Whole fresh east coast LOBST~:R 
flown in weekly for:your pleasu=re, r . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
WHOLE ATLANTIC LOBSTER 
with drawn butter $19 .95  
& baked potato 
LOB.. C,E~ES ",EWR,RC" 
with saffron rice =14 95 
& fresh vegetables 
- r , - - - - - - -  
Reserve  now for Mother's Deiy 
complimentary rose for every ~om! 
For more Information and res,ervatlons call: 
LUNCH: M0n. - Fd. 4332 Lltkelse Ave. 





"At Ironworks we understand that !you want to ,• "~ I ~ 
be fit and feel healthy. But you're lbusyl Sowe 
have designed a program thateelsily fits •into 




In 22 minutes, .you'll 
go through a 
customized fitness 
circuit designed to 
flatten your tummy, 
tone .your legs and 
increase your strength 
and energyl 





"4r Gym & Fitness Cetntre 
(F~edyJezebels) 
I : • ' j 
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MOTHER S DAY ::  
, DERBY  
Come out Rind watch the actionl 
SATURDAY 
MAY 12 
• 10 a.m. 
Know the  Sweet  
F inanc ia l  Succes  
I 
, . ' :11  i 
. k 
Scratch & Sniff  
.m 
Scratch & Snif f  
/ - -  
ou didn't smell anythin 
did - -  you smelled black ink. And 
. , .~. . . ,  ,.: on your balance sheet is what 
i~ financial success is all about. 
• Newspaper advertising can hel 
reach that financial success, 
one of  our  Advert is ing~Consultants 
• =? . 
- - - . ,  
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA " 
Call any 
~;  i I 
,~., ,~ : ,~ 
i. ;! •:.( 
I 
I .  
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RCMP are looking for witnesses when this pickup, driven by 
Roslynn McCall, tried to cross Hwy16 and Desjardins Rd. May 
I and collided with a transport ruck. McCall was killed in the 
accident. 
--Pol ice :beat 
Woman dies in crash 
TERRACE - -  A 71-year-old Terrace woman was killed, in a 
_Mayl_accident between an ore truck and a pickupat Hwyl6 
and Desjardins Road, police say. 
RCMP identified the dead woman as Roslynn McCall. 
They said she was driving a blue 1986 Mazda pickup, when 
she pulled away from the stop sign at the intersection, i  front 
of an oncoming loaded Lomak truck. 
She was taken to Mills Memorial Hospital in serious condi- 
tion, where she later died of related injuries. The other driver 
was uninjured. 
Police say the collision.is till under investigation, and they 
say they are looking for anyone who witnessed the accident Dr 
the driving of either vehicle before the crash. Anyone with in- 
formation is' asked to contact he Terrace detachment at 
638-0333. 
Airport driver charged 
A 22-year-old Edmonton man who drove aroun~ the tar- 
mac at the Terrace-Kilimatairport April 28 and damaged a 
plane has been charged by local police. 
Terrace RCMP said the man gained access to the alrside of 
the airport, drove his vehicle down the taxiway in front of the 
• terminal and onto one of the runways. Fron~ there, police 
said, the man entered a Bristol Freighter aircraft parked near 
Tram Provincial Airlines, and damaged one of the airplane's 
seats and emergency exit. 
Damage is estimated at $3,500. 
The man is to appear in court May 25 on charges of 
mischief and driving a vehicle at the Mrport without permis- 
sion of air traffic control. 
Thefts probed 
Four Terrace residents are ,ricing charges of possession of 
stolen property after police raided a local home and seized 91 
cartons of cigarettes there last week. 
RCMP said the investigation stemmed from the theft o f  
cigarettes from J and F Distributors. The search and seizure 
was carried out early last Friday morning. 
Two of the individuals charged were youths, police said, 
adding the case is still being investigated. 
.~ Police are also investigating a break-in at The Terrace Stan- 
.ofcash was taken. 
Extra grant received 
TERRACE - -  The city has 
received an extra $35,000 from 
'the provincial government's 
revenue sharing rant program. 
Under the program, Terrace 
will receive a basic grant of 
$78,410 ($76,940 in 1989) and a 
further unconditional grant of 
$586,667 ($502,986) for a total 
of $665,077. 
That total is not only up near. 
ly $80,000 over last year, but 
also $35,000 more than the 
figure included in the revenue 
portion of the 1990 budget. 
The city is now waiting to 
hear what its allocation will 
under the revenue sharing rant 
program for water and sewer 
systems. Financial assistance 
has been requested on seven 
projects for a grant total of 
$53,200 --  slightly more than 25 
per cent of the estimated costs 
of $202,700. 
The requests include $20,000 
towards the cost of replacing 
the sanitary sewer line on 
Halliwell between N. Sparks 
and Eby and $8,750 for similar 
work on Lazelle betw.een Emer- 
son and Sparks. 
Although .no announcement 
is expected until next week at 
the earliest, municipal affairs 
minister Lyall Hanson said last 
week the province would be 
handing out 'a total of $65 
million in 1990/1, nearly double 
the previous year's figure. 
lege 
boost hit 
TERRACE - -  Northwest Com- 
munity College students are de- 
nouncing the college's plans to 
raise tuition fees nearly eight 
per cent. 
Students will protest the pro- 
posals at the college's May 12 
board meeting, student associa- 
tion spokesman Allan Ballinger 
said last week. "We're calling 
for a freeze on fees and a royal 
commission on post-secondary 
education funding and ac- I I 
cessibility." ~ ¢~UI" I "L I I=~ 
The proposed increases an- I 635  2838 I 
nounced last week call for a 7.9 T ime C lean  rs  Ltd. " 
Per cent increase in basic tuition ~ ~ L~Onn ~.  ~ ~ C~di~ ~ B 
fees, .and a 6.9 per cent increase ' " ~ a l m l m , ~ m m m m m d l  
in vocational program fees ef- 
fective this fall. All other fees 
and rents for students"  who  l i ve  A l lan  Ballinger . . . . . . . . . . .  '"""'~° " '~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"'"~;~':"=:~ .. . .  ' ........ '"" 
on campus are to remain an- / ~/~..~ .. . . .  ":".""' '  ~ '' ....... ~ ...... . ."~""'......'"'~"~"' ~. . . . . .  .  . ......... " "'" ' '::':~.. 
changed. Students al~proved a leg.es are doing ~ you should be ~.~i ! t '  " el 9 " .!i:"~ 
new fee in a referendum last setting them according to what ~ ~ .  # ~ ~  
month to pay $3.75 per semester students here can handle." 4 
for,membership n the Cana- 'He said the continui, ng tuition 
dian Federation of Students, a fee increases across the province HONORS ~ ~ : )  
national student lobby group, have outpaced inflation. 
The increases are designedto. "Tuit ion at  NWCC has in- 
keep the college in line with in- creased by about 200 per cent • . B A H 
creases at other northern B:C• .' since i980-81 --, way more than / ABY REDP T : 
colleges, NWCC president Don the cost of living,,' he said. / 
Anderson said. The college's "There seems to be a censer- / Terrace',,~ first "Earth Day Baby" son-~)f 
tuition fee policy is to aim for vative movement afoot aimed at / or. ~ Mrs. Redpath was chosen as the ... .  • :'.~i 
Citizen of The Month. We all, hope he  the average of the increases at getting students to pay more 
ethel" B.C. colleges, •but he and more of the costs of their grows, qp environmentally wise,, con- 
noted high fee hikes'at some post-secondary education." gratulatiOnsl 
Lower Mainland colleges were If students co~iinue to pay an. 
factored out this year. . ever-increasing proportion of 
" I f  we'd tried to bring our post-secondary education costs, 
fees in line with all the colleges . he warned, a College or univer- 
in the province it wofild have sity education will be limited to 
been a horrendous increase," he the rich. 
explained• The fee increases would bring 
Ballinger called the college's the maximum astudent can pay 
averaging method an abdication at NWCC to $408 per semester. 
of responsibi l i ty.  "You  The increases must be approved 
shouldn't be setting tuition fees by both the college hoard and 
as an average of what other col- the provincial government. 
• H ighway named 
TERRACE --  Provincial politi, highways minister ,Rita 
clans and members of the Johnston and native affairs 
. Nisga'a Tribal Council gathered minister Jack Weisgerber. 
April 30 to .recognize the~ .Thr~ helicopters were used 
highways ministry taking over~ to.{~r~.tii¢icabinetmj~ister~.~p_ 
"~'jfffi.~i~fcti-dli"ef "th'~efii~'fie-m~" t~:tl~e " N~s  for the ribben cfit-" 
Terrace into the Nasa Valley. ting. 
Up until March of this year, 
jurisdiction for road im- 
provements and maintenance 
was divided between the  
highways ministry, the forest 
service and Skeena Cellulose• 
A cedar bark ribbon was cut 
to mark the assumption by the 
highways ministry for im- 
provements and maintenance. 
The first construction contracts 
for what ~s now called the 
Nisga'a Highway are to be let 
this year. i 
Joining members of the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council were 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker, 
John Deere  
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i , 4858 Lakelse Ave., ' ..... , 
i . Terrace 035-2662 . . : .)  
k 
We fer 
lO.9° 0finalcing" or 
S750 cash back: 
So what ? 
Don't get us the burden a little. 
wrong. We believe 
in Incentives just 1's not' the 
like the next guy, 
In fact, we offer a nt Is you 
choice of 10.9% ruck for its 
financing for up to not just 
48 months or ings. And 
$750 Cash Back ave in 
on two of You 
Canada's best- be able to 
sellers, Ranger a well 
and "F" Series Jpendable 
(Reg. Cab). And ........ Ith0ut pay. 
we freely admit ]~anf fe r  Ing through the 
we do it to ease ~ ~P- nose. 
, o / '~%~ . . . . .  ;.'~ 
. . . .  a t  your  house?  
It's time to call your , 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
She will bring cbngratt/- 
lations and gifts for the ] 
family and the NEW 
BABYI .... 
~'.I ~'7 ,'!'" 
' , , I~ IL ; '  
< If 
Vl 635.§672 
. . . .  Edinda 635-8828 
. knda,Lee 638.2605 ' ' 
3AST.TRAC'TOR PRODUCT SUPPORT 
.. AST Q 4650 Kelh Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
TRACTOR 635-7131 
r "1 II 
,: : .... F -Ser ies .  i ( . . .  c°b) : 
Remember, when :you're looking around for a truck i don'ff0rget he quality. And'at Totem Ford, we give, 
think of Incentives as simpiy another feature. But you both. So, what are you waltlo0f.orl 
~ Offer expires June 0, 1990 
i OT M FORD / 
4631 Kelth Ave., Terrace DLR I~) . .4e  635"4984 
Coming through 
CN FR'EIGHT train travels underneath steelwork that forms the base for an overhead track cross- 
ing at the Esker work site between Terrace and Prince Rupert on Hwyl6. The $4.5 million project 
includes a new section of road..Work is scheduled to be completed this fall. That honeycombed 
structure on the left is one of the raised approaches. 
CN plan hit 
Spraying opposed 
SMITHERS -- The province's 
environmental ppeal board is 
expected to decide within six 
weeks whether CN Rail will be 
allowed to spray herbicides 
along its northwest railway line. 
CN wants to spray a six- 
metre-wide swath on track bet- 
ween Prince Rupert and 
Smithers to control weed 
growth. Several northwest 




fight the proposed spraying on 
environmental grounds. 
Appeal hearings wrapped up 
in Smithers April 26, following 
two days of debate surrounding 
the two herbicide-use permits 
granted to CN last October. 
Each group argued in turn 
that because the long-term ef- 
fects of herbicide are unknown, 
a l ternat ive weed-control  
methods hould be used. 
United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union spokesman Jim 
Rushton said any impact by her- 
bicides on the Skeena fishery 
would have "serious conse- 
quences." 
"There is no question the 
chemicalsCN proposes to use 
are harmful," he added. "The 
only question isto whom and to 
SMITHERS - -  Trains will be what." 
blocked from passing through ..... '"Give the benefit of the 
natiye .territory. if,. CN..: Rail,~,,,.doub t to the environment-- too 
sprays herbicides along =ts nor- many times we've been told 
thwest line. says a spokesman there is no problem only t.o find 
for a coalition of native groups.,, Jater on there was a problem;" 
Gitksan hereditary C-llie-f~said~ushton. 
Ralph Michell made that threat 
during an appeal hearing of 
CN's permit o spray herbicides 
between Smithers and Prince 
Rupert. 
"We will not allow the train 
to run through our territory if 
they (CN) continue to abuse the 
land," Michell said outside the 
hearing in Smithers. "We 
believe that by changing the 
quality of the environment with 
chemicals, so shall the quality 
of our way of life be diminish- 
ed. 
He said he was speaking on 
behalf of the Skeena First Na- 
tions Fisheries Commission, 
which represents the Gitksan- 
Wet'suwet'en, Tsimshian and 
Carrier-Sekani peoples, and the 
Babine Lake band. 
He warned the spraying could 
further hurt already damaged 
coho salmon stocks because 
that species often spawns in dit- 
ches and backwater areas next 
to the railway tracks. He pro- 
posed CN post a $30-million 
bond as insurance against en- 
vironmental damage if spraying 
RCMP receive I 
- murder tips 
TERRACE - -  Police say recent 
publicity about• the 1974 murder 
of a 15-year-old Terrace girl has 
resulted in several new leads. 
Monica Ignas was last seen 
alive trying to get a ride home in 
a snowstorm on the night of ms 
Dec. 13, 1974. RCMP say her 
strangled body was found the 
following spring, triggering Tar- 
race's longest.running unsolved 
murder investigation. 
"It's (publicity) resulted in us 
opening up a whole new arm of 
the investigation," said Cpl. 
Don Woodhouse, who heads 
the- detachment's General In- 
vestigation Services ~¢ction. 
"New information has surfaced 
that was unknown to the police 
of the day." 
As many as 10,people called 
in!: with tips, he said, and 
although police already had 
most of the information, some 
of  it has considerably advanced 
the investigation. 
Officers .are now pursuing 
leads they hope will poin~ to 
new suspects ,in ' the  killing, 
• Woodhouse said. After those 
leads are fully explored, he add- 
ed, police believe they will have 
~oughlnformatlon to issue a 
composite drawing of a SUSlXCt 
and::a vehicle thatmay hm;e 
picked up lgnu.'. I 
Terrace RCMP say any tips ! thati come In will be kept con- 
proceeds. 
Company lawyers said the 
contractor will follow establish- 
ed and approved spray pro- 
cedures. They said as much as 
160kin of the line between 
Prince Rupert and Smithers 
won't be sprayed. 
The company maintains 
spraying is the most efficient 
method of killing weeds, which, 
if left rooted in the ballast, can 
undermine the track's stability. 
CN spokesman Pat Egan said 
removal of the roots is essential 
in avoiding derailments and 
keeping the line safe. 
CN officials told the hearing 
spraying herbicides costs $400 
per mile of track, compared to 
the $187,000-a-mile cost of 
replacing the ballast. Egan said 
a l ternat ive weed-contrOl 
method~ - -  such ~ st.e,3~, and 
oorax .,~ are Stln m, the testing 
stages and haven't yet beeh i~ro- 
yen effective. 
Environmental groups a t -  
tacked the appeal hoard for not 
allowing the appellants uffi- 
cient time to prepare. They also 
called the hoard out of touch 
with public opinion and the 
latest research on herbicides. 
Appeal board chairman Mar- 
jory Ryan said it will take at 
least six weeks for the board to 
prepare its final statement. 
FEVER SALE 
Mini Blinds Vertical Blinds 
starting at at 
4 ! =1,99 
per, square inch per Inch 
LINK WINDOW COVERING  
635,4444 
Saturday, May 26 Regular Races 
Sunday, May 27 Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
Sunday, June 10 Regular Races 
Saturday, June 16 Open" Wheel Invitational, Regular 
Races 
Sunday, June 17 
Saturday, July 7. 
Sunday, July 8 
Sunday, July 22 
Tuesday, July 24 
saturday, Aug. 4 
Sunday,.Aug. S 
Open Wheel Invitational, Regular 
Races 
Regulai" Races - " ' 
Bump & Pass 
Regular Races, ." 
Hell Drivers, Sponsored by T.S.C.A. 
Memodal Races "::' ; :  ~". ::~ 
MeniOdal ~lacesandBump& Pass 
, Races .- 
Sunday, Aug. 19 . Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
Sunday, Sept g OPen,Day. Races and Demol tion 
satmday, Sept, 3g Year End and. AWards ' 
SEE YOU AT ,,111ERAOFJIII.~,; .:• 
t., 
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BRAKE SPECIAL!! 
FOR YOUR HYUNDAI 
WE WILL,,,, 
REPLACE FRONT BRAKE PADS 
INSPECT: 
Front Brake Rotors 
,,,, Brake calipers 
~, Front wheel bearings 
~, Brake Lines 
~, Emergency brake cables 
STARTING FROM .... s  }gg 
plus tax 
Inlcudes front brake 
pads & labour. 
HYUI ' IDR I  
We sell cars that filake sense, 
THORNHILL HYUNDAI 
635-7286 3040 Hwy. 16 East, Terrace, B.C. DLR. NO. 7041 635-7288 
, . -  . . .  
@ 
BRITISH COLUMBIA ROYAL COMMISSION 
ON HEALTH CARE AND COSTS 
SubmisC  for s1ons 
The Provincial Government has established a Royal Commission to conduct a ~ ' 
h , ..~ detailed examination of the provision of health carein t e prownce and to make ~: :i 
recommendations to ensure access for our citizens to high quality and co§t~ii'~ 
effective health care in the future. ~.~~:;;~. 
The commissioners are: 
The Hon. RD. Seaton, 
..... Robert G. Evans 
!.. i j :  Marquerite Ford 
Kenneth J. Fyke :),. :i:. !i::i 
: David Sinclair 
The terms o[ reference for the commission are wide-ranging and include the 
mandate of the health care system, its structure, management, and methods of 
funding. The.commissioners will also review requirements for professional 
personnel, the use of advanced technology, the promotion of good health, and 
the use of prescription drugs. 
Public hearings will be held throughout he Province-commencing in Juneofthis 
year. The commissioners will welcome submissions in writing, or orally, f(om any 
individuals, organizations or institutions who wish to make a contribution to the 
commission's work; -. 
Those intending to make a submission should notify the commission counsel, .;;,~ 
Paul Williamson, in writing or by telephone, by June 1,. 1990, or earlier 
possible. He will assist those who wish to make a submission, and may 
contacted at: 
Royal Commission On Health * i  '',<~ ~':~ ........ 
9th Floor, 1285 West Pander St., "~, :~.~ ' '!~' 
:~ Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4E5 -,.i~'~ ~.~i~,~:~ 
: ,  ~ ' ..~ 
:;:~ .~_ -~ Telephone: 660-01 5 FAX: 660-1098 . . . .  .~.,,.,,~..- 
:~i;Z 
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Assoded ~AA 609 ................. , , . - , - ,  T.Shlds, Reg. 
Ladies Tube ~ ~ 
Tops, Reg. 3.99 ..................... .,- ~ 1--~ 
8xlO Photo 
Enlargements ~ .41,/I 
Reg. 8,99 .............................. ----. '-ur ,,qr 
5x7 Photo 
Enlargements t ) l~ l  A`4  
Reg. 4,59 ....................... " - / L  " " f ' i r  
BASF T120 
899 ........... 4 .44  
i i i  
Video Tapes, Reg. 
Cassette Head 1.44 
Cleaner, Hog. 2.49 ........ : ........ 
scotch 90 m~n. 2.$9 "- *"+').'4"+ 
Blank Cassetle, Reg. .. . . . .   . 
Mini Electdc 9 AA 
organs, Reg. 3.99 ....... ; .......... - - - . "T~ 
Children's Cadoon ~ AA 
Videos, Reg. 4,99 .................. v . ' -a"~ 
: : : :  LINGERIE:: • 
Ladies Sandals A ~ 
Reg. 5,99 .............................. ~ , l ' - r  
Ladies Slipper ~i A I ,4  
Reg. 3,99 .............................. ~ ."1"1' 
Ladles Spdnter 12.44  
Runners, Reg, 13,99 .......... 
Gids Spdnter 11.97 .............. 9.44 
Runners, Reg. 
BoysSprlnter 14,99 .......... 12.44 
Runners. Reg. 
+umhn Co,o, Pull, 2/2 .4 ,4  
100 pk, Reg. 21S3 ........... u '-r 
Perspective Disposable 
Vinyl Gloves, 10 pack 1 A ,4  
Reg. 2,69 .............................. a .'-a'-I, 
Razor 
2~'pk.O,. 3 9g .................... 2 44  
Mennon Speed 
349 ............ 2 .44  SUck, 75 g, Reg, 
Scottles Tissue 2/1 AA 200p,k, Ba9 129 ......... • . - - -  
HOUSEHOLDGOODS 
Straight ndnking '~11 A A 
straws, Reg. 69c ea ........ ~'P/L i , " r 'e  
Flexible Odnking 3/1 ` 4`4 
Straws, Reg, 79¢ ............ / . - - -  
Fresh Lock Reusable 
Bag,(25) 7"xa"bags 919 AA 
Reg. 1,39 ....................... - -  # - -  .,-a, ,-f 
Glad Cllng Wrap 1.99 ........... 1.44  
40mx3ocm, Reg, 
P,astic Table. 2/1.44 




Substandard T-Shirts e~ ~i .A  
Re9. 2/G.00 ........................... L .  l"'-~r 
Subslnndard Briefs 1 ,4,/11 
Reg. 214.00 ........................... . " ! "1 '  
Bays Sporl 
Hose, 3 pack, Reg. 2.60 ......... !-,i'1'i41' 
Youths & Mens 
+por,,o.,3pack ......... i ...... 3 .44  
Mens Underwear ,,4141,4 
3 pack, Reg. 6,00 .................. 141',i!'1'1' 
eoys Onderwaar, ' _~ A IA  
3 pack, Reg. 5.00 .................. v . l r ' - r  
MacGmgor Socks 1 
Roo 249 ............................... 44
Mona Work Hose 2.4 `4 
Reg. 3,49. ............................ ,-a, 
iANING 
Fantnstic 1L Refill "" _~ A`4  
Reg. 3.69 .............................. v ,~+ 
Ajax, 400 g 2/1 
Reg. 99¢ ........................ ,,.44 
Zero Speed 
Starch, Reg. 1.69... ........ L I L "  ~1'1t1' 
Spray And Wash ~') AA  
Reg. 2.99 .............................. L , 'g r 'T  
Spic and Span 1 AA 
1L ........................................ a . ~  
Wooden Clothes Pins 1 AA  
Reg. 1.99 .............................. | ,"!,-1' 
Lint 44 Roll Type 2 
Brushes, Reg, 3,00 ................ . 
Nylon Shopping ~19 AA 
Bags, Reg. 1.49 .............. - . -e--- . ' -a'~ 
10 Pack Vinyl 1 AA 
Coated Hanger Reg. 1,99 ........ o .'-i,,-f 
Tye Tac Shelf 
Liner, Reg. 2.99 ..................... 2.44 
3 Pc, Paint Brash o'~ `4,A 
Sol, Reg. 3.19 ....................... w-.-.-Ii,-.i, 
Quaker Stale Motor 1.44 
Oil, Reg, 2,59 ........................ 
Woolcrest 4 pack 1,44 
Light Bulbs, Reg. 2.29 ............ 
Junior Puzzles 1 A i`4  
Reg. 2.50 .............................. O ."1'"11' 
Golden Step Ahead t `4A  
Books, Reg, 2,50 ................... • . 'T" l r  
Color Change 911 A A 
Racers, Reg, 1,00 ............ - . - ze  . "a , - r  
5 in 1 Bubble Fun " 1 `4~L 
Reg. 2.49 .............................. • . -81  
Metallic Pinwheels . _".1/1 . ' IA  
Reg. 79C ........................ v lu  .--r',qr 
Magic' Slate 
Reg. 176 .............................. 1 44  
Plastic Slinky , d) `4~1 
Type Tny, Reg. 3,00 ............... ~-- z~ 
Shoot & Catch ~t A~ 
Game, Reg, 3,49 .................... ~r._. ~ ~ 





' NAM'E BRAND 
JEANS 







MENS ATB 12 SPEED 
,BIKES 
21" & 23" Frames 
Reg. 175.00 
144.44 
z, FABRIC ASSORTMENT i
' BUY 1 METER 






with 5 year guarantee 
1st qu~ility, Reg. 18.99 
14.44 
' ' "" 8" WEEDEATER 
I .  f 
, ,  TRIMMER 
r . Reg. 25.99 
19.44 
., . . ,  . 
• BEACH TOWELS 
Asstd Novelty Prints 
100% Cotton, Reg. 8,99 
7,44 
Rubbermald Orslnboard 2.44 
Reg. 2.79 .............................. 
Your Choice 
Ceramic Spoon Rest or 
Sail & Pepper Shakers 0 .41.41 
Reg, 4,99 .............................. L]I. MI' MI' 
Butler Dish 
Geg.999 .............................. 7.44  
Fruit Happy , 911  dd 
Reg. 1,69 ....................... .,..-ze .'-r"a, 
Frying Pan 
Hog ooo .............................. 3 44 
ou,. ,,. 119 2 /1 .44  Panty Hose, Reg. 
I'adles &Glds 
Sports Socks 
3 pack, Reg. 3.99 .................. 2.44  
Ladies 5 pack ~ AA 
Pan~ Hose, Reg. 2.99 ............ !-.-."1' 
Oueensize Kneehlgh a'Jt/a) A iA  
Pantyhose, Reg, 1,69,,..,. K . . I L  ,,ir,,ir 
Ladies Bdels 
(s,,,L),Roo 229 .............. 1,44  
Ladies Hugmates 
Panty Hose One 
Size, Reg. 2,27 ...................... 1.44 
Glds 3 pack ,~ 4141 
8~ef,, 4x.7 ........................... " ' * ' *  
Infants & Toddlers 9 AA 
socks, Reg. 3.79 .................... 45., ~ 
Infants & Toddlers t 
mht, Hog 20o ................... , ,44  
Boys 4.6x Briefs I'~ AA 
3 pack, Bag. 4.69 .................. U .  m'B'tir 
Wabasso 3 Pc. 12 ,,,, 
Towel Set, REg, 19.99 ....... .'11'"11. 
Assorled Tea 
Towels & Dishcloths 1 
Hog 229 ................................ 44 
Blockbuster Picture 
Frames, 
s"s7",Ro9290 ; ................ 2 .44  
22 Long nine L--Q/O,AA 
Shells, Reg. 2.89 ............ , m~ -f '-a' 
Tennis Balls, ~ `4,`4 
3 pack, Reg. 3.29 .................. =--.'-i"-w' 
Apollo BeN Balls d'~ ` 4~ 
3 pack, Reg. 2.97 .................. L . ' I "U '  
wu,e~,  t noV.  '~q , :=u . . . . . . .  , , , ,  w ~ . .  u 
Metal Fan Rakes i~ A`4  
Bag. 6,99 .............................. ~p."l- 'ar 
Vinyl Garden Hose : ~ ~A 
Reg. 7.69 .............................. ~ , ' - i r ' - r  
Sunbeam Lawn ' 1"z4  A`4 
Mowers, Reo, 149.99.,.. ~ ,'I"11' 
Gadic Sausage Coils 1 /IA 
I pound Bnks .............. 1 piece m ,-T'qr 
Mennonite Sausage 1,44 
................................. 1 piece 
Hawaiian or .44 
PgepperoniPizza 742mL ....... 1 
B,C Sugar 
,DUo pk9 ....... :...................... 9.44  
Farkoy Steam 
Fried Noodles ........................... 84  ¢ 
Nabisco Shmddies ~ Q,`4 
675 g ................................... K,,. V - l .  
Long Brain Rice 
(Plantation Brand) "~ . I~ AA 
lOkg pkg ................... i,., . l J I .  ~K I  , 
80 Page Wdting 1 AA 
Tablet, Rog, 1,99 ................... o .'11"11' 
12 pack Stick 
Pens, Reg. 2.49 ..................... 1,44 
Loonies Co!,o ,, 
wraps (30 ~), Reg. 1,99 1.44 
Scotch Tape 
12,7mmx20,Sm, 9/1 AA 
n,g. 99¢ ........................ --.-0..-tP,~r 
114 Pound 1 
Ba,,.n,. Bag 1.97 ................ .44  
Shopping Bags 
Assl'd Colors & Sizes 9 `4A  
Reg, 2.99 ................... .......... It., ,-qr "mr 
K,, Assl'd 1.09...:....1.44 Candy, 400 g, Reg. 
Royal Asst'd Cookies a,~/e~ A IA  
300 g, Reg. 1.59 ............. w---Idl;...'11'~l' 
Marshmallows, 1.19......211,44 
250 9 bag, Reg, 
Super Puff 1 4A Popm co,,,. Reg. 1.99 ........... 11  
I 
~.~:~:!.'. . .............. 1 .44  ..  | 




with small beverage 
3.44 Polling Soil 9 dd  16L, Reg. 3.39 ............. -....-r-qr 
Kitty Ll|tor _~ AA 
26 lb. baD, Bag.' 3,99,,,,. v , ' - r  .-r 
IGAC0N & A 41411 
EGGS 
For Your Greenhouse 
. • + . + - • . .  + + : :+~ ", 
J 
i 
I .  
U-P 
The Ten.t~ Standard' offers 
• What 'sUp I s public IerVlCe 
tO 'itJ f~sclen and thou com. 
munity orlita]zstlons In Ihe 
arlI .  
MAY 1 - 24, i990 - -  Thornhill 
7th Terrace Cubs & Beavers is 
having a bottledrive. You call 
us and we will pick up in the 
Thornhill, Copper Mountain, 
Copperside, O0ssen and Klean. 
• za areas. Call Randy at 
635-6685 or Coco at 635-5176. 
t ~'~r ~r  
i 
. MAY 8 - 27, 1990 --  The 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
• features B.C. Young A.rtists 
1989. The biennial juried show 
' is:organized by the Emily Carr 
College of  Art and Design. The 
exhibition hours Tuesday 
-Sunday Noon.5 p.m. 
MAY: 1O, 1990 - -  General 
meeting of British Columbia 
Old Age Pensioners Organiza- 
tion at 2 p.m. at the Happy 
', Gang Centre. 
• . 9r 9r ¢¢'k 
MAY I0, 1990 --  Kermode 
Friendship Centre presents 
Economic  Development  
Workshop for native people in- 
terested in 'owning and 
operating their own businesses 
at the Terrace Hotel 9:30-12 
I-3. Pre-registration 6354906. 
No cost for workshop. 
t . k .k  ~. * 
MAY 11; 1990 - -  The Nisga'a 
Valley Health Board and the 
Kermede Friendship Centre 
will be hostin a "Careers Day" 
Friday at the Terrace Inn, in 
their "Do l ly  Varden" room 
starting at 9 a.m. thru to 4 p.m. 
For further information, please 
contact: Eric Barton 635-6511 
or Francis Smith 635-4906. 
MAY 14, 1990 - -  The Terrace 
Unit Canadian ffaneer Society 
is holding a Living with Cancer 
informal get.together for 
anyone who he= be'an touched 
by cancer. Experiences and 
solutions can be shared so that 
stress is often reduced. Come 
and join us at the meeting room 
of the Terrace Public Library 
at 7 i~.m, For more iqformatlon, 
-- contact Norma 635-'2879, 
"., .'.".~ - .~-~,~ 'k 'k ...,.. • . ,; 
MAY IS, i990--.Friends a~d 
Families 'of Schizophrenica 
Support Group at 7:30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Psych 
Conference Room. Contact: 
Mental Health, 638.3325, 
• k .k .k ,A..k 
~,k .k.k ,k 
MAY 10, 1990-  Continuing 
Care Assistant Education and 
.Employment  Informat ion 
evening will be held at Room 
208 at Northwest Community 
College from 7:30 - 8:3ffp. m. 
• ~'k" ~ t, ~ 
MAY I0, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Publ ic L ibrary presents 
preschool storytime, Thurs. at 
1:30 p.m. and Fri. at 10:30 
a.m. Children aged 3 - 5 are in- 
vited to attend for 45 minutes 
of picture books, puppets and 
fingerplays. The Thurs. sessio.n 
begins May 10 and Fri. session 
May 18. Pleaseregister in ad- 
vance. No charge. 638-8177. 
MAY 11, 12, 1990 --  For the 
second year, administrators, 
teachers and paraprofessionals 
from Douglas College, New 
Westminster, B.C. will be 
gathering to increase their 
awareness & understanding o f  
teaching head-injured students 
'in the public school system. For 
further info contact Robyn Lit- 
tleford at (604) 734-1313, local 
259 or (604) 734-3756. 
MAY 16, 1990-  Terrace 
Montessori Pro-school is 
holding its Open House for 
1990/91 year at the school 
located at 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, For more info c',dl 
638.1259. 
t t t t *  
MAY 16, 1990 - -  Kitsumkalum 
Ski Club will  hold it's annual 
genera] meeting on Wed. The 
meeting will  start at 7.*30 p.m. 
in Rm, 208 at Northwest Com. 
munity College, Terrace Cam. 
pus. 
cont'd B15 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to  its' 
readers and those com- 
munity organizations in 
the area. 
Items for this section 
gre for  non .pro f i t  
erganizations and for 
those events in which 
there is no cost to gain 
' sdmisslon. 
" To meet our produe- 
., lion deadlines, we Ask 
that all items be suhmit. 
ted by noun on the 
FRID. AY preceding the i 
,. fOHgwtng week'g issue. 
.'~ We also Mk that Items be 
~i!-. typewrlilen or be pflnted 
=.lly. 
;K  
CARNATIONS WILL BLOOM on city streets this weekend when the Ioc,'ll Multiple Sclerosis society 
chapter launches its annual Carnation Campaign fund raiser. Above, 9-year'-old Shawny Mackay - the 
gi'oup's youngest volunteer -- perfects her pinning technique with the help of the campaign's senior 
member, Nell De .Jong. Th.e campaign takes place this Friday and Saturday. 
MS flower, power 
If someonecomesup'to~youthisweekend and were particularly susceptible to it. It was 
offers you a bloom, it does not signal a therefore not surprising that Canada was i~i the 
• resurgence of the Flower Power movement of the forefront of efforts to rid the world of the 
'60s. disease. ~ 
It will simply be an invitation to help the local The Multiple Sclerosis ociety not only provid- 
chapter of, the,Multiple SclerosisSociety in its an- edo: rnore .~th~h $2 rfiillibhT~'~nhu~llyT"towards 
nual Carnation C'athpaign - -  to raise money for research but also helped provide services for MS 
research into the cause, effective treatment and stifferers and eduo~tionai ,,-oorarns for " ' ' ~.;' .......... .... " "'-,, :, .~" ' . ~ r-  z both the' cure for MS. . . . . . . . . . .  * .... " "~" .... *"~:~"~"~'I~":'"-" .....'~- . . . . .  ' ' " ' • 
• ' p Oalu-anu heroin care protesslonals. Explaining MS was a disease of the central nor- 
vous system, campaign chairman Doug Mackay 
said it effected more young Canadians than any 
other neurological disorder - - there  are an 
estimated 50,000 MS victims. 
Because the disease was more common in 
temperate climates and among those of North 
European background, Mackay said Canadians 
Mackay said the campaign wouldrun Friday 
and Saturday, May l 1-12 and hoped the people of 
Terrace would be generous in their support. The 
chapter would also welcome anyone who can of- 
for a couple of hours of their time to help on the 
drive. You can volunteer by phoning Mackay at 
635-4809. 
Dancers enjoy jamboree 
The Skeena Squares wound 
up their season with a jamboree 
held at the Carpenters' Hall 
April 27-29. More than 40 on-. 
thusiastic square dancers got 
together on the Friday night to 
get acquainted and have fun. 
Saturday's events included a 
workshop on dance figures, din- 
ner prepared by members of the 
Squares and dancing at the 
mainstream level through the 
evening. 
The jamboree wrapped up 
with a no-host breakfast .at 
Mount Layton Hotsprings 
followed by dancing in the pool 
to earn their "Turtle Badge." 
Guest caller for the jamboree 
was Delmar Carter from Clear- 
water. He has 25. years ex- 




"k'k ~r -k ~- 
At the Willows: Eunice Nord- 
strom has gone to Vernon for a 
visit, Pearl Normandy is off to 
Vancouver • Island and Eva Cote 
has gone all ihe way to New 
Brunswickl for a holiday. Cecil 
says everyone lse is just sitting 
around getting older! 
• Juliette Tremblay celebrated 
a birthday April 30. 
Hope everyone has a good 
week at thi~ Willows where I 
humour and was a lively addi- : hear Mel ~d Cecil have the 
tion to the event. Other out-of- 
town guests came from Vic- 
toria, Smithers and Kemano. 
The local dancers are planning 
to go to Smithers, Prince 
George, and Vancouver in the 
coming months. 
grounds, looking really good. 
,k ~k ,k ,k ~r 
-'The 7~th anniversary com- 
mittee for the Sacred Heart 
Parish is looking for people 
who have information or pic- 
:tures of church events over the 
~WWqUINB YUUR PARTNER is a lot tougher When you're standing 
in three feet of water, but Skeena Squares and guests had a great 
time trying it anyway. The unuSua! dance event was the finale for 
the club s recent Jamboree. : . ,  . , , .  
years. The idea is to put 
together~a historical display for 
the Oct. 16.7 celebration. 
Anyone who can help is asked 
to phone Pauline Moldenhaver 
at 635-2313. 
The weekend will begin with a 
welcome:= wine and cheese on 
Saturday! hosted by the Knights 
of Columbus. On Sunday there 
will be aft outdoor• mass in the 
morning .~and an outdoor tea in 
the'afternoon. There Will be 
many out:of-town guests in- 
cluding priests and sisters who 
have served in the church over 
the years i 
; ~"'k ~ "k 
A special day was held at the 
Sacred l-~eart Parish Sunday, 
April 29 ~as Sister Rata marked 
50 years as a sister. The parish is 
lucky to have a special person 
like her. 
I hear Ted Johnson is going 
round calling on his many old 
friends. Nice to hear you are do- 
ing well, Ted. 
at*at  
1 can't~believe that Kitimat is 
consideripg building a new 
hospital ~ut someone I was talk- 
ing' to the other day says they 
might doijust that, 
• k ~. ~. ,k 9r 
Final ly,  the Terrace 
Beautifk 
ing for r 
continuil 
commnn 




ation Society is look- 
eople ready to help its 
tg effort to keep 4he 
ty Clean and attractive, 
e interested in joining 
tot L inda  Peiletier 
i i  or Vesta Douglas 
Sound advice on 
career selection 
With 15 speakers/ex- 
hibitors confirmed to ap- 
pear, students attending a 
Careers Day scheduled for 
next week will have a wealth 
of information at their 
fingertips. 
Sponsored by the Nisga'a 
VaUey Health Board ,' and 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
(KFC), it takes place Friday, 
May 11 beginning with 
registration at 8.30 a.m. and 
ending at 4 p.m. 
KFC program director 
Francis Smith said the ses- 
sion was geared toward 
grades 6-12, particularly 
native students, and would Francis Smith 
offer both general advice on choosing a career as well as in- 
formation on specific career opportunities. 
Speakers will include representatives of the Nisga'a Valley 
Health Board and provincial Medical Services branch, the 
Native Education Centre in Vancouver and UBC's First Na- 
tions House of Learning, the public sector and private in- 
dustry. Presentations will also be made by city, school district 
and community college staff. 
Following welcoming adresses by Kitsumkaium and 
Kitselas band chiefs Cliff Bolton and Mel Bevan, the guest 
speakers will each deliver a 15 minute address. Smith said all 
would be manning booths offering "pamphlets, information 
sheets and that type of thing" and be available to answer any 
questions the students might have. 
Careers Day takes place in the Dolly Varden room at the 
Terrace Inn. Further information can be obtained from either 
Smith (635-4906) or Eric Barton (635-6511). 
Elementary students 
pick up bronze award :, 
Seven Cassia Hall students were all smiles last week as they 
celebrated their third place finish at the provincial Olympics 
of the Mind competition held in New Westminister. 
" I 'm incredibly proud of them'," said Gifted and Talented 
Education (GATE) program teacher Jean Hynes, pointing 
out 90 teams from across the province had taken part in the 
competition. 
She said the team had risen to the occasion by turning in an 
even better performance than the one which had gained them 
a comfortable victory at the regional Olympics - -  they finish- 
ed more than 100 points ahead of their nearest rival on that 
occasion and won the Ranata Fuschca ward for creativity. 
Hynes said the Olympics of the Mind "promotes creative 
problem solving and teamwork 'skills" and required students 
to work on both a long term project and carry out spon- 
taneous problem solving; 
For their long term project, participants chose one of five 
subjects. TheCassie Hall team had opted for Recycle which 
required them to develop anon-vecbal communication system 
to guide blind-folded members around a course strewn with 
trash and obstacles. 
Hypes said the students had spent four months working on 
the project and had used as their general theme rats, animals 
which could be expected to frequent he perimeter of a park. 
The provincial competition irivolved making that presenta- 
tion as well as solving a problem ~hey had not encountered 
before. 
Ui 
BRONZE MEDALLISTS in the recent Olympics of the' 
Mind were Cassle Hall students Jeremy Gwilt (not in 
order), Jocelyn Coxford, Scott Springer, Christie Brown, 
Robbie Knezacek, Aisha Mania and Gulllaume Rose.. 
They are seen above with parent assistant Marj Brown 
(left) and G.A.T:E. teacher Jean Hynes. 
Sharingcan helP cope 
Living with cancer is a stressful experience but oftefi those 
who have beep through it can help one another by sharing 
their experiences and solutions they found effective. 
With that in mind, the local unit of the Canadian Cancer 
Society is inviting 'all those whose lives have been touched by 
the disease to =[trend an informal gathering in the public 
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' u rsu it of, the  c rown 
in " 
set fdr$a~urd ........ ~ ,,,oment 
i . ' :  ..... ay, May 19, the 
countdown iso~i for contestants 
i~::~thls]year's Miss Terrace 
pageanL , 
Theev;nt will also bring to a~ 
end~ orerthan three hectic mol~. 
ths:.:!f ,F~t~he nine young ladies' 
tfii~ihj /::Part.- Since they wenf 
early:, February, th~ con- cluding the Child Development 
testants have taken part in 20 
workshops covering everything. 
from the,Superhost program 
through effective public speak- 
ing to self-defence. '. 
They also participated in a 
community information forum 
featuring presentations by. 
representatives of nearly a 
,,ff0;t, iike: 
Centre, K'san. House soc[~y 
and BiB Brothers and Sisters~ 
The schedule has also includ- 
ed a number of special events, 
such as  L a /StraWbel'w" Tea, 
fashion shows, a fun swim and 
an appearance at the: Elks 
lodge's bowl off. 
ice station and i~ 
contestants hews 
throu 
"_ T3 :  
h dfi orientation session dozen local organizations in- Add to that fund various ,..oni be and tickets for the event'ean 
ntroduci g the contestants obtained from anyof  .the n ~contestants or Shanna Pe,~y 
. . . . .  The finale for' th~:cOmnefi. 
.v : 
j •Next up is the Banqtiet and " 
='!;peak-Off Set for this Saturday 
,venin8, May 12. That gets 
inder way at 7 p.m. at the 'Far- 
,'ace Inn and more information 
. ,  , , ,7  
Jillian 
Miss K 
: ' :  . . . .  :*  "h  '. : : ~ " : " .  
~ A 
' I 
: . ,~ . 
A grade 12 student at 
Jillian also PUtS in time 
pool. It's therefore no st 
listed among her favouril 
the pageant will both iml 
,a.nd broaden her experi( 




' i lion is Pageant Night;,Sat~day 
, : ; "~;  , jMay  19, It takes:place atthe There r~ht, save I0%. off 
. ~::~./ii.~i ~ • .' R;E.M. Lee Theatre w i th  the --. your eeddenlfal upholstery and n % 
:i ~ ~-~,i"~  ::/i~ : doors Opening at7 p.m: and the : c~'pet cleaning with the Tar. 
;i',.:' ~shOw getting under way an hour - I~  race Carpet Doctor during U OFF • 
iii! .:~,, " -. Mayl - later. Tickets can be obtained:at 
~,~ the door or in advance, For fur- "Save 16% off bills of $150 or more, or, 
• • ' save 10% off bills of $$0 to $149 . .thor,mformatmn, .contact Irena. :.::.,~ 





Featured below, in 
• . alphabetical order, are five of 
this year's nine contestants. The CALL'FOR 
" " remaining four will appear in  FREE ESTIMATES 635-9618 
:next week's paper. 
i 
,~%'s:~: i " ~ " " " -  " - -  :t°alkee~:asl~; i ~ i I•MOUNTLAYTON '--" "~ - - "  rm ""1  
part in the r~ IB I I~  HOTSPRINGS : I ~utthecom" I ~ RESORTLTD" ~ :  
" " . I  
everyMonday, 'Im~l 
bring a friend. 
I 798-2214 -" I 
"r and slideslare 2 f.qr 1. ~ ~, . ,  ' . . . .  :,~;~:..~=~.: - - , 
" ' "  " :" ' V""~ ~' , '~ ' :~  " h : '~  " "  . . . . .  " . . . . .  "~ '  
*~:~'~ ii!i i~i Mae ii  ;
,Fia~i~ Uved in Terrace 
,Ma~i'i is taking part in tr 
oppo~ nity to getmore ir 
ty. TEe 20-year.old is cul 
thwest Community Colle 




)r the past five years, 
yard to graduating from 
then plans to enter law 
pageant is fulfilling a 
ys, and helping her to 
ing skills, 
• ! :~ ~'irJ 
ends io :) 
's n0t;S-" 
; met, a/': 
i.wfilch ;,'i,i 
/skllJs?:;i 
/ U '~" i:::7' "h i ~ 





BEST FOR IT! 
An independent lab Iosted all types 
0fwood stains end preservatives on 
a variety of wood subslrates, and 
the same brand kept coming up (he 
winner.., Pittsburgh Paints Water 
Repellent Semi.Transparenl S ain & 
Wood Preservative, No mailer what 
they claim on TVor in slick.magi. 
zlna ads, the wood knows belier. 
Pitlsburgh Paints is Ihe besl, 
Pittsburgh Paints Water Repellent 
Semi-Transparent Sial0 & Wood 
Preservative Is on sale now at 
Convoy Ccmslru©llon Mallthds 
SALE END8 JUNE O, 1990 
~;  z - raserva=m -t ~'! "- , ~,e~-~r~ ~' '~ 
~.~ o,~w~,= ?~.m ,..,~,~...--'~-- ........ . . . .  
30%0FF 
Pittsburgh®Paints-- 
Only.our besL We guarante~ 
. , . .  - 
, Convoy Nso Car~S: 
Roofing, tSIding and !nsulatlonl 
¢enst ruct len  ~ a  • 
4821 Kelth Ave., Tenaoe, B.C. :);~,: 
636-4611 . . . . . .  
I'i, Healthy 
messa e 
i,The Skeena Health Unit 
Will be joining like organiza- 
tions: across the Country this 
Satufd~ty inmarking Canada 
Health Day, an annual event [ h~ld ~to commemorate he ~ay~12 birthdayof Florence 
N!~tirigale, : . . . .  
i~In recognition of the role 
l~ey play in each community, 
tfieir resp0n~e tothe needs of 
that community and the fact 
the services are supported by 
public funds, the theme 
chosen this year is 'Health 
Sek~icF~ Q, gr community 
resource.' ,.
The evenLa]so falls on the 
final day of Nurses Week 
which for its theme is pro- 
moting 'A Healthy Environ- 
ment.' 
The mark the tWO events, a
display illustrating both 
themes will be up in the- 
Skeena Hea l th  Unit 
Garbathoneers to 
• Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 9, 1990 - Page B3 
. . ,  . . . .  w,e.  o0 . , ' , , -o  it, wo', i 
 , ean-upt I 
". It s time for the City to colic I i l~~~: , .%' t , i~ JWl  I 
 ,ean  That's the message from I ]'  llllll/!  
the Terrace Beautification [ 
society's clean-up committee as I i ~  "r :  " " ...... ~" i 
they P:.epare for the 1990 Oar- ! ~ ~ ' ~ "  ~', ,, 
ba~o: committee is inviting [ "Our expediting service will save your company money ! 
local residents to join in the I CHIM0 DELIVERY 636-8530 
May 13 event by coming down 
to the Macdonald's parking lot 
at I p.m. There they will be able 
to pick up their bio-4egradable 
garbage bags before hitting the 
city streets for a one hour, litter- 
eradication blitz. 
Participants operate as "teams 
-- several are expected to be 
entered by local businesses -- 
with the goal of seeing which 
group can pick up the most gar- 
bage. Prizes will be awarded in 
a number of categories at the 
end of the event. 
The Garbathon once again 
coincides with Pitch-In Week,' 
the provincial clean-up cam- 
paign which began Monday and 
runs through to Sunday, May 
13. 
throughout the week. An in- [ 
Vitation is also being extend- ; 
JUST LIKE THIS. Committee members Don Gare, Linda Pelletier, I 
Karen Focker and George Clark got in a little praciice last week in 
preparation for this year's Garbathon, the annual atta~:k on litter 
which marks the beginning of the committee's ummer-long cam- 
paign toclean up the city. ' i . . u I 
Legi update ~: • .  i I 4620 Lake'se Ave. ~t~ eq. . . , .4  on [ P~RTI£1ptTETIDIIB~,, " " ' 
By PETER CROMPTON coming up in the next few r 
ed to all residents to droi3 in- 
to its Kalum St, premises to 
view~ the display and take the 
opportunity to talk with a 
community nurse. 
Pres ident  
The renovations in the lounge 
are complete, though some 
cleanup is still needed, such as 
painting of Washrooms. 
The hours spent on this pro- 
ject by certain members went 
beyond the call. People like Alf 
Defrane, Roger Chamblelain, 
and especially Crude Ron Gowe 
deserve much credit for the suc- 
cess Of this undertaking. There 
are manymore ,who helped in 
many ways, and they will be 
recognized in the near future. 
**  A-'k* 
Well, the carnival has been 
nd gone, we had a successful 
me on the gaming tables, but 
~w~r~ ar~.~.ll,our membe];s;~You 
don't have to wait to be asked 
for your help, please come for- 
ward, 
* "A" 'A" * * 
Cmde Judy Clarke finished in 
the middle of the pack in the 
provincial •cribbage tournament 
in Kamloops. 
* 'k*  * 'k  
Congratulations to our new. 
member, Bill Robinson, who 
earned himself atrip to Toronto 
to play in the Canadian darts 
championships. 
'A" A" "k -k "A" 
There are a number of evenis 
weeks: 
Friday, May 4 - -  Steak Night " 
Tuesday, May 8 - -  General 
Meeting 
Saturday, May 12 --  Grand 
R-opening Dance 
Saturday, June 2 --  Honour & 
Awards Night 
Sunday, June 3 -- "D" Day 
Dinner invitation only 
Monday, June 4 -- Executive 
Meeting 
Tuesday, June 12 -- General 
Meeting 
We are still looking for a 
chairman for building our float 
for Riverboat Days. 
*** ,k .  
Many thanks to Joan and her 
husband for'setting up the golf 
hole for the Kinsmen Putt Putt 
April 28. 
The zone meeting in Houston 
went very well. Cmde Art Pugh 
of Kitimat is now our Deputy 
Zone Commander. 
• A" * * "A, ,A, 
Those members who have 
visited our branch lately will 
have noticed we now have a 
dispaly case in the lounge, 
anyone wishing to donate 
medals or other memorabilia 
for this display please contact 
me,at he branch. 
SPRING FIX-UP TIME! or newconstruction 
e e e e e e e e  • e e e e e e e e e e o -  
• SPECIAL PRICES IN • 
• EFFECT NOW! • 
oooooooooooooeoooooo  
~ - ~ s f , E  ~ Paving Stones~ 
3.5 Pieces per sq/tt I 
END Colour Red, grey & tan ! 
" CONCRETE SLABS' , Scored~Plain / - -  ~ f 
Grey or / ~'~ Grey [ 
Re dlTan,, ~,. / /  ,~,/ 24"x24"x2" | 
J o' x] t~ xz.W' / • f /  Patio l 
Patio ~ / /  J 
~..':' 
Patented Masonaq,' Bicycle Stand Bicycle Slant1 
Chinidey (for one B.M x. Tire) (for one 10 spd. Tire) 
~ ~ L  .~ULL  ~ °r C°'°ur UniSt°ne I G4r'eYHigh Grey or Colour 
Uni-Stone Pavers 
END " ' ....... ' 
NOW OPEN TO SERVE YOU 
With .... Bricks, Blocks, Masonry Chimneys, Reinforcing 
Steel, Cement, Lime, Grout, Sono Tubes, Blasting Sand and DROP IN TO WATCH A VIDEO ON: 
Many Other Construction Supplies. Also Available Sand and Gravel. "HOW TO BUILD A SAFE MASONRY CHIMNEY" 
ECHO CONCRETE & BRICK 
• ' 4430 Kelth Ave., Terrace, B.C. (Formerly Glacier Concrete) 6 3 5-91  91  
f, 
I 
v_-v ! - '-?---" ! _~-'-'I - III Which would you prefer, 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
GETTING MARRIED? 
Congratulations. We invite you to have your wedding 
• receptlon withus. 
Our, newly redecorated "Skeena Be!!~om" Is e beautiful 
place to get together or try out the new Dolly Varden" room; 
We can look after everything for you froth food and beverage 
to'cakes and decorations. Our meeting rooms hold up to 200 
people. Call Jane Torgalson, Banquet Co-ordinator at the Ter- 
race Inn, forall the information you need to know in planning 
for that special day. Also take advantage of our Honeymoon 
Bonus. ' 
Book a wedding reception with us and the bride and groom 
receive complimentary: 
1. A beautiful Terrace Inn suite on the wedding night. 
2. A bottle of bubbly, flowers and chocolates in the room. 
3. Breakfast in bed. 
4. Limousine service to the Terraee-Kltlmat airport or to 
back home in the Terrace area. 
Plan your wedding reception now. Give Jane a call. " 
BED & BREAKFAST 
Do you have friends visiting you this summer In Terrace, 
Have them stay with us. We have recently Introduced a Bed & 
Breakfast Plan at the Inn. Our rates begin at only $49, per 
room per night and that Includes a full breakfast, it com- 
plimentary pass to the Terrace Aquatic Centre and a Bonus 
Coupon Book packed with valuable discount vouchers for 
Terrace stores, shops and attractions. 
4551 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8QIM7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635-6630 or > 
I Toll Free 1-800.663-8156 
Fax (604) 635-27,88 
bargain of the month or 
Sedan of the Year? 
>>i! ill 
, the only thing we're giving away is a 
,t-shirt when you test drive a Subaru Legacy. 
"Not exactly the type of thing that convinces people 
~obuy cars But that s precisely the point. 
- already got everything the 
g, And more, For a lot 
)e slashing their prices. Ours 
begin with. 
The Subaru Legacy, 1990 Sedan of  the Year. 
130 hp, 16 valve, fuel injected engine o 4 wheel 
disc brakes, 4 wheel independent suspension 
o Rack and pinion power steering [] Tinted glass 
[] Dual outside mirrors o All s 
tires [] Hill Holder" on rnanua 
o Fully reclining front bucket s 
[] All forjust $16,349" 
i , '¸ . : . j  ¢ "  
IRNHILL 8UBARU 3026Highway 16 ,  Ter race ,  B.C. 635-7 :  
It* : 
I . 







Associate Broker Network " 
INO|P |NDIN I  L 'Y  OWN|D AN D O1=|  g&t |D  
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
Bright and Comfortable .Living Area 
? 





Theideal set-up for a with hedges, flower beds 
home run business or the and a fenced back yard 
back yard mechanic, this which includes a ~mall 
cozy 3 plus 1 bedroom playhouse for the kidsl 
home is just minutes Along with theabun- 
from town. Among the dance of parking, you 
great features of the 'i~;ill find a terrific 
home are the cedar ac- detached 19x28 shop 
cents in the living/dining, with an attached garage 
area, Natural Gas heat that :offers more than 
and hot water, twin seal enough space for the 
windows throughout, mechanic. 
wood sub-floor in the For more information 
partially finished base-or  an appointment o 
ment, and a very large., view, contact Joe Bar- 
wrap-around sundeck 
that was replaced last. 
year. 
The .38 acre property 
is beautifully landsca )ed 
bosa; at home call 
635-5604, or at Terrace 
Realty Ltd.,  Royal 







John Cuttle, President of NRS Pruden 
& Currie welcomes John Evans back 
home from Australia. John would be 
pleased to discuss today's real estate 
market with past clients and friends. , 
JOHN EVANS 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
ROYAL LEPAGE.= 4635 Lazelle Avenue 
B == 638-0371 Associate Broker Network 
INDEPENDENTL  y O W N E D  A N D  OPEI~ATED 
EXCEPTIONAL NEW HOME 
Be the first to own this prestigious 
home. Formal livingroomldining 
room combination says "luxury" 
while the open style family 
room/gourmet kitchen is designed 
for more inlormal gatherings• 3 
bedrooms plus den, 2V~ baths in 
one of the newest sobdivisiofls. 
You'll love every inch, $144,900. 
0uality shows throughout his 4 
bedroom two storey home located 
in the DeJong sub-division with 
eat in European Styled kitchen, 
brick fireplaces, quality plumbing 
and carpeting, spacious entrance, 
lamily room, rear covered 
sundeck and beautifully land• 
scaped lot including fenced back 
ON BENCH 
Always wanted something dif. 
ferent! Make an appointment ~ 
view this 3 bedrm., 2 storey, 2x6 
constructed home with cedar ceil. 
inns, twin seal windows, patio 
doors off bedrooms and dining 
area leading to cedar decks . . .  
set on 4.61 wooded acres. Ask- 
I I I I  ' 
LARGE Lot, LARGE House 
Living space galore in this t588 
sq. ft. home with 4 bedrooms, 2 
ibaths, recroom and workshop, 
Fenced 100'x122' lot with huit 
trees and patio. Horseshoe Ioca. 
lion. $90,~00. Exclusive. 
LAKELSE FRONTAGE 
AND VIEW 
One of the West side's finest lots. 
Excl. yard, paved driveway, carport and inn $114,500.00 MLS Located at Mailbox Point with a 
' $140,000. storale, askin / [, 1189 degree panoramic view of 
IN THE VALLEY ..... Freni~ge. Asking $37 500. - EY. 
elusive, ii 
Ideal property for hObby.farmer or THORNHILU- REVENUE 
someone with animals, 18.8 
acres of land including 5 acres . j ~  J DUPLEX 
cleared and 4 year old home with J =~- - - - -~11 ~ [ ' ~ " ' ~  : ~ -- '~ ISide by side duplex on Mullet 
JAvenue, 95'x172' lot, two 
ceilings, roomy European style J ~ - = ~ = ~ ~ ~  11 a,m.. 3 p.m. Jbedrooms in each unit, electric 
kitchen. 3 bedrooms and l a r g e l ~ p ! ~ l  3617 Alder Ave' ,heat with separate eleclric; 
roman tub to relax in. Close 1o Christel Godlinski Imeters. Fully rented. Askin 
town. $99,000. in altendance J$42.000. MLS 
H0rst Godlinski 
636.5397 
Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Griffin Bert Lju~h Joe Barbosa Ralph Godllr|skl Christel Godlinski i 
635.5764 638-0484 636.6764 636-6004 635.4950 636.6397 
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PRUDEN 
IN THE 7O's JUST LISTED $93,500 QUIET COMFORT 
This 5 brm full bsmt home is in very 
good condition. The basement could 
be used' as an in.law suite. 
$79,500. Call Joy 
OLD FASHIONED CHARM 
and modern updating combine to 
make this 2 brm home a rare jewel. 
Yellow cedar kitchen cabinets hand- 
crafted by "Fairhaven" are "one of 
a kind". Upstairs dormer windowed 
bedrooms are tastefully decorated. 
A pleasure to show. $73,000. Joy. 
HORSESHOE PRICE 
R EDUCTII)~I~z 
to $99,900:Thi~1~4 I I~l Jp l i t  Is 
.1,890 ~.  r~l lq l~l ,~l l l~home.  
N e wly,~i~l~r Ill~_ b~pf l~  underfloor 
heatin111i~i~/lW~moom elf kitchen 
and d~;~M~'~,al extra living space. 
Close to nigh schools. Joy. 
3 brm home with carport located in 
a good family neighbourho~l. Im- 
mediate possession could be 
available. Call Erika lor more inlor- 
marion, EXCLUSIVE with NRS. 
CLOSE TO HOSPITAL 
• AND SCHOOLS 
I yr old home ready and waiting just 
lor you. 3 brm home with 3.pc on. 
~ulte. Lower level can be finished to 
your personal needs. Call Erika. 
MLS 
MOUNTAIN VISTA DRIVE 
Enjoy the mountain view in this 
quiet neighborhood. 4 Ixlrm home 
complete with a carport & land. 
scaped yard. A~king price of 
$79,900. A must to see, Call Edka 
to view. MLS. 
in this well cared lor 6 brm family 
home on a hon-thru street close to  
Uplands School. Fully developed 
with rec room, two baths, wood 
stove & economical natural gas 
heat. Asking $85,900. Call Dick 
Evans to view. MLS 
HORSESHOE 
1V~ storey lull basement home 
close to schools and downtown. 
The home is in good condition, has 
natural gas heat and is priced at 
$79,900. To view this home, call 
Dick Evans. MLS 
NEW CONSTRUCTION 
in the Horseshoe, 3 brm, 1,642 sq. 
ft. home all on one level, Make an 
appointment Io view this home to. 
day and see the many new features 
it has to offer, Call Dick Evans. MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (!976) LTD. 
John Currie Dick Evans 
636.9598 " , 636-7008 
Dave Reynolds 
636-3126 
& CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
ON THE BENCH 
on a quiet non-thru street. Fully ~ ~.~% .~. 
finished up and down. Features 2 
fireplaces, n,g, heat, 4 bedrooms, SUPER STARTER STARTING OUT? JUST LISTED 
family room and much more. For 
more details on this well cared for 
home, call Dave. Asking $98,5g0. 
MLS 
WELL PRICED STARTER 
This attractive A-frame features 
two large brms on the upper lloor 
and a spacious iivingroom on the 
main. Situated on large lot on a 
quiet non.thru street and pricedat 




Your payments may,be cheaper 
than what you are paying for rent. 
This condominium is available for 
immediate occupancy. 3 brms, 2 
bathrooms and basement: For more 







Check this one out, Ideal 2 bedroom 
home in the Horseshoe. Features 
carport, separate dining area, 
lireplace, natural gas heat and a 
convenient floor plan. $58,500. Call 
John Evans for lurthor inlormation. 
EXCL. 
$92,900 
can buy you all these features close 
to town. Large family room, 5 brms, 
built.in vacuum, 4.pc ensuite, hot 
tub, fireplace, built,in dishwasher, 
kitchen eating area and separate 
dining area. Call John Evans. MLS 
SELL YOUR HOME 
Consider this 1,192 sq. It. home on 
.91 acre, ~/2 hsmt, 4 brms. VERY 
GOOD ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE. 
Small shop. Well priced at $59,900. 
MLS Call Gordie Sheridan 
LARGE FAMILY HOME 
Over 1,300 sq. ft. 5 brms 
100x122 lot in prime location, N.G., 
cozy Solarium, covered patio, rec 
room, Cag Gordle Sheridan on this 
EXCLUSIVE listing. 
CHOICE LOCATION 
1,2OOsq. ft. full bsmt home in Thor. 
I f There are active purchasers looking nhelghts Phase III subdivision. 3 
for their ideal home. Thai home " brms, n.g,, large kllchen, sundeck. 
could be yours! Call John Evans for Ready to move Into. Asking 
a markel evalualion or; further r $85,000. MLS Call Gordle Sheridan 
details, for a quick showing, • , 
A nicely renovated 24x56 mobile 
home with a concrete basement. 
New roof and siding in 1906. Four 
brms, nat, gas ~ heat,. 392 sq. fl. 
covered deck. asking $61,900/Call 
Mike. MLS 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
Well, here's two Prime building lots, 
Each oriels 132x257 and located 
on a quiet street in the Keith 
Estates, Asking $17,900 each. Call 
Mtke. MLS 
ENJOY COUNTRY LIVING 
With all the conveniences of being 
close to downtown in this ranch 
style home on 5 acres with a land. 
scaped & lenced yard. Natural gas 
tired hot water heating, firepalce & 
3 brms. asking $87,500. Call Mike. 
MLS' , . .... 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142:: 
Gordle Sheridan Edka PelletJer 
635-4781 636.,1773 636;6609 
• ~ ~ ~ ,~t ,~ ~,~ : . . . .  ' ' • , '  ~,~ , ~ " "  ' . . . . . . .  ~ '~ . . . . .  ~ . . . .  - . . . . .  ~L. . ~ .~ -,~',;.~- 
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m HI BOY 
• VAN 
• FLAT DECK 
• • FORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DALLY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT 
• LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
• SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
• DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
K IT IMAT MsmNr of TERRACE 
Unltlld Van Lines 
832"2544 635"2728 
~UNITED or  635-7102 
272  - 3 rd  St reet  "/UNITED 
Kit imat v,,,,,,,, 31 11 Black, bum 
Ter race  
much to offer. 
L JL ;L~ : ~  OrCK 
" - - -  
HeR F I r T'I L., 
12-6 X l1-6 i~  90011-.6 J i  K 
27~3 X 3505 3810 X 3505 E h895~ 
c FF:I   
"~C LO 
B R ~ • : . ~.6-10 X 13-.6 
t2 -10  X lO-O = '  ~ 'S t30  X / . t IS  
38~o x ~o,~ i l "ai. ,,i, 
. . 
DESIGN NO: . 
WIDTH : 53~-0"/ 1615/, mm 
DEPTH: 30~-0'// 91/,/, rnm 
FLOOR AREA:  1022~/95 .0M2 












PRESIDENT C~ NR~ PRUDEN a CURmE 
(1a78) LTD. 
wlehee to exlend 
OO~lratohlti0~tr o 
ERIKA PELLETIER on attaining the 
position of TOP 8ALE8MAN for the 
month of Apdl, 1990. 
"ff yod have any mid estate needs, 
~ like Information regerdlno to- 
day s market or 'would like. a 
"FREE" catalogue of Homes 
Across Caned==, please contact 
EI~IKA as she would be very ploaa- 
ed to assist you. 
FOII'AMISTAN~E WITH ALL YOUR' 
REAL EMATIE REOUIIIIEMENTS, CALL 
OUII BEST IIELLER$ TOOAY 
HRII PIIUDEN & CURIE 
(1976) LM. 




The management ofTERRACE REALTY 
LTD. - ROYAL LEPAGE ADN recognizes 
..CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of APRIL, We 
value her excellent performance and 
so.Ice to .the public In the fleM of Real 
Estate. 
Chdstel's determinaOon and motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH", 
CONORATULATIONBI 
TERRACE REALTY LTD, 
MEMBER 
l i b  
838-0371 
HILLSIDE ROMANCE 
Classy 3 storey Exqulsde upkeep. Formal din,  
=n~ room. den, b~Bl.in mzctowave. 3BR/2 baths• 
Masszve River Rack Fireplace, many budt in 
features m kitchen, available now. $108.000 
f90089) Call Joyce Rndlay EXC 635 2697. 
MOUNTAIN DANDY 
OzSOnvor the coziness OI thJs Ineod[y Fhomhdl 
authenhc home. Uuzet SIl~eh great larnllv area, 
gas heat. 14x20 deck. two storage she~s on 
th~s halt acle lot. "S63,900" (900088) Gordon 
Hamdton 635 9537 MLS 
COUNTRY SHANGBI LA 
Very. shore Bench,rural laised.ra~tor)[ype 
:l~lrm. On 1.6 acres• ClfCtiJa( drwe Noul celiac. 
lots back erie Wdlow Cleek. Markelabre hmhet 
Qumk sale..pr¢e cult '$116,500" 190000871 
Brenda Enckson 638.17'21 Lakelse Realty 
638 0268. 
WHY RENT? 
Here's a I,nd wdh hosPitable a~peal Freshly 
decorated. 2 storey. Electric heat, gloat lamdy 
area. eat m kdeheo. Fridge and sieve mchlde~, 
fenced chddreo's play area. '$28,500" Golden 
HamdlOfl 635 9537 
COMFORT YET [AOSCALE 
Upscble Horseshe spRt level cedar COun- 
try ~ 1,5 acres, FirePlace cozmss, 
~eam~ ceih~s, 4 BR/4 pce and 3 pce 
baths. ALSO "Winterized "Fruit trees 
'2.car Garage "Gas ~eat $64,900 
(900055) non Redden 638.1915. 
SPLENDID ELEGANCE 
Breathtaking 2storey log Rustic. On 1.97 sues 
Count~ kitchen, 3 BN1-4 Ice up, 1 2 poe main 
baths, large vtew deck ALSO "Gas heat 
• Amusement room *Great famdy a~ea *Hea~ 
schools-shoos "Fruit t~ees 'Famdy room. 
Almost 2 acres in town. *$109,500" VERNE 
FERGUSON 635 3389 (890141) MLS Lakelse 
Realty 638-0268. 
CHEERY FIREPLACE i " ~ . , :~ :~ '~r :£ ' . .~  
EnhcmgHorSestloela~se~lancr~bun~alowoller I 1975,12x68moi~lehonlemThornh~Hw=N~902 
tng real warmth. Modern kitchen, 4 BRI4 Poe. ? sq l |  addition Mobfe Is m good condlbon ON a 
Poe. 2 Poe down baths, partially hnished base 75x 100 fool Jot. All Ihzs for only S26,000 Call 
ment. deck Pricecut bonanza! "$89.500" 6ordonMLS(90OO4tf. 
i900070) Verne Ferouson 635 3389 MLS 
SKI RESORT POTENTIAL 
154 acres with 1~ghway frorltage lust wa~bng 
lot ski cabin development. Close to Shames 
Mountain. Only S65,000. Call Brenda lot delads 
today 635.2697 MLS (8TI33) 
ROSSWOOD ACREAGE 
Choose Irom 11 lois ranging from 9.6 acres to 
1483 acres. Walking distance to aline. Priced 
bum $13,500 to $1S.OOO (89008) Mt.S Run 
638.19f5. 
GREAT FAMILY HOME 
Park.area perfecban. Freshly decorated. 
Authentic split enb~: Rmsk~e cheer, par- 
quet floors, 5 6R/1.4 ~:e., 1.3 ~e. en. 
suite baths, PLUS "Near schools - sh~os 
• Rnished basement. $94,500 [900028) 
MLS Gordon Hamilton 635.9537. 
ELEGANT LiVAB~LffY' '~:' 
Vaulted cedlngs brightens this dehght Weed 
spht sorry 2 fireplaces• Vaulted cedmos. 
clruclar dr=re White hmestone hreptace. 
Uolar~s school "688.500" 1900032) Veme 
relgusOn 635 3389 MLS Lakelse Realty 
638 0268. 
4102 Yee Street 
Sunday, May 13 
12 • 2 p.n~ 
View this unique 3 bedloom ex- 
ecutive home with Joyce Findlay 
from Realty World - Lakelse 














l l nCg  ur  wunh l i l L I  
IN THE WEATHER? 
This 34'x70' shop comes with 2 
14'x18' bay doors, finished con. 
crete floor, 3 phase wiring and a 
parts room, Situated in the Kit. 
wanga area on a one acre parcel el 
land Ior ample parking area. A must 
to see, Call Shaunce today. 
$75,,000. MLS ' 
NEW SUBDIVISION LOT 
This 75'xl 18' level and cleared lot 
in a fast.developing subdivision is a 
pdme location to build, Access to 
natural gas, water, hydro and 
cablevision, For more into, carl 
Shaunce today. $17o000. MLS 
DUPLEX 
This side by side two storey unit 
provides approx. 1400 sq. n. of hv. 
Ing space in each unit. Dirly 9 years 
old and in top notch condition, 3 
bedrooms & 1Vz bathrooms. 
Located in quiet area of town. Ask. 
ling $89,000. MLS Call Laude. 
~i ' : l iU l [  :, 
~X't .i , 
STAN PARKER 
656-4031 
. L  i ,  uoL , ,o  -,lUL Luu 
• Fireplace -Much, much more 
AskinQ $119,500 MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Here is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone lse 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are just interested in an 
investment. Each side rents for 
$550/month, Located in Phase I el 
Thofnheights subdivision. Call Hans 
Ior rnofe information or your per. 
sonal appointment to view. 
$84,900. MLS 
DON'T DELAY.CALL TODAY 
if t's a quiet location thai you're 
looking for. then look no further 
because we have the perfect home 
for you, This home is 1300 sq, ft,, 
has 4 bedrooms, 2V2 baths, 2 
fireplaces, family room, double car. 
port, paved driveway, Excellent 
Horseshoe location. For your per. 
sonal appointmnnt o view. call 
Hans. Asking $104,000. MLS, 
JIM DUFFY 
635.6688 
- -  CUTE & COZY 
I1 it's a quiet location that you're 
looking for. then look no further, for 
we have a very well maintained 3
bedroom home offering approx. 
1600 sq. It. of finished living space. 
Hi.lites include modern kitchen. 
cathedral ceilings, attached ouble 
carper[, workshop area, vinyl siding 
and 2,07 acres. For more informs. 
tion or your appointment to view, 
call Hans. Asking $84~900. MLS 
RESIDENTIAL LOT - 
LABELLE AVENUE 
Get am early start on your new 
home, This site has basememt and 
sub-floor already construcled. Plans 
Ior Select Home executive home in. 
cluded, Call for more details. MLS 
3 BEDROOM HOME 
On over 1 acre, renovations just 
completed, Potential for 7 lots, 
Located in quiet area of Ketth 
Estates on corner of Haugiand & 
Braun, Call Laurie, Asking $42,500, 
LAURIE FORBES GORDON OLSON 
636.6382 636-1946 r 
BEAUTY OF A HOME 
A must to see if you're thinking of 
the Kitwar~ga rea to ire. A well 
finished 3 bedroom home with E 
bathrooms, finished basement 
large sundeck, immaculate poe 
house with 16'x32' heated pool 
This home sits on a 1.25 acre land. 
scaped and fenced yard. Several 
outbuildings' and many more 
features: Listed at $175,000. Call 
Shaunce today. MLS 
IMMACULATE 
• 17OO±sq. It, .t/z basement 
• 3 bedrooms -1Vz years old 
• NIG heat .Double garage 
• 2th baths -Paved driveway 
Asking $135,000, MLS 
1150 sq. It. 3 bedroom home, Very 
well maintained, some appliances 
included Fenced yard, carper We 
located to schools and hospllal, 
Asking $48,500, 
cleared 8.4 acres on the Bench. Call 
today about this home and property 
priced at $142,000. 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
Check the price on this 12'x43' 
mobile home with 10'x30' addition, 
3 bedrooms. New flooring. Natural 
gas heat, Appliances included. Set 
up on 80'x120' lot in quiet sub- 
division. Vendor will consider ental 
purchase, Just $22.900. 
BEAUTIFULLY LANDSCAPED 
And private th acre located on the 
bench on quiet dead end street, 
Completely landscaped and fenced 
The cheery 1100 sq. ft. home pro- 
vides many appealing features. Im- 
maculately kept inside and out, 
Reduced $94,900, MLS Call Laude. 
12x68 mobile with addition. 
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. Ta' ki'n ' :g d i recl. ~ ! i !~ i i l r~gd!n i i~ , " ' ' " :  
thed a document dated ~he third their doorstep, the Hmsla have simplicity, myths are often the that the feast never came about. ,.,~," : r ~ l ~ l i = . . . , ~  
most striking and powerful of Before reaching the site of the r~.  ~k~l r l l l [~  [[ [ [ ~ ,  l ~ ,  of May, 1890,. wherein Mr .  watched the fm:eSt':minlng~lnl 
all stories. Every culture has proposed banquet, the Mourn. jl~ ~J '~/~- -~ B" " ~:=~'=~=~ I- ~"=~'- Peter O'Reilly -- the Indian: their, val ley,  antt< ~indfis~al': 
them and, as mythologists are rain Goat people - -  who, Reserve Commissioner of the :growth combined t0dramat i~:  
quick to point out, the themes because of their superior agility hv I I = ~ /  Ill ,~  time -- tells how he explained• ly reduce the once,, abundant: 
of these tales are surprisingly were fa r  above the: young similar, hunters avenged their ~ b l~rowlLI i ~ i • "the benefits they would derive ~ salmon runs to>~/,point wh~e ~ R-o " --  from having their reserves : itbecame neces~,  to consti;~t 
Thus, the Gitksan storytellers slaughtered brothers by rolling defined" to Chief Tsin-a-het :,, a large hatcherY~To add totEd~-i: 
(Solomon) and the other native frustrati0ns',',th'~:H~islii;~likels~' dig deep into their oral archives the first boulders of a slide that 
and rec0fint :the'tragic episode :buried their murderers,: 
of the' young, well-fed hunters Similarly, there is a Nisga'a displeasure at that particular 
myth featuring another group sin . . . .  
of aboriginal juvenile delin- Myths are not just fables -- 
quents who decided to have a they also serve to inform suc- 
little fun torturing salmon with cessive generations. It is not sur- 
torches. For their  perverse 
games the Nisga'a lads were 
rewarded, along with the rest of 
the Nass Valley peoples with an 
even more spectacular punish- 
ment than their Gitksan 
counterparts. According to the 
legend, the crusty lava lying on . upon the natural world for sur- 
the floor of the Nass Valley is rival. 
mute test imony to the Last Thursday, the leaders of 
magnitude o f  nature 's  the Haisla nation hopped in 
prising then, that legends warn- 
ing against waste and the abuse 
of nature are universal, and the 
punishment for transgressors 
harsh. Through myth, previous 
generations can tell a people 
they are part of and dependent 
who shot mountain goats they 
did not need, and left the car- 
casses of the animals to rot. 
A short time later, the story 
goes, the guardians of the goat, 
the Mountain Goat people, 
climbed f rom the precipitous 
s lopes :o f  the mountains 
overlooking K'san, sought out 
the brash young hunters and in- 
vited :them to partake in a 
wonderful feast to be held high 
up on the rocky ramparts where 
the mountain goat make their 
home. 
: people gatltered in the Kitimaat "many aboriginal pe0ples intii~is i 
their cars and four-wheel drives Village schoolhouse. O'Reilly province;: have be~n t~iWai-t~i'n 
and, together with other band assured the Kitimaats "that their desire to ""s6t'tle" "their 
members and invited guests, . their right to hunt, and fish aboriginal claim by successive 
drove to the Kitimat River with elsewhere as of old would sur- provincial governments. 
the express purpose of gill- vive." But thereare better ways to 
netting steelhead. " ~, The Haisla broadly interpret make a political point than at 
The Haisla don't need any the commissioner's emarks to the  expense of the Kitimat 
more fish flesh since the Depart- mean they have been granted steelhead, a fish With enough 
lent  of Fisheries and Oceans the right to fish where, how and 
permits them to fish seven days when they want to, determine 
a week, 365 days a year with a how :the catch, shall be 
"net not to exceed 50 fathoms" distributed and decide who will 
in the salty waters near their fish. The steelhead gill-net 
village~ The Haisla are gill- fisheryis just the first step in the 
netting steelhead at the peak of exercise of those rights. 
the run to make a point. Since the dawning of the so- 
troubles of its own. The Haisla 
mythology, like that of other 
aboriginal peoples, surely has 
something to say about the 
abuse of nature. Gerald .Amos 
and the other leaders of the 
Haisla should listen for the 
voices o f  their ancestors. 
PORTS NE 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 ' TERRACE STANDARD 
C UM' 
As the Stanley Cup teams 
headed into the conference 
finals last week, hockey widows 
and children deprived of the/r 
nightly dose of American sit- 
corns breathed small sighs of 
relief at the thought he end is 
almost nigh. 
However, there is still a long 
way tO ~,0 ~f6~¢o ~f' l i fe  
poolster~wh'ds~ .fo'rtun#s!" thj~;., 
column ~s  been following. 
Chicago dispatch St. Louis -- 
for Stacy, it's meat; for Martin, 
poison. The disappearance of
Brett Hull, the playoff's leading 
point-getter at that stage, and 
team-mate dates extinguished 
what slight hopes of victory 
Martin may have yet har- 
boured. 
Left only with Kurd, Poulin, 
Ridley, Courtnall and an in- 
jured Ciccarelli, he now joins 
Earl on the sidelines as a crest- 
fallen spectator. 
The pool is now a head-to- 
head contest between Carl and 
Stacy and it is begining to look 
as if it will go right down to the 
wire. 
Like the Cheshire Cat he was 
so ably imitating only ten days 
earlier, Carl's confident smile 
has slowly faded as Stacy, 
helped by the quick advance of 
Edmonton, relentlessly closed 
the gap through the divisional 
finals~ 
It disappeared completely 
when, with all Carl's players it- 
ting waiting for the next round, 
a final salvo from Denis Savard, 
Steve Larmer and Doug Wilson 
catapulted Stacy into a two 
point lead. 
Add Neely, Janney, Propp to 
that trio and Carl could see he 
faced an uphill battle. (For the 
record, Stacy also has Bob 
Sweeney left, but with only one 
point so far his presence does 
not  exactly inspire fear and 
ffembling .)
That left Carl relying on 
Messier and Tikkanen to con- 
tinue racking up the points, 
Klima to wake up and two 
Bruins,  Bourque and 
Carpenter, trying to match 
p0int-for-point the perfor. 
lance of team-mates held by 
• Stacyl 
? 'At  press time they were fall- 
ing well short of that goal and 
the gap was widening. 
However, hope springs eter- 
nal in the breast of a dedicated 
poolster. If the current series 
progress according to Hoyle, all 
five of Carl's players will be 
-playing in the final finals, giving 
him a one (okay, we forgot 
Sweeney - -  make that two) 
Player advantage. 
Will it then be Stacy's turn to 
twist in the wind as Carl enjoys 






TERRACE -- "Kick Up Your 
Heels" is the slogan, and May 
25th to June 3rd are the dates. 
With winter a distant memory 
and bikes now crowding the 
streets, local organizers of 
Fitweck are urging those of us 
who haven't got involved yet to 
~articlna~,~,, ~.: . . . .  ~.,., -~  ~, ",?, ~ .  
~:A~6n~the c.evenlffO/this year 
wdl,~e Terrace s second Cor- 
porate Cup on May 30 - -  the 
day local businesses encourage 
their employees to participate>in 
some physical activity for a 
minimum 15 minutes. 
Prizes are to be awarded for 
the highest percentage of par- 
ticipation and the largest 
=/umber of participants. And, 
prize or not, everyone who par- 
ticipates comes out a winner. 
The whole city will again be 
competing against Prince 
Rupert and Kitimat in the an- 
nual Fitness Challenge. The en- 
tire community with the most 
participants on May 30 wins. 
Northmen fall in rugby opener 
PR. RUPERT --  Losing to Prince 
Rupert on the season opener was a tough 
pill to swallow for the Terrace Nor- 
thmen rugby team -- which was 
undefeated in regular season play last 
.year. 
But that's exactly what happened 
April 29, and the 16-10 defeat had Ter- 
race players blaming everything from 
early season jitters to the rare clear sun- 
ny skies over Prince Rupert hat day. 
Northmen spokesman Dave Hull said 
the largely rookie Prince Rupert team 
demonstrated more consistency than the 
Northmen. 
"We had more talent on the field, but 
they gelled together better," he said. 
"Rugby is a game of errors, and we cer- 
tainly had a few. A few bad bounces, a
few mistakes and you can lose a game. 
But there's nothing like a good loss to 
humble ourselves a bit." 
The ball seemed to move vast 
distances up and down the field for no 
apparent pre-determined reason. 
Terrace opened the scoring after a 
lengthy offensive attack when J.P. 
Dodd crossed the try line for four 
points. The try went unconverted, and 
the Northmen carried the 4-0 lead 
through to halftime. 
The humbling began early in the se- 
cond half, however, with Prince Rupert 
capitalizing on a penalty try and suc- 
cessfully converting it to take a 6-4 lead. 
It was a lead they would not give up, 
as Rupert went on to score again off a 
penalty in the Terrace zone to go ahead 
12-4. Referee Adrian Enright called the penal- 
The Northmen came alive late in the ty for unsportsmanlike conduct, sending 
a game to make it close. A Doug Wilson , clear signal such behaviour,.won't,be. 
try -- which he converted himself-- put tolerated . . . .  
them within two points, 
A hurry-up offensive came close 
several times to giving Terrace the lead, 
but. an unconverted>try 'in the dying 
minutes cemented PrinceRupert's 16-10 
win. " " 
Hull credited Prince ' Rupert with 
hanging on despite a one-man Terrace 
advantage through most of the second 





TERRACE --  In a series of hard-fought games 
two weekends ago, number two-seeded Lennox 
Brown knocked off the competition to claim the 
Terrace Squash Society's 1990 squash cham- 
pionship. 
The Terrace swinger took the top spot by 
beating David Fraser, the number three seed, in 
the final match. Fraser pushed it to the limit, 
forcing a tie-breaker that Brown finally won by 
a 9-7 score. 
Fraser had earned the berth in the final by his 
upset victory over the tournament's op-seeded 
player - -  Gino lamele - -  on a 10-9 tie-breaker 
win. 
lamde finished in fourth place, bowing to 
Grant Holkestad who defeated him to take 
popularity of squash is forcing the club to tryl :: 
to find more courts to use. 
"The court (at NWCC) is booked solid ; 
through the squash season," ,he explained. "It's i 
a very enthusiastic club and we'reat the point; 
where we need another court." 
The college's fitness centre has two racquet 
courts --  one for squash, and the other for rap 
quetball. 
But because it's difficult to.run a full tourn~. 
lent on one court, the club is trying, to have a " 
portable wall built, which •would enable them to 
also use the racquetball court. .~ , ,,.:~ i ' ' • 
He: said a local architect is d0nili~ih~ ~. time to; ! 
design the wail, md the Club l~ l i~ i~ to oet i ': 
.~upport from thelcollege fo=:i the l~l~ii~There m.'=e i 
at least 3$,actlve squash playe['s~ TePee, ~ : 
DraPer said, and that number"is contlnualiy i i 
growing. 
third. 
.The club held the annual year-end spring 
tournament a  the squash court at Northwest 
RAPID-FIRE play kept Gino lamele and Dave Fraser on the move' : C0~uni ty  College. , • : 
during their squash playoff game two weekends ago, " .:i :/~ Ol;ganizer Brian Draper said the incre~ing 
" 6--12, 1990 • ~ i  • 
. -  . : -. 
~"• ~ • : i  ~I .; ~, 
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Your  ....... fo res ts ,  your  fu ture!  .... 
Safeway 
Working with our forest 
industry to bring you 
E NVI  RO N M.;EN 
0 
SAFEWAY 
We bring it all together • 
I I  i 
OUR FORESTS 
~,, Largest resource industry and pdmary 
employer in province. • 
~, Habitat for fishand wildlife , : :~,, 
~,, Great place for learning & recreati~)n ~I . . . . . . .  
Spend soma time in our 
forests this week :~~,: / • '~' :: 
-Mlly 6 - 12, 1990 ~,:- .' i 
i/,':!":•'.} :- National Forest Week: * 
DAVE PARKER R;P:F 
, ;:,. MLS Skoena 
• ~,  . . . . . .  !~:~ Minlstel; of Crown Lands 
=.. f~ . 
i i i i i  I i i  i I 
IWA-Canada commits itself to the 
establishment and maintenance of fully 
sustainable forestry. Forestry that leaves 
to future generations of Canadians a rich 
endowment of fish and wildlife, soils 
capable of supporting varied ecosystems 
and commercial forests managed so as to 
provide many more jobsand the wide 
range of the forest recreations that 
Canadians value. '~ '~ ~ ~!' 
WE SAL! 
~]  National Forest 
m=~ May 6-12, 1990 
I I 
o-c~'~, t . t  • - '~,"*~=~ . ; : . -  "~ 
I Page'B8?;~ Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 9, 1990 . • 
, May 6 proclaimed 'Arb  ational Forest Week May 6-12 
., ICTORIA --  Forest munities'. A travelling show will Claude Richmond, along with ~ Day' in British Columbi 
ICT~RIA  --  vmce's V; Forests 
MiniSter;ClaUde Richmond an. 
noun~!' /hat  Sunday, May 6, 
1990~ha~ibeen proclaimed 'Ar- 
hour Day' in British Columbia. 
"The historic objectives of 
Arboar Day were to promote 
reforestation f harvested forest. 
lands, to reclal~n lands un- 
suitable for agriculture, and to 
make urban areas more pleasant 
places to live," said Richmond. 
"These original objectives are 
still valid today," the Minister 
said. 
He credited Victoria Teacher 
Judi"!~ (3herrington's Challenge 
Program' classes for gifted 
children --  from grades eight o 




ister ClaUde Richmond said .wind its way through the :other provindai, federal: and',~ 
British' Columbia is.the Kanfloops area, and in Williams ~ lo6'ai go~eldment ~ ~irepies~n~!~:i~!  
bour Day proclamation. ~active province during Na- Lake f0restry computer games tatiVes.. ~.' ii:/'~. ~ :'i"'::i/i"i~i:,~i/:~ 
"Two years ago, the'se part o: d Forest Week, being held will be av.ailable for children to .. ,- Oil May ~,'ihecommunlty~fi~ 
students pursued the' idea o.f virorm~ 6-12, 1990. .test theirs]rills, ~ " Houston wi!!:.officlaily r~ye'., i : " 
planting trees in schoolgrounds The ,].C; has the biggest variety Special family activities are' ithe B.C." Forestry i Capital 1~: / (  
and other locations. They tion, Which sponsors and coor- of programs, with more than planned at the Seymour• title. : ~ '/:~:I ~:~ 
would now like to see this idea dinates National Forest Week in I00 communities taking part in Demonstration Forest in North Houston is , the third B.C. ~ • 
picked up by schools across the ,the Province, will take a leading the celebrations," said Rich. Vancouver, Sunday, May 6 ,  : community designated by i~e!i ~ 
province through the designa- , role in" coordinating Arbour ''~ mond. • . , from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p .m. -  ' BCFA to Carry 'out a year:16~.: 
tion of an annual Arbour Day," .: Day activities. '~' This year's theme is 'Living including roving entertainment, ' public Information program', !:;~i : 
Forest...Giving Forests.' face paiting, an !Imagination Richmond said. 
He said the newly proclaimed 
day falls on the first day of Na- 
tional Forest Week, which this 
year will be held from May 6 
-12. 
"Arbour Day has natural ties 
with B.C.'s National Forest 
Week program," Richmqnd 
said. "Both recognize the pro- 
"We are~!mcouraging local;. 
National ForeSt Weekrcommit  - 
tees to incorporate the spirit of 
Arbour day into their 1990 
celebrations," said Bob Cavill, 
BCFA president. 
"We hope that all British 
Columbians will participate in 
Arbour Day activities in their 
area," Richmond said. 
-Anyone can participate in a 
variety of celebrations during 
National Forest Week," said 
Bob Cavil], president, B.C. 
Forestry Association, which 
sponsors and coordinates the 
program in B.C. 
Plans for 1990 include 
parades, contests, tree planting 
and forestry tours in many cam- 
Market' and other hands-on 
fun. 
Visitors can also take guided 
walks or wander through a 
variety of  displays and 
demonstrations to learn more 
about B.C.'s forest resources. 
The . off ic ial  opening 
ceremony at 1:00 p.m. will be 
attended by Forest Minister 
FOREST RESOURCE ANNUAL REPORT 
FOR, THE KALUM TIMBER SUPPLY AREA: 1989 
60w3ER 
MEZIA 
"! ,. ; 
SMITHERS 
1.Log Production • . 
Major Licenses: 3,017,348 m ~ 
Estimated Value: $90,520,440 =. 
Small Business Forest. 
Enterprise 
i Program:330,000 m 2 
Estimated Values: $9,900,000 
2,Lumber Production 
325,000,000 board feet 
Estimated Value: $74,750,000 . 
. (Enough to build 21,70Q 
homes) 
3.Paper Production 
Paper and Sack 
.Lillooet. wap the 1989, 'B.,C.-;,' 
Forestw .Capital' and~-l~z,ca~-  ~ 
Cowichan was the first. Codz'-: 
munity to be awarded the title in 
1988. i 
Forestry capitals are chosen 
by the BCFA selectiozL~ommJt- -f¢~,. . . , .  
tee, to support and recoBni~ 
communities which have 
demonstrated leadership in p=o- 
moting forestry awareness.. 
, ;  r 
7,SiMculture Summary 
Surveys: 18,900 ha 
Site Preparation: 6421 ha 
Planting 7,406,O00 trees on 
6500 ha 
Natural Regeneration: 1700 ha 
Stand .Tending: 3500 ha 
Over 50 million trees have been 
planted in the Kalum District 
since 1965. 
8.Protection Summary 
Number of Fires:, 177 (10 year 
average: 60) 
/ :• /  . Cost per fire $11,363 (10 year 
average: $18,380) 
Kraft:. 361,000 metric tonnes 
Estimated g.Rocreaflon Summary 
• - Value: $214,000;000 • .:Number of Recreation. sites: ~7 
,,: ...... -.... ; ;  ....... .~i '~ :-';"~-':~ /'~!.!-~-;!~i~ ...... 'encompassing ",125'~ vehicle ~~: 
' units 
=: :~: : . . . . . .  Number of Hiking Trails: 11 en. 
4~Chips compassing 60 ~ms. 
284,000 m = Number of Ski Trails: 2 encore. 
(Enough to fill 5,461 B.Train passing 32 kms. 
Trucks) 
"i 





THE KALUM TIMBER SUPPLY AREA IS APPROXIMATELY 
500 KILOMETERS LONG AND 1 O0 KILOMETERS WIDE. IT 
CONTAINS THE 3 MAJOR CENTERS OF TERRACE, 
KITIMAT AND STEWART PLUS NUMEROUS SMALLER 
SE'I'I'LEMENTS WITH A TOTAL POPULATION OF 35,000.  
THE TOTAL ALLOWABLE ANNUAL CUT IS • 2 ,763 ,000  
CUBIC METERS (79,000 TRUCK LOADS). THE AREA 
HARVESTED IS 10 ,000 HECTARES (ha.)ANNUALLY. 
5.Log Exports (Pdmadly 
10.Engineering Summary 
Existing Forestry & 
from Stewart) 
Softwood (Spruce, Hemlock 
Pine etc., 513,000 m 3 
Deciduous (Cottonwoocl, Aspen) 
12,000 m 3 
Logging Roads: 1,655 km 
Constructed in 1989:180 km 
Turned over to Min. of 
Highways (Nass): 100 km 
6.Man Years* of Employ. 
ment - Annual Payroll 
('1 person for 12 months) 
Logging 950 40 million 
Milling 430 17.2 million 
Pulpmill 580 34.8 million 
Forest 
Service 46 1.8 million 
I 
11.Timber Supply Analysis 
The Kalum Timber supply 
analysis is being reviewed and 
adjusted to reflect current 
forest inventory information. 
This project is anticipated to be 
completed by year end followed 
by a public review. 
• .. : 12.Major Developments Being 
~• Processed 
. . " : , :  TFL 41 South Block - Eurocan 
Pulp & Paper Co. 
THIS IS A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE ECONOMIC IMPACT 
OF THE FOREST INDUSTRY IN OUR COMMUNITIES. FOR 
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT B.D. DOWNIE 
DISTRICT MANAGER, KALUM FOREST DISTRICT, B.C. 
FOREST SERVICE AT 638-3290.  
THIS INFORMATION IS BROUGHT TO YOU COURTESY 
OF THE MINISTRY OF FORESTS, SKEENA CELLULOSE 
INC., EUROCAN PULP AND PAPER CO., BELL POLE CO. 
LTD., TAY-M LOGGING LTD., ORENDA FORESTS PRO- 
DUCTS LTD., BUFFALO • HEAD FOREST PRODUCTS LTD.. 
AND ZAUL*ZAP INDUSTRIES (1983)  LTD. 
~i: ~ ~!; 
'~ ~,~ 
BELL POLE C0. LTD. u"t . . [ t lDA 
Buffalo Head Forest Products Ltd. : 
LOGGl f t ;  L IO  ,' 
cl 
SKEENA CELLULOSE iNC., ~,i~ ~ ~ 
Terrace O~erallons;~ii!~i ~ : :~ 
~'~ ~ .. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  provlnceol, :iMtnl~i~!~i ~ "~ ~"-~:~i - :~:~ :~ ,- i!!i~i •" ~ i!!iii• ~ 
L WAY - ]~  LOC~Gr LTD°  ~ ,, erlllshCoiumble Forests •i 
5keena 5owmillSi ~ 




L ~ Z~ 
Big load 
loft  Highway logging truck, Picture taken on Queen Charlotte Islands. 
growth trees 
inature, o r  decadent, have Cauada's commercial usage el 
become over the last ten years, a 
somce o f  growi.g tension bet- After tliree hundred ~'ears el 
Weeu forest industries and 
fO~resf ' prcservationisls. This ten- 
s=on, is o f ten  counter-  
productive, with protesters ar- 
rested, and industrial opera- 
tions delayed. These conflicts of logged by Europeansin the ear- 
interest frequently involve court ly 1600's to build Settlements 
bau]es with the resultant out- 
Come unsatisfying for the af- agriculture. As Canada became 
fected parties. 
: Before the advent of commer- 
Cial forest harvesting, the age of the blockage ofthe Baltic Sea by 
"f6'i;'cst; :stands was determined,, l~l~,nolegl h dep.r~v, i0g the British 
naturally :by' Speciesi Ionge~.'~ij~i ~' 0['~a'~i'~igilly~V~¢cd .~ood supply 
:Hirough disease :or in'seci uceded't:ortlieconstruction and 
epidemics; and by periodic maintena)ce of her uavy. As a 
folrest wildfires. Wherever con- result Br~ain turned to 
ditions were favourablc, old Canada's extensive Maritime 
~:i! . L  
. . . .  ' Nationa Forest .~.~-~ ........ : . . - I I ; . : F ' t "  :~  ' 
Week M y 6-12, 1990 :~.~:-..~.,, . : .  I r  : - ' l l l ~  ~: ,  . . . . . .  . l l . . ,~ l l l .~ l l1111 a ~.~ ; :., -.. 




stands developed, con- 
......... ° individual trees which 
could often survive for hun- of 
drcds of years. These stands 
supported ecosystems with of 
highly specialized flora, in-" 
vertebrates, birds and mam- 
mals, sometimes unique to th.¢ 
white pine forests for a secure 
timber supply. Thus began 
the forest resource. " 
forest industry for Iiaviug ex- 
clusive interests. This blame is' 
• often niisdircctcd, as forest 
companies must comply with 
• provincial forest management 
logging, Canada's best known plans. 
old growth forests'ale largely Today's forest industry, a 
restricted to Brifisli Columbia myriad of saw mills and pulp 
habitat. .arid isolated stands 'scattered mills, is facing a new awakening 
Old growth forests were first thr0ughout he other provinces,, of the environmental move- 
• such as the Temagami Region in ment. As a visibly extractive in- 
Ontario/Many of these.stands dustry, forest companies must 
aud to clear land for are slated.for future harvest by expend great amounls of time 
forest compauies. As the call aud effort educating Ihe public 
progressively colonized, her for old growth preservation in the principles of forest 
forests remained domestic until ,continues, forest industries are managemcnl. The-complexities 
bciug forced to defend their 
haj-~y,cs, k i l )g i ,r jghJs ,; obtained. 
through Iong-term~ agreements 
with provincial governn~ents. 
These rights are being question- 
ed by the' growing volume of 
citizens who often blame the 
P.O, Box 70 VOT 1 WO Fax 1 -(604)-636-2366 
of foresls and their ecology are 
not easily undfrstood, thus the 
all Ioo freque!~t clmm of faulty 
cmnpany  practtces. The barv(~st 
of old growth stauds does little 
to  streugthen the iodustrial 
standpoint. 
' ~ " ,;:'i' : , :,:': 
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Fo .... s tWeek National re logo ',,,,'", :. 
The Nation~ Forest Week . .. ,;. ;~. :..: I : 
logo was adopted i'n1985by : : ....... i:, : 
'association. It was deiigned 
by Lorna Bailey of Edmon- :" . 
ton, Alberta, l freplaceda D ' , ~ . ~  . i: ~ i 
stylized design representing 
trees and" people which had ~" "~ l l f f *~# r 
been used for many years. = ' ,=~111~ 
The logo is used by CFA and ~=. .~ha~ ~ :iii 
, member Provincial Forestry i~mmmmaamm,  l ! 
Associations to identify - - - -  'I' ~ '~! '  : i 
special projects or other ac- :: !~ ~. 
tivities which promote this .- i ! ' i ,  I 
special week. . . ~ : 
. . . . . .  • ? :;,~,., ! 
./ :, = 
; i 
:~2 i ! 
" il 
1, I 
• Cover the coast from Portland i 
Canal, South to the rivers inlet, i':. 
v 
• Coal deck & A frame swing. 
• Marine construction contracting, 
camps • Float . , 
• T u g s . .  ; 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  
' I 
FR E LOGGING LTD 
Box 957, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 (604) 635-9579 
i 
Husky  products .  The  leaders  o f  the  pack .  
Be sure to check out the complete line of Husqvarna power ': .:-~.!~ 
producds. From our chain saws, to our trimmers and blowers, to 
our new line of lawn and garden products, everything we make 
comes with the incomparable quality that makes a Husky the • /'! 
leader of the pack. 
• 4441 Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
Terrace Equipment Sales e s,  84 
I,::~ i
i 
i i i  
! ,  
T.i " i 
i 
::: :, SALUTES • 
l  T ltional Forest:Week 
: - ~ ~  May 6-12, 1990 
i 
i Look to us for Chip and Lumber Hauling 
i:MeKee Manager (Terrace Division) 




BELL POLE CO. LTD. 
5630 WEST HIGHWAY 16 • P.O. BOX 280, TERRACE B,C. V8G 4A6 
TELEPHONE (604) 635-6295 
We Salute 
National Forest Week 
May6 - 12, 1990 
i i  
FAX (604) 635-2233, 
1 .,1 
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1. When was National R)rest Week first celebrated in Canada? 
a. In the 1920's 
b. In the 1950's , .4.. ' ; , r : 
c. In 1986 . . . . .  .... : : . . . . . .  , 




c. United Kir 
3. What.tree in i 
a logging ope 
a. alder 
b. birch 
c. cherry - 
4. Which.of these 
a. oaper 
b~;] . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ..... • hatterproofglass ; :, ': , . . . . .  
c ,  animal food.stock ~ i i~ : , : : i : 
d. all of the above ~ : * : : .  : 
5. The aspen makes up  what percentage of hardwood resource in the  ; 
interiorofBC.? ' " ;~ ;  
a. 70% ' * 
b. 15°1o :: . . . .  ~: ..... ! 
c. None fit all . . . .  : 
6. HOWb.a. 38746 many forest fires are there in B.C. annually? • 
c. •2500 ' :: ';:i ' :  ; 
7. How much productive forest land do we have in B.c.? : : ! 
a. 26-rnillion 'hectares : : 
"h. lO-million hectares ' • 
c. 5-million hectares ' -- , I 
8. What percentage of all B.C. export produce comes from the forest 
industry? 




ANSWERS:  3(ti e(L 3(9 e (~ p(I7 e(£ e(Z e ( t  
~. .~. ; I  National Forest Week 
May 6-12, 1990 
I ;  ~,. .~. -~  , i .:  
-...___,=.,,--___ Living Forests ,, ,. . Giving Forests 
~~_~ 
I his material sponsored b)' the C,illada.Btilish Cohimbia Fort, M Restlurtt, Devehipment Agreement 1985-1990, 
" ; '  : j T~ :;{ !: 7-; 777; tTi 
A heavyweight  ' 
Loader strullling to push Io8 into water for booming. Notice the rear wheels off the 
' 8round. Seen at a coastal lolling show. 
COAST TRACTOR 






Skidders & Log 
Loaders From.., 
COAST~ Cl  PART." ' RUN WffH i~ l~E~ I 
TRACTOR ~ ~u~'~:E.T . . . . . . .  635-7131 
' WE SALUTE. . . .  
~I  National Forest Week 
• ~ ~  May 6-12, 1990 "" "~.'~L. 
• .,,.. = Hou lden Logg ing  Ltd. 
.~~i !  ~ ' ~  i',t ':, ". '. ~ - "  ' 
%. ..... .i; .: : "Log Hauli n~2 ;~OMd;n~o; ;ipAmvTt 
A stump to dump contractor : ' 635-5123 or 635-2096 
• havest ingarenewableresource.  - i I I ~. I  • ' " ' 
ALM-WOOD CONTRACTING LTD. [~lNational FOrest WeekMa,."6,.~;,,,0 
III.li 
llIll 
~G' ,qau~ders Jtaul&g £td. 
1679 Kenworth Ave, 
P.O, Box 995, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 
635-7249 
i 







' ~ . 8auHders JCaul&¢ £td. 
, = ,  , 
:~  1679 Kenworth Ave. " 
P.O, Box 995, Terrace, B.C. VS~ 4R2 
: " 835-7249 ' 
Saluting the forest industry 
/ 
L 
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E~CE ' STANDA~ 
SERVING THE TERRACE AREA, : i::. :; ;;: ,;;';:,i: : i  ,: : 
t I = 
I TION AD 
JY I ISELL  V" RENT TRADE 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 9, 1990 - Page Bll 
VISA 
t 
/.. ACTION AD RATES 
:,  rz,.,3,,.SAVE_ ____  
i:'~ :,DEADLINE. NoON SATURDAYS 
~'~ Classified and Classified Display 
!ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stet holiday falls on a 
' S~lurd~y,:;Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p;m.: for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD. 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE. B.C, V8G 1S8 
All ctassl I~ed and classified dieptay ads must be prepaid by either cash 
Visa or Mas~'(3rcard When phoning In eds p ease have you Vise or Master. 
car~' number ready, 
' 20 ,~(xds;ifirSt rlnSertion) $3,45 plus 5o for additional words. °(Addffi~onal insertions) 
$2.,30 plu~ 4' for additional words. $6,95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
co~ner¢lal) ". 
OVER 30 CLASSIF ICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles- 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
7. For Rent Misc, 18. Travel 






28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9: Trucks for Sale 
I.d. rAirci'aff '• 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles : 
I I I " 
i 
Itecdlfd T|rma 
The Terrace Slandard reserves the riuhl to classify ads 
und0r apP{oPUata headings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine ~age location 
The Terrace Staodard reserves the right to revise, edit, 
¢laos~fy Or reject any advertisment and to retain any answers 
directed to the News 9ox Reply Service, and to repay the 
cuslonler Ihe sum ~ for the adverUsment and box rsntal, 
Bo~ replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry or an adyertlsemen will be Uost~oyad unress 
mailing msrtucuo~s are received Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not Io send Originals of Uocuments to
avolU loss. 
All clalms of errors in adveUisemenls must be receivsd 
tho publisher within 3e days alter Iho first publicaUon. 
It is agreed by the advertiser ~requostl~ apaco that he 
liability of Ihe Terrace Standard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertisement or In the event of an error appearing 
i~ the advertisement as published shall be limited to the 
amount paid by 1he advertiser for only One ionorrect inserti~ 
for the porhon Of ted advertis4ng space occupied by tee recur 
rect or Orndted item on/y, and lhel there shall be no liability an 
any event ureater than Ihe amounl paJd for such advertising. 
, 1. Real Estate 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
1. Real Estate 
$88,900, 2 YR. OLD HOME FOR SALE By 
owner. Thomheights phase 3. 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, oak kitchen cabinets, built.in 
dishwasher. Large sundeck off dining area, 
natural gas heat anp hot water, Lot backing 
onto parkland. Good assumable mortgage with 
2 years remaining. Must sell. Price reduced. 
Open house Saturday & Sunday, 12-4 
p3'n., 2120 Cypress Street, 635-2929. 2p2 
FOR SALE - -  3 bdrm house in hospital area, 
woodstove, paved driveway, four appliances. 
I or more information, Phone 624-2891 even- 
legs. Asking $49,000. 6p3 
FOH SALE BY OWNER 12 acre parcel Oil 
Oover Road. 5 minutes north of Terrace. Treed 
lot on hiqh .qround. Access on three sides. 
asking $24,000, 635 4600. 4p3 
1 ~/, ACRE VIEW LOT located on Spring Creek 
[)rive. Lot no. tO. For Inquiries call 638-1414. 
2p3 
3, For Rent 
PROFESSIONAL PERSON Ioqklng':.for non- 
smoker 1o share furnished 3 bedroom house in 
quiet area near downtown, $350 per month, 
635-9492 weekdays after 6 p,m. or 
weekends 8a.m. to noon, lp3  
FOR RENT OR LEASE -- Office space at 
ground level,- 1968 square feet. Located at 
4639 Lazelle Ave. Ph. 635.2643 or 
1.656.0365. 6p3 
4, Wanted to Rent 
WANTED 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for responsible 
family. Excellent references from present 
landlord. Phone 635.3624 6p52 
WANTED TO RENT 3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE by 
responsible family of four, Terrace area. ASAP 
$750 ruth, range. 635.4875 after 4:30 p,m. 
6pl 
WANTED HOUSE to rent at Lakelse Lake for 
the summer months, Call 635.7613. 6pl 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom • house in Ter. 
race for family of 3. ASAP Call after 4 p,m., 
638-8469, 6p3 
5, For Sale Misc, 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 0,C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
• $19500. '82 lade 2.door auto - good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri.hull speed boat - 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubnda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tfn 
MOVING? NEED BOXES?? We have lots of 
them] Ten boxes for only $2.50,Terrace Stan. 
dard, 4647 Lazelle, tfn51 
18 HP ARIENS GARDEN TRACTOR. 
Hydrostatic drive, mower deck, dozer blade, 2 
wheel cart, tire chains and spare tire. $3,295 
080. 635-3258 6p52 
DODGE PARTS FOR SALE. 440 engine with 
Holley 600 cfm 4 barrel carb,, and edelbrock 
torker performance intake manifold. $500. 
Small block four barrel forker edelbrock per- 
formance intake manifold with Carter 625 cfm 
carb. $175. 727 automaltc trans. $100. 904 
automatic trans, $75, 318 engine with 2 bar- 
rel carb. $100, 8rh limited slip differential 
complete $50. View at 27 Margetts Street, 
KiUmat, 12 noon- 5 p.m. daily, 4p52 
MOBILE VEHCILE MOUNTED 2 way VHF 
radios, $80 each. 637-5702 6p52 
1978 31 OA JOHN DEERE backhoe, low hours, 
good operating condition, $14,000. D.6 clear- 
ing blade, like new, 24' marine aluminum jet 
boat, 454 G.M 10" Berkely jet, like new, 
tandem trailer, $16,000 Phone 845.7725 
5.'PARCELS OF CHOICE RESIDENTIAL ~al IN HORSESHOE, 4 BEDROOMS• vaulted liv- alter 7p.m. 4p52 
esiate in Terrace, Approx. 60 acres ir~ total, Ingroom and dining room• Eating area in kit- 
For mGie info call 635.5320. 6p50 chen, electric heat a qd ~ood heater. Finished SET PIONEER CAR/rRUCK SPEAKERS. 3 way, 
PARCEi.~OP.,,~EP,~AND RIVER ' F ~  ~" ~p'~d_ down1 .i.$~um'able,. - - -  mortaaae_, at11%%. 1 OOv~'~per.~, chdnne : .  Brand~eWY'S21JO~Ca~. ,• . !/ 
L'akels['Ea~'T'P'h'o~e 63"5 ~'-32()~. ~ ~" 6p50 $87,000, l~alr635.g44(5 between 4.6 p.m; or ,~,,Jhn~t 638.7238-day~.r ~ ~ _ ' .e52tfrl~ 
IDEAL THREE BEORP;JM HOME. Ouiet after9p.m. 3p2  4XSUTILITYTRAILER$6OO.~J~bb~xe~c/w" 
nelghbourhood. Close !o hospital and schools. 
Gas heat. garage, new carpet, renovated 
balhroom. $54,900. Call 635.6991 6p51 
LET'S MAKE A DEAL! Need a house in 
Hbr~e~hoe area;~Will cbnsider up to $80,000. 
Thinking of selling soon? 635-5478 6p51 
3 BEDROOM HOME IN HORSESHOE. N/G heat, 
swimming pool, 2 baths. $96,500. Call 
1-637.5443 6p51 
MOBILE ~tOME PARK. Good location in out. 
skirts of Terrace. For more information call 
1-637,5443, $160,000 6p51 
3 BEDROOMS. I BATlt. Full basel~'~nt, in the 
bench area. $82 500. Also 4,6 acres' on 
5200 Block Ilalliwell.. $52,000..Call 
635.3728 6p51. 
FURNISHED CONDO FOR SALE, New siding 
utility shed; easy walking distance to town. 
Asking $46,000, Call 638.1993 after 5 p.m. 
6p51 
COMMERCIAL LOTS FOB SALE in Terrace 
4930 • 4942 Greig Avenue. Call 635.4050, 
, : 6p52 
FOUR 6EDROOM lt/~ bathroom,'sinole house. 
Many extras, $55,000 firm. Interested parties 
only. Phone 635-4083 6pl 
REVENUE HOME DUPLEX. One three bedroom 
with 2 baths and shoo/storage area. One two 
bedroom with full balh. $65,000. 635-4200 
anylime. 6pl 
HOUSE FOR SALE on a large el. Plenty of 
prrvacy in a clean, quiet neighbourhood, 3
~lus bedrooms, lt/~ baths, 1955 sq, ft. living 
space. Beautiful rock fireplace, garage, 
storage shed and lovely garden area. Nat, gas 
heat, Located inCopper Estates area Marten 
D(~ Very unique and extremely cozy, Private 
sale, 635:9497 4pl 
62.6 x 132 LOT ON CiTY WATER on Cromer 
Street. Paved, dead.end road. Ouiet location. 
~lUS't s~ll at reducod price. 635-7456 6pl 
HORSESHOE~BUNGALOW, 1040 sq. It, Double 
attached garage, finished basement, lSh 
b~ths, New carpet and paint. $92,500:4725 
Tuck Avenue, 638.1481 6pl 
IF/YOU WANT PRIVACY THIS IS ITi Located 
within 4 km of.town, iS.78 acres Of fu(est 
• Park, 1388 sq, ft,, 5 bdrms, 2th baths, 20' x 
36~ storage/garage, southern exposure patio, 
electric/wood heat, drilled well, $119,000. 
1.692-3758 Burns Lake 4pi 
LOG HOME IN FALKLAND, B.C. 3 bedroom, full 
basement, 1120 sq, ft,, 4 years old, Ideal for 
home business. $25,000 down, will finance 
remaining at 10 per cent, 379.2360 4pl 
BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE in Thornheights 
Phase 3 Subdivision, $17,950 or best oiler, 
phone 635-2148, grit yours before the GST, 
6pl 
90' WATER FROHTAGE. Lakelse, 2 storey 
frame house, 25 x 42', Large shop 32 x 20' 
635,2470 2p2 
141 ACRES - LAKE =/a FENCED, Some cross 
lenclngs, Approx, 80 acres in hay and 
,asture, $30,000 Call 996,8379 4p2 
I l l  
/ 
HOUSE 
/ WANTED I 
, 3 bedrGoms on at least 
' i~I12 acre, . 
i i 635-9121 
; f  ( 
t',, ~',~'. - ~ I~,.~, ~,',.' i~ : ' - - " 
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM HOUSE for sale. 2.3 
acres on bench, approx. 2300 sq, ft., 2 
bathrooms, five appliances, foyer entrance, 
sunroom, gas fireplace, approx, 800 sq. It. of 
sundeck and patio decks with but tub, Asking 
$112,500, 638-1331 alter 7 p.m, 4p2 
LOT 10 ON KERBY STRET n Thornhig, 
$7,300. Call Parmenters. radiophone 
H49.5042 on JK or JL channel. 2p2 
TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE, New siding, all major 
household appliances (7)included. Assumable 
mortgage, 3 bedroom, 1V~ bath, $38,900. 
Call 638.1993 alter 5 p.m. 6p3 
LOG HOME, 1620 sq. It. on 230 acres, 100 in 
production, 3 bedroom, lrh baths, wood. 
eleclric heat. grilled well, shop, greenhouse, 
root cellar. Attractive setting just 15 miles 
west of Vanderhoof on Hwy. 16, $112,000. 
To view call 1.567.2823. 4p3 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, Large 5 bedroom home 
on 8,2 productive acres, seven miles north of 
Vanderhoof. Four horse barn, two large 
storage shed, and a wood shed, Price for rapid 
sale, Phone 1-916.652.0986. 4p3 
LOT 65x120 water and sewer, paved. Asking 
$16,900 Reduced to $14,500 Must sell! 
Near hospital, school, quiet area. Call 
635.3986, 6p3 
BRAND NEW HOUSE FOR SALE, 3 bedrooms 
plus one. Close to downtown, N,G, heat, 
$116,000. Owner will finance mortgage, 
$50,000 down, $1,000 per month at 12%, 
635.2676, 2p3 
2, Mobile Homes 
12 X 68 TRAILER Ridge, stove, washer 
/dryer and dishwasher, Phone635.3428 6p51 
1974 ELMONTE MOBILE HOME; Sundeck 8'x 
20' addition, natural gas heat, 5 appliances, 
storage shed. In town, close to schools 
$14,500, 635.7971 6p51 
TO SE'I'rLE AN ESTATE: 19,75 three bedroom 
• trailer, Unlurnlshed, $13,000, Fully furnished 
$14,000, Curtains, N/G heat and water, No, 
77.3616 Larch, 635.2679 6p51 
12 x 64 MOBILE HOME. Two bedroom, natural 
gas heat, woodstove, Joey shack, washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove. $13,500. 635.6464. 
6p52 
1970 PARKWOOD 12x68, gas furnace, new 
carpets, 4 appliances, Will pay transporting 
costs to Terrace. Asking $12,000, O.B,O. Call 
632.2674, 6p3 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq, ft, plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T,V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161, 31tfn 
DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease. Located 
upstairs on 4600 Block - Lakelse. Good for 
office space or storage, Call 635.7939 or Ter- 
race Realty (Crystal) 638.0371. 6p50 
WOODLAND' 
APARTMENTS 
COgNEI! OF KALgM l SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8OHOOL8 
1 room $38g, 2 rou~ $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fridoe, stove, heat aod'hot water 
Included, Carpel throughout, Laundry 
facilities, storage space. References re. 
qulred for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE ~FICE 035-5224 
If | t l l l l b le  
. :  .• . . . .  
ladder rack for pick.up $400. To view 4931 
Lazelle, Call 638-1726 after 5 p.m, 6pl 
COMPUTER 386SX.16Mhz. 40 meg HD dual 
drives, VGA 16 bit; $2,500 comes with soft- 
ware (approx. $1,000 value) on hard drive. 
Plus Citizen 24 pin colour GSX140 printer; 
$600. Phone 635-2230. 6pl 
FOOD CATERING BOX: All stainless teel, col• 
fee disoenser, warming compartment. Will fit 
3/,= or 1 ton. Very good condition. $1,200 
Phone 1-567-2823 4p2 
3 ALL STEEL STORAGE BUILDINGS. New 
never erected. 40 x 30 was $9.000, sell Ior 
$5,600, 40 x 60 worth $15.000 now 
$8,600, 40x120 worth $25,000. now 
$15,O00. Heavy snow loads, Canadian price. 
303-757-3107 4p2 
1977 FORD S/a ton truck and 8t/z It. camper, 
Also trailer, utility, fully enclosed with locking 
door, 2 1S" tires, 3 jade saws, 1 glass 
counter, 7 It and (1) 6 ft, 1 wooden counter 8 
ft. long, collee maker (2 burners), 1 electric 
cash register, 638-2085. 2p2 
MAY 12, 1990 - The annual plant sale of the 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Assn. will take place 
on Sat, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m, at the parking 
lot next to the Petrocan service station on 
Lakelse Ave, 
PASTEL MINK STOLE, $350. O.B,O., red fox 
jacket, size 6, $590. 0.8,0., lavender white 
mink jacket, size 10.12, $595. O,B.O,, demi 
buti mink, size 12, full length, $850. O.B.O. 
638-8589. 4p2 
t GOLD RING (14k gold) sot wllh 27 galrtets, 
$700 firm. NEW (t4k gtdd) wedding ling set, 
paid $1495.00 Asking $t050. O.B.O.. 
638,8589. 4p2 
1 TERRACE TO VANCOUVER return airline 
• ticket for a female passenger, open date, 
$200. ~,lso 1978 Dodge Colt auto, in GRC, 
$500. 1 Westinghouse self clean oven $100. 
Carl 632.2633 after 5 p.m, 3p2 
FOR QUICK SALE - Muskrat Jacket, Squirrel 
Jacket, Rabbit Jacket, Hudson Seal with mink 
col/or, F,L Black Persian Lamb, white Racoon 
Coat, $200 each, size 10.12,638.8589 6p2 
CHESTERFIELD AND 6 CHAIRS, Asking $400. 
Phone 638.1335, 9 a,m.. 6 p,m or 635.7047 
after 6 p,m, 6p2 
ONE .307 Cbev. Recently rebuilt, $600, Call 
635'.2789. ' . . . .  2p3 
CUSTOM MADE KING SIZED waterbed with 
bookshelf headboard, $225 ODD. Ladies 
medium FITZWRff dry suit, $400 E,C. harvest 
gold G.E self cloaning range, $200 OBO. Call 
638-0139. 3p3 
ONE LAZER CANOPY With slide windows for 
short box, small pickup $350. Men's western 
saddle, rawhide tree, full rigging with bridle. 
breast collar, pad, $450. 845.2417, 4p3 
FOil SALE LOVESEA1, ¢Oc, k;,,i clrair, stereo, 
TV, ktlchen table, beds, a,d other ntisc, 
household items, 635.5198. Phone alter 3 
p.m, or drop by at 4712 Shaume Ave. base- 
ment . . . .  6p3 
GEl RT, 
RND OUT HOW AT 
Misty River Books 
4606 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 
6, Wanted Misc. 
';WANTED TO TRADE, Tired of playing the 
,~nll)e.old Oared? Trade them in, Video games 
~IPllypower,.B~XiI20.RR2 Site 14 Williams 
~e'iB,C:VL~:~2~ , - ,  " ' 6p5t 
6, Wanted Misc, 
WANTED ANTLERS OF ANY KIND, in good 
condition, Will pay by the pound. 849.5260 
• " 6p2 
WANTED METAL STOCK RACKS FOR GMC 
long box, 1-698.7627 Up2 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1989 FORD F250 4 X 4 XLT LARIAT. All up. 
tigris, Brahma canopy, wooden box liner, 2 
sets tire chains, 13,000 km. $21,500 
1-633.2542 evenings - 6p51 
1982 DATSUN 4 x 4 pickup, King Cab, 5 
speed, canopy, sunroof, 1 owner, all season 
8, Cars for Sale radials, sound mechanical condition. Asking 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, - $4,900,635.9477 6p52 
cruise, AMIFM cassette, int, wipers, hallngen 1987 DAKOT~ AUTOMATIC wtlh box liner, 
headlights, rear window defrost, Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638•8654 even 
inns, tin 
1981 RELIANT• Front wheel drive, Very good 
running condition, no rust, 50,000 km. 
638.8874 or view 4810 Olson Ave. 6p50 
78 TOYOTA CELICA Hatchback, auto. 
transmission. In excellent condition, with 
winter tires. $1,800 OBO 638.0501 6p50 
1981 BUICK SKYLARK. 4 door, auto, new 
I]aint, 61,000 km, reliable transportation. 
$3,300. Call 635.9353 6p51 
1981 CAMARO. Good condition, low mileage, 
PIS, P/B, two spare liras wilh rims, asking 
$2,500. Phone 638-0190 6p52 
SICK OF GAS PRICES? You can double your 
gas mileage for under $50. For more informa. 
tion, call 1-694.3522 between 9 a.m,. 7 p.m, 
4pl 
1984 NISSAN MAXIMA 4 dr.. 6 cyl., auto, 
exc, condition. Too many options to list, 
$9.500. 1977 Porsche 924 $12.000, 
635.3557 6pl 
1985 DAYTONA, red. low mileage. Excellenl 
condition. Extras. Asking 68.700. Call 
635.3565 after 5 p.m. 6pl 
1987 4 DOOR PONTIAC 6,000. excellent con. 
dillon. Great family car, $8,900. O.B.O. 
635-9193 anytime. 6pl 
1980 TOYOTA TERCEL SR5. standard, 2 door 
hatchback. Needs work. $500 or offers. 
Phone 638-7222 after 6 o.m. 6pl 
1979 DODGE VAN V8. PS. PB. Captain and 
bucket seats, panelled, carpeted. 44,500 
original ady driven kilometers. E.C. $4,900 
after 4 p.m. 638.8408 6p2 
1976 TR6, 2 door hardtop, new tires, Alpine 
stereo, CD's. Good condition, $9,000, 
638-8849. 6p2 
1986 CHRYSLER LANCER. automatic, 40 
Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles. Exc. condilion, 
S7,700,635.7842. 2p3 
1986 CHRYSLER LANCER. automatic 4D 
Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles• Exc. condition, 
$7,700,635.7842. 2p3 
1986 CHEVY SCOOTER. In good running order. 
New paint. Asking $4,500, OBO, Call 
635.2789. 2p3 
1984 PONTIAC FIERO 2M4. Very good condi. 
canopy like new condition. 31,000 km still 
under warranty, $9,800 firm. Phone 
635.2669 6p52 
1981 WESTERN STAR DUMP TRUCK with 
~ook up for pup. $30,000. Phone 1-567-4192 
4pl 
1987 HIGH TOP VANAMARA FORD. Only 
40,000 km,' with extended warranty to 
105.000 k.m. Fully loaded wilh all extras. 
Must be seen to be appreciated, $25,000. 
Will take smaller car (1985 & up) in trade. 
1.692.7526 days 1.698-7450 eves. 4p2 
1981 JEEP WAGONEER LTD, 4 x 4, fully load- 
ed. Trailer towing package. No rust. 65,000 
miles. 847-2301 4p2 
1978 FORD 150 4 x 4, good shape 
mechanically, some rust, good tires. 300 4 
speed, $1,9501-698.7389 4p2 
1988 CHEV. EXTENDED CAB, 4x4, 112 ton 
and 8 ft. Skipper camper, clw fridge, stove 
and furnace, sleeps 4. $18,900, 842.5554. 
6p2 
1980 CHEV 3/4 TON, 55,000 miles, Great 
runner, $2,700 0B0, 1988 F350 4x4 
crewcab, 35,000 km, 351 EFI auto, boxliner, 
warranty $18,700 OBO, 635-7121. 6p3 
1987 JEEP CIIEROKEE, excellent condition. 
4x4, 5 spend OD hans. 42,000 redes. 
$15.500 000. Phone 635.3136. 6p3 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Dally, weekly, men- 
thly. 638-1468 12p50 
1977 GMC 26' CLASS A MOTORHOME. 
$17,500. Call 635-3673 6p51 
9th FT. VANGUARD CAMPER. Hydraulic 
jacks, has everything, sleeps 6, excellent 
condition. $5,500 firm. Call 635-7859 6p52 
MOTORHOME 1985 CLASS A PACE ARROW. 
27 ft., fully loaded, top condition, 60,000 km, 
454chev. engine.S43,000635.2697 6pl 
1986 TRAVELAIRE 5th WHEEL. 28 ft long. 
Used only once. Asking $22,000 Call 
635-5717 or after 6 p.m. 635.7017. Used on- 
ly once. 6p2 
1986 161t BONAIR TRAVEL TRAILER. Very 
lion, great summer car. Hew clutch, battery, easy towing, Like new condition. Comes with 
tune up, wheel alignment, $5,500 OBO. Call hitch. $8,000 080.1-698.7327 4p2 
63~2.6357. ~.~ ,. ,_~,, ~ ~p3 ~ ~1975, GMC VANGUARD,..2t ,ft~ class' C ~ 
I{)!~ SALE 1981 VW Jelta (iI. I'owm .~|eering, motorhome, 47,000 miles, well maintained, 
s,lhouf. 37.000 krrt. A~kiml $1I.D00 Call asking $10,500, 638.1331 after7p.m. 6p2 
6353434. 6p3 
11, Recreational - '~ ': '  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
Vehicles L'; 
197920 It, fully self contained T b'aller;,Ktt 
Companion, 12' awning sleeps SIx. $6,000, •. 
635.33t s : C~12i~.3~ ' 
1973 21 ft, TRAVEL TRAILER New hot v/a't~i'~ • .  i 
tank, 1001b propane tank plus'2 201bs lanl~:~i ; L , t 
Good condition, $4,500. Call 635-6790. :.6p2:~# ~ ' i ]i 
WANTED A f2' to 14' travel tra,er, Pho~;): - ,, 
632.3797. 6p2~ • 
CAMPER FOR SAMLL pickup. Frldge, stovoi:~ 
and furnace. Excellent condition' ~'alsoi, i ~ 
fibreglass canopy for small pickup' in'o~.~'. ! 
co~ition, 1 .695 .6696. .  4P'~; . 
OKANAGAN CAMPER. Fits import p ckupi~;! • 
slove, icebox, and furnace. Sleeps 2 adults~! 
and 2 children $1,900. 692-3276 eves.. 4p3~ 
1979 DIPLOMAT 20' HOLIDAY TRAILER~ 
sleeps 6, full bath. Hot water, 3-wa~" ffldge(,i I 
stove/oven, TV antennae, Full awning, spare: ~ 
tire, Good condition, 698-7381. : .  ,4p3~" 
1978 21 ft. FRONTIER MOTORHOME..Rear 
bunk bed model. Comes with awning~on GM C 
chassis, 350 engine, Air condition. Asking 
$12,500, 632-7722 or 632-5936. 2p3:; 
1978 VANGUARD 22 ft. Excellent condit]on,' 
$9,000, Carl 635.2789. 2p3 
12. Motorcycles 
1 HONDA MOTORCYCLE 100 co. Needs 
headlights. Make an offer! Also 1976 
chevette. Good motor, new generator, new 
battery. Needs exhaust pipe and muffler. 
make an offer! 635-9297. I p3  
14. Boats & Madne 
79 23.50 BAYLINER NISOUALLY 305cu, 260 
Volvo leg, VHF & CB, anchor winch, 7,500 Ib 
easy load trailer, nice shape, $18,000. 1978 
Ford 150 4x4 need shape mechanically, some 
rust, good tries, 300, 4 speed, $1,950,1-698 : 
-7389 4p2 
18' COMPION -- 90 HP Mariner OB Econo Mix- 
er. Depth Sounder, C.B. down riggers, rod 
holders, skis. trailer, like new $16,000, 
638-0419. 6p3 
R.5 RIVER KAYAK c/w fioatation bags. Spray 
skirt and paddle. Almost new, $470, 
635-7842. 6p3 
25 HP MERCURY MOTOR and 14 ft. Springbok 
boat, $3,000, 1-695.6419. 4p3 
15, Machinery 
1980 WESTERN STAR 400 BCI. 15 spd. 
48,000 Ibs. Eator differentials. Certified. 
$18,500.1•692-3292 4pl 
ATTENTION: LOGGERS & CONTRACIURS. 
Complete machine shop. Lathe, 16' swing, 
no. 3 Le Blond horizontal mill, Drill presses. 1 
large, 1 small. Grinders (3), Hydraulic presses 
100+ (1), 6+ (1), cutting & weeding torch, 
power hacksaw;' 195 'amp. 'weldS, electr~ 
hoist. Tracffbumer:above m,~chine~are con~ 
pete w th tooling and can~be s~e~.in opera: 
tion. $15.000 comolete t692.3276 eves. 
:1 





Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes throughout our 
distribution area. 
When you deliver the 
TERRACE SATNDARD there 
is no collecting just 
straight delivery! 
If you are interested in joining 
the delivery team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
NAME: 
I 'D L IKETO BE ATERRACE STANDARD CARRIER 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: 
? - . .  :! • " - I 
AGE: . . . . . . . . .  I 
- :1  
PLEASE DROP OFF OR SEND TO: 
TERRACE STANDARD Attn: TERRY MILLER 
4647 LAZELLE AVE.,  TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S6 I 
! 
j "  
TERRACE STANDARDI 
I SERVING T H E ' E R R ACE ~ R E ~ I 
I 
Fag¢ B12 : -  Terrace st,lndard, W~needay, May p, 1990 
l 
, T-:'; : ;: " 
CALL 
'C TI::'O.N AD 
 ,"BUY  'SELL v"RENT  'TRADE 
:i 1:6 
i ..~ I~!'I':!VISA 
15. Machinery 
H706 INTERNATIONAL FARM TRACTOR, Good 
rubber. Excellent allied. Front end loader. 
Good shape, Asking $6,000 Call 567;4035 
or 567.4127 4pl 
ATTENTION: PERSON WHO INSPECTED AND 
81D $35•000 on D7F Cat in Terrace please call 
1.697-2474 4p2 
1974 HAYES, 1977 COLUMBIA TRAILER. 
350 Cummins, trans, Hendrickson suspen. 
sign. Front end, trailer suspension. All recent, 
asking $15,000,1-694-3655 .4p2 
V378 ENGINES For parts. New fuel pumps, 
starlets, everything inside and out, salvage 
prices, 847-2299, 846.5980, Nell, -4p2 
ATTENTION LOGGERS &CONTRACTORS. 
Complete Machine Shop. Lathe 16" swing, 
No. 3 Le Blond horizontal mill. Drill presses, 
(f) large, (1) small. Grinders (3), Hydraulic 
presses 100 plus (1) 6 plus (1), cutting & 
welding torch, power hacksaw, 195 Amp 
Welder. electric hoist. Track burner above 
machines are cpmplete with tooling and can 
De seen in operatfon $15,000. Complete 
1.692.3276 evenings, 4p3 
MASSEY FERGUSON 135. Like new $6,500, 
845.2417. 4p3 
20. Pets & Livestock 
ONE PAIR DRAFT HORSE HARNESS; complete 
with bridles; also three beehives; complete 
with brood suppers; honey supers; base and 
cover. Call 845.7867. 4p3 
TOY POODLES AND TEACUP size, white, bolh 
sexs. Ready to go soon. Call 692-3722 
anytime• 4p3 
SIAMESE KITTENS ready to go. Beautiful pets, 
Call 1-692.3722 anytime. 4p3 
ALL BREED I 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638-8018 
Mornings or Evenlnge 
21. Help Wanted 
WANTED: LIVE.IN HOUSEKEEPER. For more 
information phone 635.5916. 6p51 
HAIRDRESSER REQUIRED in Burns Lake, To 
start immediately. Established clientele, 
1 -B92-7687 days 1-692.3360 eves, 4p52 
966 C GRAPPLE clw bucket blade, New 
chains• spare parts, Good condition, with or 
wdhout 16.000 i 3 toload. 1.695-6446. 4p3 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. $2 per bale. Good quality. No 
Sat. calls. 849-5395 6p52 
17. Garage Sales 
SATURDAY• MAY 12, from 9 a,m. till noon 
there will be a big Garage Sale held at Canton- 
nial Christian School (3608 Sparks Street) 
Come one out to this annual tund.raising 
event, lp3 
19. Lost & Found 
I COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified, Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
FOUND LADIES BRACELET at Agar Park, Call 
638-82 t I to identity. 2p2 
20. Pets & Livestock 
A ITENTION HORSE PEOPLE Summer 1990 
(Jurie, July, August) this summer Flemrning 
Lake wilderness adventures i  otlering pack 
horse trips into the back country of the 
Bulkley Valley lor tishing, photography etc. 
You bring your own horse and we supply the 
rest. Limited to ten people per trip. So Inquire 
now! For more inlo call Jodi 846.9128 8c49 
• TWO MALE BLACK LAB PUPPIES. 7 wks, 
$200 each One registered chocolate male 
Lab. $350 No Saturday calls. 849.5395 
6p52 
REGISTERED BLUE lICK HOUNDS, Excellent 
for treeing bear and lynx, 6 roD. old. Ready to 
hunt. 1-694-3695 4pl 
SPANIEL PUPS• tails docked, dew class 
removed. Great dogs for those who love the 
outdoors, $75 firm. Ready June 15, 
635-3804. 6pl 
GENTLE NINE YEAR 15rHAND BAY ARABIAN 
Gelding; excellent mover.dressage prospect; 
needs experienced rider: trained by J. 0'Nei[I. 
Call 847.4602 or 561-0029 4p2 
WANIED! BUY SELL/TRADE. Livestock cat 
tie/horses. Licensed and bonded livestock 
detlel Will uick rJp. Ker= Rose. 1.694.3376 
4p2 
I0R SALE 5 /EARLING CHAROLIAS BULLS 
Pennchar Farms in Vanderhoof. Phone 
567.§323 allytime. 4p2 
PASSIVE EXCERCISE MACHINE, Has 8 dif. 
ferent exercises on machine. 1-692-7687 
days 1.692-3360. Burns Lake. 4p52 
A MAJOR CANON DEALER of office equipment 
in the Bulkley Valley area requires additional 
service personnel. Successful candidates 
must have copier service experience, a strong 
electro.mechanical background, and be neatly 
groomed. Salary neootiable. We provide 
fact0ry.authorized product training, and ex- 
cellent benefits package, Please submit 
covering letter and resume to: Manager. See. 
Moore Printing & Stationery, P,O. Box 460, 
Smithers. B.C, VOJ 2N0, 4p52 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
employment every Wednesday, For an ap. 
plication and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. lc3 
WANTED SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at 
Dickie Dee Icecream. The icecream bicycle 
people. 635.3102 6pl 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN - We are looking lor 
mature career minded individuals who want to 
be a part of a growing team that takes great 
pride in their work. Experience is preferred but 
will train the right individual who has a 
positive attitude and a desire to learn. We of. 
ler competitive wages and an excellent 
benefit package. We are now taking applica- 
tions for the following positions: 
waiter/waitress, tore clerks, bartenders, bar 
waiter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 
chambermaids, desk clerks. No telephone in. 
quiries please! 14cl 
LOOKING FOR A FULL.TIME BABYSITTER. 
Tues. to Fri. Must have own vehicle to pick up 




Required for a medium size 
apartment building in Ter- 
race. Experience an asset: 
Please send resumes to: 
Majestic Management 
(1981) Ltd. 
200-1515 2nd Avenue 




A message just for you from the word of God Call 
anytime Sunday - Saturday 24 hours a day. There 
is a new message every week. 
If you have any questions or comments, state your 
message after the sound of the beep with your 
name, number and address. 
The Number  Aga in  to Cell: 
638-8504 
Gospel meetings held every Sunday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Gospel Hall, 4802 Scott Ave. 
: == t 
t Needed!  ' ; 
$ I ~ " . ' - ' .  !::1 c royd, Archer & Doll, 
t ~ ' ~ i ~  Rifle Range i 
'~ ~ f ' ~ ~  246 - Halliwoll, Galr,- 
.~, ~ . ,Monroe, Twedle, Terrace, 
Highland, Cooper . 
i . " 638 7283 ,. " '  
Kermode Friendship Centre Presents 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 
FOR NATIVE PEOPLE 
Interested In Owning & Operating Their Own Business 
MAY 10, AT TERRACE HOTEL 
9:30 am - 12 noon - 1 pm • 3 pm 
There is no cost for the workshop. Pieregistration preferable. Phone 
635-4906. 
Workshop open to ell Native people In the Northwest & Northcoast, 
A number of funding agencies will be there• 
CARRIER OF THE MONTH 
J enny  Shepherd  
In a clear record of delivery 
and a job well done. You've 
earned a Free Single Full 
Meal  Deal! 
• Single Burger 
• Fries 
= 12 oz. Soft Drink 
• 5 oz. Sundae 
Topping of your choice 
PREPARED BY DAIRYQUEEN 
Congratu la t ions  
-F  ]TERRACE STANDAR D 
4647 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
CAREERS_ 
FOR ADVERTISING CALL 638.SAVE 
Wanted  qual i f ied 
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC 
F;)r tire & automot ive  centre.  
New shop with latest equipment. Full benefit package & at- 
tractive salary. 
Apply in person to manager. For appointment call: 
635-4902 
Ka lum Tire & Automot ive  Supp ly  
Earn extra income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
• of a small apartment building in Kitimat. 
Sales and maintenance skills an asset. 
Please send resumes by February 14; 1990 to: 
Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. 
Suite 200 - 1515 Second Ave. 




Northern B.C.'s largest import dealer is 
looking for a fully qualified Journeyman 
Mechanic, must be responsible and 
reliable. We offer a full 'benefits package 
and excellent wages. 
Apply in person with resume to: 
THORNHILL MOTORS 
Hwy 16 East, Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
requires a 
PRESCHOOL TEACHER 
The applicant should have an E.C.E. certificate, and have ex- 
perience teaching preschool age children. The successful 
-applicant must have the ability to work with chlldrsn with 
. special needs, and be able to work within our multi- 
disciplinary team. " 
The Centre has a staff of 18, of which 5 are preschool 
teachers. Knowledge of Sign Language an asset. 
Please direct resumes to: 
Julle Jecobs, Preschool Supervisor 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
2510 South Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. YeG 2X3 
Resumes will be accepted until Tuesday, May 22nd, 1990. 
Salary starts at $10.29 an hour. Position will start August 20, 
1990. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre is accepting 
applications from students for the posltlons of 
SUMMER PLAYGROUND PROGRAM 
CO-ORDINATOR and SUMMER 
PLAYGROUND PROGRAM LEADERS 
These students should have some experience In working 
with preschool age children. The Summer Playground Pi'o- 
gram is open to children with special needs and their siblings, 
with the emphasis on FUN. 
Please direct resumes to: 
Margot Hayes, Program Director 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
2510 South Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 2X3 
Resumes will be accepted until Tuesday, May 22nd, 1990. 
GASOLINE 
MARKETING 
Join Western Canada's most aggressive 
marketing team. 
Commission operator is required for Smithers 
area. 
Minimum capital investment. 
We provide facility, products, marketing and 
accounting assistance. 
You provide enthusiasm, staff supervision and 
commitment to Turbo's philosophy of fast, 
clean, guaranteed service. 
Contact: 
Mr. lan Hand, Marketing Administrator 
TURBO RESOURCES L IM ITED 
Unit  No. 1-484 Fraser  V iew P lace 
Anna©is  Bus iness  Park 
New Westminster ,  B.C. V3M 6H4 
Toll Free 1 -800-663-4145 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
The 16-37 Business Development Centre Society is seeking a 
Technical Advisor for its Business Development Centre (BOG). 
THE POSITION: 
The Technical Advisor will report directly to the Manager of the BDC 
and will be primarily responsible for assisting clients In counselling in 
the area of cash flow, marketing, merchandising and business plans, 
Completion of business proposals, loan applications, collections of ac. 
counts and all reports necessary for clients and the BDC's operation. 
THE PERSON: 
The person we seek must be highly self-motivated, have excellent 
communication skills, be creative and able to relate to diverse client 
group. Applicants should have demonstrated ability in: Financial 
Management Including planning and preparation of a full spectrum of 
financial statements, preparing business proposals, demonstrated ex. 
perlence In business counselling and lending role. 
A Post Secondary degree in Business Administration, Financial 
Management, a related field such as bookkeeping Or an equlvalont mix 
of education and experience will describe our Ideal candidate. Skills In 
using business software, the ability to work with other staff and under 
supervision of the Manager and a volunteer Board of Directors; 
demonstrated time management, planning and self-supervision ability 
as well as knowledge of the 16.37 Region would be a definite asset. 
The position offers a competitive salary based upon education and ex. 
perlence. 
Further Information and a complete job description may be obtained 
from the undersigned. 
Applications and resumes will be accepted by: 
J.F.WhHnny, Manager 
• 16.37 8UWESO DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
No, 101.4660 Lazele Avenue, Tenxe, B.C. veG 186 
until4:00 p.m. on Friday, June 1st, 1990. 
I 
% 
. . . .  : : i  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .~  L ' 
:[ 638-SAVE 
C TION AD 
 BUY r,'SELL: RENT  "TRADE 
, , , , _  i.........o..... I ,4._, ;5 .  
WANTEODENTAL A'SISTANT (part t me or LOSE available tO genera l  Opporlunities 
.full lime). Are you an enthusiastic, expedenc- public; .videos, pamphlets,, lending library, 
ed dental assistant with a caring manner? Are dealing with human fife issues such as abet. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stuff envelopes at 
,ouOooo--.or anio , .o . '  " ' " ' " " "  * on 
send resume to 6ox 350, c/o Tei'race Stan- ; w ~ i u n / i  welcome, Call 635.5427 or 638.0382. 5tfn¢ Rush self addressed .stamped envelope to 
dard, 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B,C. ~, ~ Huohes Enterprises° DepL A.11,'Box 964, 
We need 30 overweight ~ Peterburough, Ontado, K9J 7A5. 4p52 V8G 1S8. = 3c2 
assist you with free pregnancy testing, mater. 13USINESS OPPORTUNITY, Stuff envelopes at 
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY - DairyQueen ~ persons  to lose 1 0 .29  Ibs. in ~ nity and baby clethss. Many other services .-:. home. Earn ul) to $600 weekly. Free sopplles 
requires a manager for Its Prince Rupert IDea- ~the  next 30 days with the ~ all free and confidential, Call 635-3907 Rush self addressed stamped envelope to: H 
Uon. Experience helpful but not necessary for ~brand  new Herbal,re Diet ~ anytime. 12p51. & H Enterprises, Dept, A.11 171 Rink St, A 
person willing to train and learn. International 
Dairy, Oueen course mandatory with on.ste ~DJso Program. ~ ~ Suite 263, Peterborough, Ontado, KgJ 2J6 
traihing in S'~rey' offered. Starting salary ~Tota l ly  Natural ~ Workshop, $35 per family. May 23 and 29, 7 
- 10 p.m. For more Information contact Nor. 26.  Persona ls  
$30,000 per annum. Potential to own may be ~, Doctor Recommended ~ thwest Counselling Centre, 10 a.m.. 3 p.m., WANTEU: 85 overweight people. We pay you 
tale possibilityplan offered.'Dr rightoperationsPerson, Medicalare openandseven'den" ~ GuBranteed Satisfaction ~ 636-8311. 2c3 for losing 10- 29 Ibs per month. 100 per cent 
days a week with day and night shifts essen- :  EARN $$$ ~ ~ guaranteed, Call 1-978-3016 f011 free 24 hrs. 
tial. Store management will include assistant 
managers, lfyouareenergeUcandwishtoac. : WHILE  YOU LOSE Oppertunities WANTEDfll" 100 overweight people," We 4p3pay 
you to lose 10.29 Ibs. in 30 days. Call 24 hrs. cept a challenge please mail your resume to @ 1-978-3059 TOLL FREE ! P e a r l  a day, 1-250-9451. 12p2 
Surrey,H°watt 8.c.EnterpriSesV4A 9G8.Ltd"Please13345.25outline AvenU ,your ex- 't,,e,~4,,~-4~,e,,~,,e,,~,e.,e,,e,~.~,~ St. James. One with lake view, licenced in. I~ODERN METAPHYSICS Readings available. 
perience and your goals with your resume.4c2 ~ ing room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel, 998.7510. fin For appointment phone Laurel at 635.7771 
TWO FULLY QUALIFIED HAIRDRESSERS re- 
quired. Doris Cailfures, 4-5 yrs. experience, W ~ t a l  ~ s  
638.1704. Needed immediately. 6p3 area. Ages 4 yrs and up. Men thru Fdday, Call heating costs. Can eliminate need far air con. My majesty is My gift to thee. and 
835-4355. 6p50 ditioning, Work part-Urns or build your own My grandeur the token of My mercy EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - Nurse for a 
el,ice-scheduling and field supervisory posi- 
tion with agency that delivers services to 
seniors, handicapped and recuperating people 
in their homes. Hours range lrom 20 to 
40/week to start. Some flexibility with job. 
Starting date; June 1, 1990. For more infer- 
mation contact: Betty Stewart Program Direc. 
tor, Home Support Services, 635.5135. 2c3 
OFFICE POSITION AVAILABLE to the right per- 
son who is willing to learn. Send resume to 
Box 21 c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Laze]le 
Ave,, Terrace, B.C,, VBG 1 $8 lp3 
IF YOU DON'T LIKE WHAT you're doing try 
something else without leaving your present 
job, For appointment phone 635.3484. lc3 
PERMANENT PART TIME OPPORTUNITY 
iDEAL for retiree, homemaker or mature stu- 
dent, Stereovision is looking for an outgoing, 
cheedul person to compliment our patient 
television rental service to hospital pafients at 
the Mills Memorial Hospital. This ~osition re- 
quires a commitment of2 to 21/~ hrs commen- 
cing at 3:30 in the afternoon on Sunday and 
Monday• Your availability during the rest of 
the week tor the occasional vacation relief 
would be an ~sset. No experience ncessary, 
lust Ihe desire and ability fo work on your own 
in a caring professional tmosphere. This is a 
rare opportunity to •supplement your Income 
and have fun doing so. Interested parties are 
asked to send a letter of interest o: Box 339. 
c/o Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., Ter- 
race, B.C, VaG 1S8 or call our regional office 
in.VanoouveFat 1.467.4101 and leave your 
name and number. 2p3 
...... :23.W0rk Wanted 
MOM WILL DO BABYSITTING in my home. 
Close to hospital and park.~Full and part-time 
days• Phone 635-3804. 6p50 
WILL BRIGHTEN YOUR HOME. • Am well ex. 
pedenced in total house cleaning. Won't you 
give me a call. 635.6537 6p50 
NEED THOSE ODD JOBS DONE? Am expeden¢. 
ed in all trades, reasonable rates, call 
635-6537 "will cost you nothing to chat." 
6p50 
GRAPPLE YARDER, HOOK TENDER. Ex. 
perlence at night logging, plus end backhoe 
and backspars. Also possess safety fuse and 
elecffical blasting ticket and operate tank 
drills and air tracks. Call 837.5702 or leave 
messa0e for Bob at 637-2249. 6p52 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME. Age under 4 
years, call 638-8619 6pl 
sales team. Potential = ambition 
1-747.2635 4pl 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - Process mail at 
home. Earn big dollars. Free supplies. Rush 
self addressed stamped envelope to: G&E 
Enterprises, 197 Hunter Street W. Compart. 
ment 20, Peterborouflh, Ontario, K9H 211.4p2 
ESTABLISHED DECORATING store in Central 
Interior tor sale. Attractive, affordable, 
business with 7 years of steady growth. 
Owner will help train. Phone 1-567.2626 days 
or 1.567.9692 evenings. 4p3 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy, 37 N. 8 
miles S of Kinaskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Dease Lake, With convenience store, 
showers, 3 summer cabins, 2 bedroom • kit. 
chenette unit and 4 bedroom home with 
workshop. On 10 beautiful viewing acres, 
Come and talk to us. J. Taylor at Willow Ridge 
Resort or write Gen. Del. Iskut, B.C. V0J 1K0, 
10p49 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. 7 toning tables, 1 
upright tanning capsule, office equipment, 
counter, cash register and much more. Stay in 
present location or move. 847-5101 4p52 
UPRIGHT TANNING CAPSULE. Like new, 
$6,500, valued at $10,0D0. 847-5101 
4p52 
unto thee. 
Selected from the Beha'l Holy 
Writin0e. 
We invite you to eXl~lore these 
Writings further byphonng 
635-32t 9 or 636-901 2 
632-  4333 
Open 7 days a week 9PM - 9AM 
Answedng machine 9AM - 9PM 
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEEDI 
i 
,:,'~ . .~'-,'~,c~ ~ .,., ~. , .  
Terrace Standard. ~Wedne~ay~ May 9, 
26. Personals 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Stuff envelopes at 
home, Earn up to $600 weekly. Free supplies. 
Rush self addressed stamped envelope to: 
Hughe Enterprises, DeptA.11, Box 964, Peter. 





• Safe • Effective 
• Painless 
DIET .......................... $125 
(~Ju~ 3 Veatmenta) 
STOP SMOKING ...... $47.S0 
(Fogow.upe $20  each) 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
STE N0,15. 4644 Lazelle Ave,, 
(above 8avakW) 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office 
27. Announcements 
Kurt and Lotti Elliott are pleased to announce 
the birth of their son Adam Calvin in Victoria 
General Hospital on April 7. 1990. Weighing 8 
Ibs:, 2 oz, a lit,is brother for Kyle. lp3 
29. In Memoriam CAN'T DO IT YOURSELF? I'll do it for you, 
PalnUng, plumbing, carpentry, concrete, brick. 
laying & general maintenance. Kevin Turner. 
849-5888 Serving Terrace & Thornhill 61)1 
ARTIST  
AVAILABLE 




a Poster, Card & Invitation 
Designs 
• Reasonable rates 
For more Information please 
contact: 
K, Hicks 638-1782 
24. Notices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MODERN METAPHYSICS: Progressive 
Metaphysics course starts May 22, Tuesday 
and Thursday evenings at 7:30 to pre. 
register. Phone Laurel 635.7776. ;pl 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.  88 (Terrace) .-.- 
3211 KE",;x,['~ STREET. 




Beginning in May snd ending October, 1990, grass fer- 
tilizer will be applied to all playing fields In the Terrace 
and Thomhill area schools during the first week of each 
month. 
NOTICE 
SPRING CLEAN-UP WEEK 
MAY 7 TO 11, 1990 
The City of Terrace's Public Works Department will pick up 
extra garbage and refuse, free of charge, on the above 
dates . .  
This service does NOT include car bodies, stumps or in- 
d~striaiwaste. Kindly arrange to have this extra garbage and 
waste material set out on your regular pick up day. Please 
have garbage and waste material in plastic bags O r cartons to 
assist in the pick up. 
Residents are reminded to checktheir Add-A-Day Calendars, 
'as garbage pick up days change following all Statutory 
Holidays; , . . . .  . .* • : ' 
" : - : The City of Terrace 
In loving memory of KERRY RUCHOTZKE. 
THERE IS NO DEATH 
In one sense there is no death. The fife of a 
soul on earth lasts beyond it's departure. You 
will always feel that life touching yours, that 
voice speaking to you, that spirit looking out 
ol different eyes, talking to you in the familiar 
things he touched, worke~ with. loved as 
familiar friends. He lives on in our live~ and in 
the lives of all others that knew him. Sadly 
missed and always remembered, 
Brad, Holly and Erin lp3 
VISA 
33. Business 




• Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Widng 
IVAN & MITCH 
r~--CALL- - - - - - ]  
1  8-729 1 
32. Legal Notices 
I, D'on Sturt am not responsible for any debts- 
incurred bY, anyone other than myself dated: 
this day, May 4,1990. 2p3~ 
~ Province M MinlsW d 
8flUsh Columb/a Forests 
NEW CROWN RANGE USE PmVlLEOE(|) 
AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED APPLICANT~ 
SECTION e (2) RANGE ACT 
The MinlsW of Forenta has under consideraeo~ 
the issuance of e 3 year grazing permit to 
qualified applicant,, w~thln the following Legaly 
~esc~ibed etea and unOef conditions cited. 
Lot A or District Lot 9e3 ~ 12006 within the 
city of Tenace, 
3 years or&trig permit oteJlthg 60 enlrnal unit 
months 0raz~g by homes during appro~drnate~ 
5 months after May 15. 
PacUculam and al~ioanon form,= evadable h'om 
our representations 8has be made to the address 
below no laler than May 15. of lose. 
All applications wi~ be evaluated ecco'dinu to fire 
Kalum Crow~ Range Vacancy rating syslem. 
DtStlriot MaJlager 
Minhstry of Forests 
Room 200 • 5220 KeUh Avenue 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1L1 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
The so Ads appear in the more than 1 O0 NeWpapers ct the B.C, and Yukon Community Newspapa re Association 
and reach more Ihan 1,500,000 homes and a potentisltwo million readers.. 
-~  . $165. for25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
SEVEN NEW TONING TABLES 
and start up Idt $8,000. Futrex 
5000 fifnssscomputer$1,000. 1- 
800-667-5825. 
Earn over $48,O00/yeor. No ex- 
perience necessary. Siadup 
capital requirement of lees than 
$20,000, Many areas available. 
Call the Canalink Business 
Centre Network, (604)201-2220. 
TRUCKING & EXCAVATING 
BUSINESS. Ownerloperator re- 
tidng. Well establishad and iXolit- 
able, servicing Grand Forkn, 
Christina Lake area of soulhem 
B.C, Excellent line el equipment, 
padlal purchase may be consid- 
ered. Asking $550,000. Contact: 
Grand Forks Realty, Box 2557, 
Grand Forks, B,C,, V0H 1H0. 
Phone:. (604)442-8255, 
Stnrt your own dial up voice infor- 
mation service, answering serv- 
ice. message center, voice Intro- 
ductory service, restaurant guide. 
Call: Infodlal Inlormalion Sys- 
tems Ino,, (604)758-7088, 
(604)756-6403. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
DIVORCE? No osud appear- 
enos or consent el sposse nsces- 
saffl Just 5-15 weeks. $69.~ 
plus costs, You or we type. 
Lawyer endorsed, Send for espy 
of Canada's new.Divorce act and 
liferoture. Same system since 
t970. Divorosrvlse, 201o1252 
Burrsrd, Vancouver, 1-68'?-2900, 
Franchises ave,fable. 
LOVE NEST. "ORDER BY 
MAIL'. - Lovers' Toys, Sexy 
Noveltien. - $4 colour nalalogue, 
Love Nest, 161 East 1st SI., Nodh 
Vancouver, B.C,, VTL 1B2. 
(604)987-1175. See this ad every 
otherweek. 
FREE PERSONALITY TESTI 
Your personality determines your 




UNEMPLOYED? NEVERI Can. 
ada needs Cooke, After 6 months 
FOR SALE MISC 
ORDER YOUR "LOVE STUFF" 
BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW 
LOVERS LANE CATALOGUEI 
You're assured privacy and escu- 
dry from our established storsl 
Check us out with Ihe BBB IN 
HOME SHOPPINGI BEST SE- 
LECTIONI GREAT SERVICEI 
$5/catalngue: LOVERS LANE 
BOUTIQUE, 1074 SHOPPERS 
ROW, CAMPBEll RIVER, B,C., 
VBW 2C6, PHONE: (604)286- 
1010. 
Adhrlticpaln? Achingbeck? Still 
~nta? Sieel0k~ hands? "Beuia~ 
Oil" helpsl Brochure/information 
$2.: Beulah Land, Box 1086, 
Podage la Prside, Manifcha, R1N 
3C5, 
"Blanket Classified Ads" the ad- 
veal,sing "Best Buy"l Call your 
local community newspaper for 
details, todayl 
S ~! N Home Shopping club, 
$1,000 credit line guaranteed. 
Call now for pre-approved appll- 
cation. (604)389-0969,3211 Irma 
St., Victoria, B.C., V8Z 3R9, 
ATTENTION RETAILER, Out 
company offers competitive 
pdces and prepaid shipping on 
cic(hing, footwear, gifts, toys and 
Iowels, etc. Catalogue and Infor- 
mation uall: 1-800-265-2869, BK 
Wholesalers, Listowel, Ontario. 
Cuddles Woterproul Diapers, 
Eight layer cotton diaper with a 
watoqomol shel. A cuslom fit with 
adjustable velcro tabs, Call: 
Cuddles hotline, TOLLFREE, 1- 
8OO-565-8831, 
Mouth wotedng maple fudge from 
award winning cheil Redpa/$2: 
3170Till,cure, Vicloda, B.C., V9A 
7H7, P.O, Box 143. Bonus - 5 
minute chocolate fudge recipe. 
HARDWOOD SPECIALS For 
The Do-lt.Yourselfer. Ur~inishad 
Maple Rustic Shorts, 8/4"x 2114" 
• $1.3WSCl.lt. Unfinished Red Oak 
Parquet, 4 3/4"x 4 8/4" - $1,95/ 
sq.ft, Prelinlshed Impeded Oak 
Strip- $3.99/sq.ft. PLUS a large 
selection of hardwood products 
and aosessodes Incl. netlor ent. 
HEALTH 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since 
1973, offedng high qualify-lowest 
pdces on Vitamins, Minerals, 
Herbs, Body Building and Weight 
Loss, Supplements, Hair Treat- 
ment, SldnCare and More. FREE 
CATALOGUE, Wdte: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, Dept.SC15, 260 
S.W. Marine Driw, Vancouver, 
B.C.,VSX2R5, 1-800-663-0747. 
In Vancouver, 3214000. 
SEE IT ON T,V.I The most in- 
crsd~y safe weight control pro- 
gram ever developed. Controls 
and normalizes your appetite, 
Inches'cellulife disappesd 100% 
natural. Phone: 1-078-30200 toll- 
free, 
Do you want relief of pain, stress, 
Edema? We can sedalnly help. 
Electromagnetic Therapy units, 
Government registered, Menu- 
lectured In B,C. For more infor- 
mation, sag collect: (604)589- 




course. Government approved. 
Industry recogrdzed. 400 gradu- 
ates now working due to our flee 
placement service. RMTI, 1120- 
789W. Pender, Vancouver, B.C,, 
V6C 1H2, (604)681-5456. 
ATTENTION AUTOMOTIVE 
MECHANICS: Living in the beau- 
tiful Upper Fraser Valley, B.C., is 
at ira best, You osuld rNe hero too, 
if you are a qualified Ford elec- 
tronic engine control spatial,st, 
Cherry Ford Sales Service Dept, 
requires uch a pamou, Excogent 
living conditions, great weather 
and good working benefits. 
Please apply in writing to: ATTN: 
Service Manager, Cherry Ford 
Sales 0981) Ltd,, 45681 Yale Rd, 
W., Chiliiwack, B.C., V2P 2N1. 
Maintenance Worker 5. Houd 
rate $18.35692. Crsston Valie 
Hospital has an immediate v 
cancy for a maintenance worker. 
Pdndple dutloe ore pedormln~ 
variety el high (125 pal. 40 h,I 
boiler duties, trod:de shosUng a 
scHooL  DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
AIRCRAFT 
RAPID AERO AVIATION LTD. 
Akoratt Sales and Cortsultanls. 
500airsraft listed. Special 1966 
Cessna 337. Call for details. 
Phone: (604)563-,3933. Fax: 
(604) 563-5170. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
FREEbeoldet. Conorete orwood 
OUrbasement? Before you 
e get the facts. Cnll FOUN- 
DATION FOCUS 1-800-663- 
7774, 8:30 a,m. - 4:30 p.m, PDT, 
M-F. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUHITIES 
ale. Call WOODPECKER HARD. 
WOOD FLOORS at 270-O314 
(Richmond, B.C.), 
VENDING ROUTES, Earn huge 
profits. Pdme locations In your 
area. All new guaranteed equip.- 
mont. Food, cigarotteo, pop and 
coffee machines. Investments 
Imm $2,800. Call for details: 
Eagle Vending, (604)597-3532. 
START YOUR own Impod/exped 
business, even spare time, No 
money or expedenco. Since 
1946. Free brochure: Wade 
Wodd Trade, ¢/o Cdn, Srnal Bud- 
ness Inst., Depl, Wl, 1140 Bel. 
lamy Rd. N. #1, Scarborough, 
Ontario, M1H 1 H4. 
Inve~ $12,000 in a high end deck 
wsterpro011ng dealership for this 
area. Top quality product line al- 
lows for above average rstum on 
InvsstmenL We SURly opening 
Inventory, tools and training. 
Successful dealerships estab- 
lished across Canada. Phone 
collect: Mr. D. Chalsson, 
(604) 860-1200. 
Homo Pady Sales. #1 Saleo 
Manager shows woven selling 
methods that world GREATLY 
Improve Income with Avon, Tup- 
perware, Mary Kay, sic, Send 
S.A.S.E. for details. Box 1230, 
Pod Hardy, B.C., VON 2PO, 
Must Retire, Well established 
aPl~lanse buolnese for sale, GI- 
bsons, B.C. Good line of pads- 
sheMng, counters - desk - micro 
fiche - cash register - tools, Bar- 
gain price, O.B.O, (604)886- 
4859. 
Brake & Muffler business on 
I ,  
of Intensive training, be employ- 
able in Cana~'sfestoet growing 
industry, Government funding, 
student Icana to fund your future. 
Job guarantee. Diploma, PI- 
ERRE DUBRULLE CULINARY 
HELP WANTED 
Welcome to Vlolorlel Busy V~o- 
da building ~ center equlms 
experienced contract sales per- 
son. Must be familiar wilh buifdi~ 
code, be competent at reading 
plans and doing take.dis. We 
offer Canada's warmest climate 
and a very attmclive compensa- 
tion package. Call Peter 
Nasmyth, (604)479-7151. 
Expedeneed Herd Manager for 
240 cow registered Holstein herd 
in Victoria. Accommodstion, 
good wages, benefits. Want long 
term. References necessary. 
Phone: (604)652-0681, .Fax: 
(604)652-3642. 
WANTED: 75 OVERWEIGHT 
PEOPLE FOR DIET DISC PRO- 
GRAM. We payyoutolsee 10-29 
Ibs. in 30 days, Dealer recom- 
mended. CallMado, 1-975-3017 
(toli4me). 
PERSONAl. 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond with unattached Christian 
people, ages 18-80, the object 
being companionship or mar- 
dage. Wdte: ASHGROVE, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase, B,C., V0E 1M0. 
PETS & MVESTOCK 
Purebred Jersey cows or Heifers 
(quiet). We can deliver. Phone: 
(654)832-3442, or (604)832- 
3606. 
REAL ESTATE 
Kamloops and Area Propedies. 
Write for informal,on or Buye¢s 
guldelo: In,and Realty,322 Bey- 
mour St., Kemloups, B,C., V2C 
2G2. Attn: Proparty Coordinator, 
Pl'Kmo: (604)374-,1022. 
Pdvste Sale: 115 acre visw prop- 
erty riser Salmon Arm. Excolent 
pdvato estate or has very good 
eulxlivleicn pale ntisl. $129,000, 
Box 138, Enderby, B,C,, V0E 
1V0. (604)858-7440 offer 6 p,m. 
MOBILE HOME PARK. 16 rental 
~ ds, 3 bedroom meldense, 2 y, Insulated wired shop, 8 
acres. City limits. Nice Invest- 
repair of electrical problems n, ment, $245,000, Slcamous, B,C. 
bulidingmalntenanse. Thiaposl. (604)836-2339, (604)832.6060, 
lion is designed for people with 
considerable ksowledge l steam SERVICES ' 
plant and electrical mpaks. The 
Van,x~ver Island. Leased Ixem- 
Ise~, Approxknately 4,000 sq.h,, 
S b;zys, large dllca & storage. 
/~ Jng  $169,900 & nventory at 
:J 
;r 
IPUBLIC MEETING (604)7 r -3312. .nm~P~'r-r,~90 Moneu~=r~ au=lZd,,~,.zm~.eA~* . . . . . .  JcelA, Wener, trtaltawyer|or,1 ' : c~et approximately IbiS,C00. TRAMPOLINES - 14' diameter sucoeeslulcandtdalo must have Major ICBC and Injury claims, r (604)7S4-5387everdngs. SCHOOL 1522 W, 8th Ave,, a'u~'~nte';'Onll"ve~0 Mag'"-~" ~';'[=~,'Tor'~t~C"~,~'"~"'~"~-. yearn, Call collect, (604)~ ; 
Vanceuv;r, V6J 4R8, (604)7'38. der now - save"h*undred$$$ sell ~,vetad have excag'ent 50.O, Van. co uver. line .m.covely : 
~nolng Ouslness for sale. ;' 3155 a,.,,.~ ~ ' r  Ca]l Tm mrr,~ In`-.' ~,.,,-~,l,m,, :'~.,~,k~,.~..v,.,.=..a notes, NO YUKon enquldeS. 
i ~ MAY 15, 1990 AT 7:30 P.M. i c~vo,, gnaders; Ford .~x4 ~ t';,J-'Tee';:"1~o-3s7-e~t"'--'4";; ~c;,v %t--i~%~r;; o~t'~; "~C~otfer~,,~,600 C,,,-----~ 
• p¢l~up, reel tanks, rea les  "lax I - rea  = sc r l  l anse lp  ggmg IA IR~761 1822co l lec t  n,-,=Pltr, n ~-- , , ,= . . . . .  , _  t ,  . . . . . . . . . .  " - " - ' - ' "  _ . . -  : ! ~,.  ~^*, .~ . . . . . . . . . . .  :." , ...... ~ . . . .p . , . . , . _~. .~ .  ~ . . . . - .  . .~- , . .  ,..~u.u ,.=umu cu vum Lmae go[ me ~I~:K/~= ~1 N. ; 
;: ~ : ' ~ ~ : ' " O~"'q'~' 111orlre: tt~I~11~'4~-:~o~1 IOryuu,um,uam~U¢~l.~.~. E=m -~rCa torl l-eesm| Iovem. ~ E sle.r ,.,.IlLRn ntnn=nPa . . . . . . . . . .  _¢~H~r~e^ e..w. ~At"k" .,--.~=I~.,~IU l.. Wt.qlK,~Ul=Ig~'-- -"L::':a' :"":~:l" :~.~(~IW . . . .  ~
• ueemeI, BC daryedu . S CallFme BlackBend a' ! School Board Office ~ .  i *; - . . . . . . . . . .  ,,,u.,- . . . . . . . . . . .  u--,"- ,-"" .a..h,,.--a,,ou,.o,.. BOOK - coudeona" . t. CreslonVallayHosp"~al, ag Llnde, Vancouver 684-77B8, . .... Oletdl~em W=nt,~4. '~-.-"' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Books. Informed book- 3000,Cmeton B.C V0B 1G0 Sandm dents Ihmueho~ BP .  ' 
n~w ~1~ B I~" 191#'l~M"~la Him &l~li#l Us*,.li.aA O...h..ia.h,~, O~l.',. ~ 'v ' ' "V  ~. , ~ " ~ ~  lor18veers . ; ; 
: t,qona nlamlnu, omal ta=tsa BC./ . . . . . . . .  , ~ TRAVEL -:: .::: ,~  ' : : Terrace, B,C; VBG 3E9 ~ :' "~--~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,=, -an, ,-,,-~-~,-~,.,- . . . . . . . .  .5161 ~ .- 
; .~tedor, I~mi- (604)5:~1~7"13. EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY ~ A'rrENTIONI Make $300+ per _ _ - - -  ~ :~ i  :! 
!1 ~ ~The Board Of School ~ TruSteeS IS reviewing ihe matter of con' t o,er meinler~lCand, move: ~ mon~ ,,, home. T,~ TRASH~o u.aBc.m ue,=ch'e famor~Okl. : i !: (604)420-5556.  Hydraullcsawmtllwlthovorhend ~ CASH Become a Refunder. English "George nn" ~ ~ 
:l!: clom machines in the secondary schools  and wou ld  l i ke  to ~ naw, hydmdk:setdage, logrol,9- THE ULTIMATE GARDENERS Bend saff-addmseed stamped ._q~dal, a nlgh!W$~99.,2 ni~llW ,~::! 
I ~(iive the public the opportunity to make presentations on the 
Issue. i a t~.  • .000 d exerdse for all edger conveyers and burner, .opeK.eetectton, ~4.1orselalogue ~ pdosdl Ssetheleisndlnbloom|l ::~ 
:li:~l .... '= ; '=~ ~..mn=xn~e~exor=. New.yurau,=me~nla,~,e'b~, .~er~o.=p, nyo~pon=.,.n~e f0eHorseRy, a.C,,V0LtLS. ~ao=oue tcoa, r.oon='.Zy i~ 
I :' I t  Would be appreciated (f Individuals or  groups Interested In . I  J ,~ p rl_C.ed,'ges" New$10,OO0COnditlon, O.B.O,bergam (403)325-2447,Like new, (403)325-2107, lUllwesternOl money'savJngwater parma,CouP°no'#103, Inaeuplo251bs. 30deysandWN~/ l=u:  overwe,grspeopleto (604)752-g~3B,. ~ ~i:! 
l i  making a presentation advlBe the Supedntendent's Office, ~:~1 ' t~o4)ar~e=~sforlnformat=. ~ 20120-64th Ave., Langley, B,C,, namexlml~T4, 100%guamn" WANTED ' : i  
I~lOp straggling to make ends ~ ~ 97a-3019, WANTED: F Jq : )ed~co l~ :"~':l 
i .: 635'4931, by May 11, 1990, . .  ~ * '~ l ' l  ~ FORe~EMIS¢ V3A4P7. . teed, lO0%natu~, Toll-free1. L/~ 
: i: Those  not wlshng to make a pubilo presentation should fo r - ! l  ]; ~m( 1~ " f inanc la | fm°domlmnU 61mple, step by alep °da"° IP'IL gesjdlq~kl'y;Wh°lel~" I "mKI "Sak~'~" " :'~nl~" and " d o n b l e U g t i n g f l x t u m a "  WemmCan. AlumlnunVGlase Greenhouese HOU.SEWIVEa, Mothemandln- wlsheSMoorcroltpeltery. BmddVgdl~, ~ l t °  purchase oMer ~1 
i : ward writtencomments to the SuperintendentsOfflce by i~| i In'--- ..e~.No .O/mmlc~_l F~ o~.mLa.~,/me ,~tamgueav=q- I gm~zed, mmRmonacu.nmo~ve t .emp,reonane~...~n~dl-. tree or mu~momdntgr~m¢l ;::~l 
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Notice 
NOTICE 
Due to unauthorized burning In the 
Thornhill Refuse Site, effecBve May 
1, 1990, the hours of operation for 
the ThomhRI Refuse Site will" be 
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., dally until 
further notice. • ' 
Unauthorized burning is in con- 
traventlon of the Forest and Waste 
Manogemant Act and violators will 
be prosecuted. 
Rease report violators to: 
Reglonsl District of Kltlrnat-Stlklne 





~ e~us~ r.¢un~a nd H~ays 
to accudance ~dlh ~be ids lq  d T ~  md 
Iqam k~t, set,on 49(11. sen~ ten~s ore mvhed 
for ~ foUowlng: 
PmW¢I No: F,5202 
~ Rupert a~ea. 
Provide Traffic Confrof Services in the 
Skeena ~hwws O~ltlcl for the Prlnce Ru~l  Area+ 
Seak~ tenders, comp~ted in en¢e~a~ce wire i~ 
Co~ddtons of Tender on the tom1T provided, will be 
received by Ute Mln~s W of Transportation ~d P,~hways 
at No. 300.4546 Pad( Avenue, Teffa¢e, B.C, YOG 1V4 
unt I 2:30 p.m; (Ioc~ lime) on May 18, 1990, when 
tenders wal be o1~ In p~Wic, • 
A ~,  depo~dV,aely ~ bond win ~l be req='ed 
(in accor~mce wlm the condmons of the ler~). 
A pre.tendef mueltog win nol be hekl. 
Tender ~comonls con~,elo with envelope, pla~s, 
spe¢ifiCallons and co~4b~ of tender aze avadat~ 
from Ute Mk'Asby of T~t ion  a~l H~ohways. No. 
300. 4546 Park AvefwJe, Terrace, B.C. VSG IV4 tel. 
wenn the hours of 8:30 a+m. to 12;00 p.m., and 1:00 
P.m. 1o 4:30 p.m. Mon~ej to Fd4ay. except f~idays. 
Where (equire~, payment for contract {fenumentation 
shaa be mabe b/CRafted cheque or money e~er, made 
pay'~e to the M~ister of Finance and Corporals Re~a. 
lion. AM purchases ~e non.mfu~at~e. 
For furtbe¢ Ioforma§on conuct J.R, Newh~ese, 
District Mana0er at (804) 638.3380, or Fax 
(604) 838.3316. 
The lowest or any ton(for will not nenessanly be ac. 
espied. 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
B.C. HYDRO PRODUCTION DEPT., 5220 Keith Avenuel Ter- 
race requests offers for Contractors interested in slashing 
& treating brush on transmission right-of-way 2L99 
Kitimat-Terrace. Such offers will be received until 1100 
hours May 22, 1990. 
To obtain the required documents please direct enquiries to 
G. Heenan at the above address with reference to LWC No. 
J604-90-11. 
' e Canadian Radi°'televist°n a d CRTC Telecomrnunicahons Commission 
Conseil de la radiodiffusion et des 
teHecommumcations canadiennes 
DECISION 
Decision 90-0374. Johnny Clifton, on behalf of a society to 
be incorporated Hartiey Bay, B.C. APPROVED --  Licence for 
a Native and EnGlish language FM radio station at Hadley Bay 
to broadcast 35 hours of locally-produced programming 
weekly and 20 hours of programming originating from studios 
located in Terrace; and to rebroadcast the programs of 
CJFW-FM Terrace. The licence will expire 31 August 1992. 
Decision 90-0377. Skeena T.V. Association, South 
Hazelton, B.C. APPROVED - -  Renewal of the licence for 
CHHZ-TV South Hazelton from 1 October 1990 to 31 
August 1994. Where may I read CRTC documents? CRTC 
documents may be read in the "Canada Gazette", Part I; at 
CRTC offices; and at reference libraries. CRTC decisions 
concerning a licensee may be read at the licensee's offices 
during normal business hours. You also may obtain copies of 
CRTC public documents by contacting the CRTC at: Ot- 
• tawalHull (819)997-0313; Halifax (902) 426-7997; Montreal 
(514) 283-6607; Winnipeg (204) 983-6306; Vancouver (604) ~; 
666-2111. " " 
SKEENA H IGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting 
proposals to provide project estimating within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The project estimating will be within the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C, V8G 
1 V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
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Province of 
Brillsh Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
HONOURABLE RITA JOItNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION ANO 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways Is requesting 
proposals to provide project supervision within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The project supervision will be within the Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Kltlmat and the Nass Valley area. 
Proposals submitted should include qUalifications, ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C; V8G, 
1 V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 





PHONE: 638-3360 FAX: 638-3316 
Province of 
~R~~.~,~ British Columbia . +,-+ 
:+ Ministry of.Transportation ' ~ ,+ 
and Highways 
HONOURADLE RITA JOHNSTON ' • 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
• " HIGHWAYS ' 
t~,~.~l  er,~ r.~m~ :and H~vays .~
~ , w ~ T ~ . ,  
Lmmm Ou~ Cl~m~ i.q~s. 
" DUCdlPbe¢ Previdl Trat~ Conlrof Sorvl¢~, ~1 
Sealed le+~ts, complete~ in acoorda¢e ~ the 
C~d~llom of Tor4et on t~ form ~ov~ed. will be 
received by the Iknisb7 of Tronsl~da1~ axl I~ghwa,p 
at NO. 300.4548 Pa'k Avllf~e. Tona¢~, B.C. VSG 1V4 
unbl 2:00 p.m. (local Ik~e) ¢~ May:10; 1090, 
lenders wil be 0penod In I~ . "  
A s~c~ d~ocs~Vsu~ ~ bond wm nof ~ ~ 
(in.acco~denue with Ule condtbens of the ler, de~). ' 
A p~O-ten~0f 111¢4~10 Wfff I10~ b0 he~d. 
Tender documents complete with envelops, plans, 
spa~flcat~lS and con~ of tendor are exa~ 
++ =,,+..,,, No
• o o ram ^ v i~,  Terrace, 8.C. VSG lV4 bet. 
wren the hauls of 0:30 a.m. to 12;00 p.'11., 4m(I 1:00 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday fo Fnday, except hofk~lyS. 
Where ~#tred, payment f~ contract documenta~ 
shall be made by ¢lirOfied ¢hequo r meney oedor, nl,lbe 
paya/~e to the Minist~ of Fklon¢e ~ Corporate R~I. 
tJems. Ag P~C~SeS a'e ue~.~lfu~zble. 
For turther ioforma~k~ coatact J.R. NOWNO~Se. 
D+stt~ct Manager at (604) 638.3360. or Fax 
(S04) 63S+3316. 
The lowest or any tender will nof necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
~ +P.~a ~ 'fill + i ~ Ministry of I Province of Environment 
=,,+,c, uo ..o,o,.,oo + J 
Inoc¢Ordi¢oIw(lhl~llilRIItfllllqllmlBil :.++ NOTICE OF TENDER 
q~.s~.~,m) ,m~.~,~ A contract will be let to pr0vlde, when and if requestedby the ' I ~.  u~,, . 
NO: F.8281 Conservation Officer Service in Terrace, :adequate staff to 
live trap and remove as directed, nuisance bears from the 
L~'  Tmace. Ktdmat. nd NaSS Valey. 
Om~lm Pr~de Tram¢ Conlr~ Services ~ me 
Skier ltoIm'lVi Oisllkl (~rbW Tm ,'vu. + 
Se~d ImPs, co~01¢~l  a~..mllml with  
Cond~ons ~TenOr on I/re l~ms i~vi~¢ ~1 be 
It NO, 300-4846 Park Am'w, Ton'~, B.C. VN 1V4 
un~ 3:00.p.m. ~ [~)  = May IS. 1090, when 
tond~z wa W o~ m pa~. 
(~ a¢c0nJamo ~ me mxlmons 01me toed~). 
A m . ~  r~be~. 
sPec~.km and ~ d tender m av~,aNe 
h'om the llt~sb-y ¢fTram and INl'n~, No. 
300 - 4548 Park Avamm, T~oce, S.C. VIG IV4 bet. 
wo~q the hou~ of 8:80 =.m. to 12:00 p.m,, and I:00: 
p.m. Io 4:30 p.m. Monday Io ~,  ~ h01dlys. 
s~ he m~ ~y ~ r ,~ or r~ey ~r~,, ~
p,,'ya~ tot~ M~W of R.'w~ ~ rawa~ l~a. 
tions. ~ l~rchases am ~n-n~nda~. 
For ~ Infcmllon ~ J.R. Nlexm'~, 
~,ffi¢l M4~r  at (604) 63~.3360. or Fax 
(804) 838.3318. 
The lowest or a~y len~ wil n~ ~¢es .~ I~ ac. 
cep~ed. 
Municipalities of Kitlmat, Terrace and sUrrounding ~eas. 
Sealed tenders, on the forms and In the envelope Provided, 
as defined in the Instructions to Bidders, will be received by 
the Ministry of Environment, Administration, 3726 Alfred 
Ave., Bag 5000, Smlthers, B.C. VOJ 2NO, no later than May 
14, 1990 at 1 :OO p.m. Tenders will be opened in public at 
that time. 
Tender forms, including specifications, can be obtained from 
the Ministry of Environment, 3726 Alfred Ave., Bag 5000, 
Smltl~ers, B.C. VOJ 2NO, or Ministry of Environment, B:C. 
Access Centre, 104 - 3220 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5K8. 
Information or clarificatior~ of the Tender specifications can be 
obtained by calling the Conservation Officer Service in Ter- 
race, at 638-3279. , m :,+ 
Regional Administration I~anager 
Ministry of Environment 
i Skeena Region 
@ 
MINISTRY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 
COURT SERVICES BRANCH 
Proposals are invited for the provision of services which 
encompass the performance of various civil court orders 
(i.e. Writ of Seizure and Sale, Wan'ant of Execution, Writ 
of Possession, etc.) for the following area: . . . . . . .  
Area 10 - Skeena 
Area 11, Prince George 
Area 12- Peace River 
Area 13 -Cariboo 
A detailed Request for Proposal is available from: 
Mr. Larry McMillan 
Purchasing Commission 
200-4000 Seymour Place 
Victoria, B.C., V8X 4Y3 
Telephone: 389-3368 
Bidder Conference: May 24,1990, Prince George 
Deadline for Proposals: June 15,1990, 2PM 
• i 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SKEENA H IGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
TheMinistry O f Transportat on and Highways is requesting 
proposals for highway design services within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The design services will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Kitimat, the Nass Valley area and Queen Charlotte Islands 
area: 
Proposals submitted should Include qualifications, .ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the Distdct Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C, VBG 
1V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 





PHONE: 638-3360 FAX: 638-3316 
Province of 
FR~'~m~ 8dtlsh colombia 
~ ~ T O  Mlnlshy of Transpo~latl. 
and Highways 
JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting 
proposals to provide project estimating within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The project estimating will be within the Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Kitimat and the Nasa Valley area. 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 
1 V4 n¢ ~ter than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
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~ 0 - - ~  MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA H IGHWAYS DISTRICT 
.REQUEST-,FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is requesting 
proposals to provide project supervision within the Skeena 
Highways District. 
The project supervision will be within the Queen Charlotte 
Islands. 
Proposals submitted should include qualifications, ex- 
perience and should also detail any availability restrictions. 
Note all proposals shall be received at the District Highways 
Office, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1V4 no later than 10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
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Province ol 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
HONOURABLE RITA JOHNSTON 
MINISTER OF ,TRANSPORTATION AND 
HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA H IGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is accepting 
proposals to provide surveying within the Skeana Highways 
District on an "as and when required" basis. 
The surveying will be within the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Proposals submitted shall include equipment available, per- 
sonal qualifications and expedance. 
Data reduction and drafting work may be required. All equip- 
ment and supplies necessary to complete the works within 
the allocated time frame, will be provided by the applicant. 
Proposals will be received at the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, Skeena Highways Dlsffict Office, No. 300 
-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 
10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: 
DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA DISTRICT 
No. 300 - 4646 PARK AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. ~.+ • 
V8G lV4 







MINISTER OF TRANSPORTATION AND 
• ~ J~ +' +"+-<~ ~ HIGHWAYS 
SKEENA H IGHWAYS DISTRICT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is accepting 
proposals to provide surveying within the Skeena Highways 
District on an "as and when required" basis. 
The surveying will be within the Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Kitlmat and the Nass Valley areas. 
Proposals submitted shall Include equipment available, per- 
eonal qualifications and experience. 
Data reduction and drafting work may be required. All equip- 
ment and supplies necessary to complete the works within 
the allocated time frame, will be provided by the applicant. 
Proposals will be received at the Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways, Skeena Highways District Office, No. 300 
-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 no later than 
10:00 a.m., May 16, 1990. 
For more Information please contact the following: 
/ DWAIN HORNLAND 
DISTRICT TECHNICIAN 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS .+; 
SKEENA DISTRICT •, 
No. 300 - 4548 PARK AVENUE . . . . . . .  
TERRACE, B.C. 
VSG 1V4 • + 
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+What ' s  Up  
The Terrace Standard 
otfers.What,s Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and those com. 
munity organizat ions in 
: ,theerea.,, . +:: . 
' m # : : rim Items for this: se~don 
.... a e fo r  non-pro f i t  
.' organ~zatioos i' and for 
:.": those  events in which 
. them is  no  cost to' gain 
' adinission, ": 
. ,To, meet Our produ¢. 
:"t ion, , ,deadl ines,  we ask 
" ,'"' :that all itemsbe submit. 
• ',ted by noon on "the 
• FRIDAY preceding the 
foliow!ng week's Issue. 
We also ask that items be 
typewritten or be pflnted 
neatly. 
MAY 22, 1990 - -  There will be 
a special general meeting of all 
members of the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country Club at 8 
p.m.  at the c lubhouse.  
Members will be asked to vote 
on an offer to purchase the 
property adjoining the course. 
'k "k*,k ~. 
AUGUST 24 -26 ,  1990-  
Cariboo College celebrates 20 
years of service with a 
Homecoming Weekend. If 
you're a former student or staff 
member, plan to visit the 
Karnloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar-B.Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. It's a family af- 
fairl For more info or to let us 
know you're coming, Call 
Aria, at 1-800-662-2955. 
HERITAGE PARK is now 
open to the public - -5  days a 
week. Tuesday to Saturday 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m. For information 
regarding school tours, wed- 
dings, family portraits or large 
group tours. Phone Heritage 
Park 6354546 or 635-2508. 
.k "k* 'k  ~ 
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about the 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gall at 635-9253. 
~ 'k ,k ,k ,t, 
"KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
BLIND & VISUALLY IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. We have 
a white cane club in Terrace. 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us. We would be 
happy to welcome you. 
L~.ated~.at :Women's ~:e~ur~e 
t:~n~f(4542 Park A~.  Thurs- 
day, +1:30 p.m. Iofo contact 
Phyllis+ 638-04.12 or Felix 
638-1285. 
CCB/TER RACE AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist he blind and visually ira- 
• paired with crafts and recrea- 
tions (bowling etc.) Also need- 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town. We would 
really appreciate it. Please con- 
tact Felix 639.1285 or Phyllis 
638-0412. 
~*'R* 'k  
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Ciinies'~,..(lm- • 
munization Clinics" Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m.. noon and I - 4 p.m• 
Weighing and measur ing 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
,• ' i  
KERMODE'S ALCOHOL & 
DRUG .Program of fers  
Wednesday  n i t ,  videos. 
7:30-8:30 pm at Kermode 
Fr iendship Centre 
(downstairs) 'Opened 'to 
anyone.' Drol~! in' foi" 'a' coffee 
and a movie, - . 
# 'A" ~ 'A' '~ • 
• .. TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sun. nit, 7 
p.t~. HospitalPsycb Unit, 4720 
Halishland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
M0nday nit, 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m.. Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Avenue. Tuesday nit, 8:.30 
p.m. Catholic Church, 4830 
Stranme Avenue. Wed.  nit, 
Beginners 7~30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit, 4720 Haugland. 
Thurs. nit, 8:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych Unit. Friday nit, 8:30 
p.m. Kermode Centre 3313 
Kalum Street. 
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
IOININ(~ A SUPPORT 
GROUP fol" step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055 
OVEREATERS ANONY-  
MOUS support •group meets 
every Wednesday evening at 
7:30 p.m. at Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 7:30 p.m. 
4542 Park .  Newcomers 
• .welcome. For more info. call 
635-6510 or 638-0664: 
* ,A. ,k ,k ,k 
LOSSES, E ITHER 
,THROUGH separat ion .  
divorce, or death can be a time 
you may need additional sup- 
port. if you wish to be in a sup- 
per•ire, group, please join us 
the is• and 3rd Wednesday of 
each month• 1:15 - 3 p.m. in 
the conference room at the 
Mental Health Centre. Call 
639-3325 for more info. 
SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
meeting every Friday evening at 
Women's Resource Centre. 
4542 Park Ave at7:30 p.m. 
Come out andjoin us. It's fun 
and coffee's onl For more info. 
call Ruth at 635-9551. 
* ,k*  ,k ~ 
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG 
SISTERS are now underway. 
The first A.G.M. proved to be 
a success with enough people 
present to fill all executive, and 
directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to 
get totally functional by spring. 
But. we still can't do it without 
you. Anyone interested "in 
becoming a Big Brother or 
Sister, or if you are willing just 
• to  help please feel free to join 
~sjin ~thi~ w~rth~vhite~ pr0jeet .~ 
Meetings are held every third 
Tuesday of the month 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
for any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, information 
and receive support from 
others in the same situation. 
Call Terrace 635,5905 or 
Kitimat 632-5951. 
AGORAPHOBIA & PANIC 
DISORDER support group. 
Do you experience high anxie- 
ty? or avoid crowded places? 
We meet every 2nd and 4th 
Sunday of  the month at the 
Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at 7 p.m. for men and 
women who share this pro- 
blem. For more  info. call 
638-3325. 
+" ',; :i • , ":,, ' i" ., 
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NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS -- 10 FT. SHEAR 
, ~ ,  200. TON METAL BENDING PRESS I 
~' -~- - "  ~-~---~ 7 JIM NEID 
] / /  (604) 635- 3478 
/ [ / ' I  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
.,,..__. . . . .  " -  TERRACE, B.C. V8G 3Y8 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Direcfors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
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4711 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1K5 
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i provided by Ford LaboratOries in Vancouver, isnow available in'your | IL - . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  o =u~'u . ,~e  i • 
- commumty. No need to travel south. Please coniact your - ~ I 
physician, obtain a referral, then call us at 1-270-1121 
for an appointment• Fully accredited, Ford 
Laboratories is B.C~leader inprosthedc/orthodc r ~ ~  
technology fulfdling the [ ' • 
physicalrcq~irements : SIMONs CONSTRUCTION 
and personal expectations . Weddings Custom Framing 
o / ~ousands of  
disabled i Carpent ry -  Renovations po~i~ mtc~ng 
Family Portraits Posters 
annually. , ~ , , ,  ~ , ,  , ' :'" 5 min Passports Limited Editlm 
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Dear Ann Lenders: With all 
the bleating and 'braying about 
abortion, no one has addressed 
the issue ot ~ the unwanted 
child. 
The beatings I received from 
my mother for as far back as I 
can remember were brutal. 
Every day I was told that I 
was stupid and ugly and that 
no one would ever love me. 
My mother• asked me dozens ii 
of times, "Why can't yoube 
like your sister? I'll never get 
you Off,my hands." 
I started,to run away from 
that hellish house when I was 
5. I got ulcers at age 12 and 
attempted suicide when I was" 
13. As I stood with the razor 
at my wrist, trying to decide 
between the sink and the tub 
(which would make less mess) 
I decided to force myself to 
face life and I have done it. 
Now comes the kicker, Ann. 
Morn had no financial pro- 
blems and I was perfectly 
legitimate. It was my mother 
who was the unwanted child. 
She was born when her mother 
was 43 "and had grown 
children. Grandma te gun- 
powder trying to abort, bat it 
didn't work. My mother was 
put in boarding school from 
the time she was 6 years old. I • 
realize now that everything my 
mother did to me was done to 
her. All the rage andrejection 
that she felt made her want to 
get even, and I was the target. 
I've done quite well with my 
children, thanks to therapy 
and a wonderfully supportive 
husband. People who are 
brought up in loving, normal 
families have no idea what it is 
like never to know love and 
acceptance. 
The.reason I 'm writing is to 
~,, :~ . ' . . ,  . . i%• i '  : . .  , , 
Ann - Anew k 
Landers ,,,,,,,sog,,,o,,,;,,o,o,,,,,.,, • 
let people know that no matter 
how lousy their early lives may 
have,been, they can rise.above 
it. When you tell your readers 
to get counselling, it is not a 
cop-out, it's darned good ad- 
vice. I learned from my 
counsellor why my mother 
treated me the way she did and 
l stopped hating her. i also 
came to understand that the 
hideous chaincan be broken 
and l was determined to break 
i t . -  Raleigh, N.C. 
Dear Raleigh: Thanks for a 
letter that will open a lot of 
eyes. I hope every mother who 
is physically rough on her 
children will ask herself, "Am 
I getting even for the way my 
mother treated me?" This 
could be the first step in 
recovery. 
Child abusers are sick, They 
need help. I hope those of you 
who see yourself in this letter 
will get counselling. 
Is alcohol ruining your life 
or tile life of  a loved one? 
"'Alcoholism: How to 
Recognize It, How to Deal 
With It, How to Conquer It" 
can turn things around. Send a 
self-addressed, long business- 
size envelope and a check or 
money order for $3.65 (this in. 
cludes postage and handling) 
to: Alcohol, c/o Ann Lenders, 
P.O. Box 11562, Chicago, IlL 
60611-0562. (In Canada send 
$4.4.L) 
::::: 
ii;;ii "Two Part Country' 
iilii Recording artists 
i Kevin and Marg ii! Harcourt of 
Saskatoon, 
Sask., will be ii 
performing at 
Skeena Mall, ii::i::i 
iiii:::: Terrace~7~. 12 ilili i 
ii Showtimes: :::::: 
iiii ° '" ' -  11 - 12am 
,1,o  i!i! Late Nltes - -  
11 -12 am 
1,om 0ooea..et..m-iiilii 
!:!:. & 6:30 - 8 pm Tapes and souvenirs on sale. 
~i~i~:~:!:i:i:i¢i:~:!:~:~:i:~:i¢i¢i:i:iii!!~!:i:i:i:!:i:i:i!i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:::::i~i:i:i:i:i:i~i~i:i~i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:i¢i:!:i:i:!:i:i:!:~:~:i:!:!:~:~:i:~:~: 
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SILVERWlNG SEAT SALE TO AMSTERDAM - MAY 1 TO 28 - 
S598 U.S. 
exit Seattle. 
COMING EVENTS - HAWAII - SEPTEMBER 21 TO 30 
Aloha Week Festivals on all Islands - Book Nowl 
*** ' J r  
CANAOA 3000 AND RESTA WEST HAVE INTROOUCED NEW CHILD .. 
* FARE RULES VANCOUVER, TORONTO, WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL 
Effective Immediatley - no limit to the number of children per family. 
Unaccompanied minors may travel at theappropriate child rate. Please 
note, there is still only one infant per family. 
* * * *  
NASHVILLE FAN FAIR 1990 - 6 fun filled days for $1,279 (per person 
double) includes roundtrip alrfare from Seattle, accommodation, 
Nashville tour, Grand 01e 0pry ticket, Country Music Hall of Fame 
admission, Ryman Auditorium . 
admission, Fan Fair registration with over 30 hours of live entertain- 
ment, shows and exhibits, autograph sessions, photo opportunities. 
Two lunchesl "Southern Connections" greeting, tour coordination and 
farewell - June 4 to 10. 
****  
" EFFECTIVEJUNE 4 TO SEPTEMBER 4 
Fly Vancouver toWhitehorse return for $299 plus tax, 
CATCH THE SP IR IT  AT  
LODGE, 
TERRACE 
• - ,  





6:30 a.m.- 8:30 p,m. 
Saturday. 
7:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday " 
8:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
with small onions, 
bacon and mushrooms. 
,Sewed with Parislenne 




Cut from leg of lamb, 
marinated in mint, then 
char broiled, Served 
with Parislenne potato 
and Peas a la Menthe. 
9 
Burgundy 
Style Filet Qulche 
Mignon Lorraine 
Broiled and garnished Created in our. kitchen 
with the vegetarian in 





Halibut steak baked in 
our ovens, topped with 
: onion, green pepper 
and' wine. Served with 
rice and Tomato Pro- 
vencafe, 
All dishes• are prepared fresh.while 
:.youwalt, so relax and enjoy an 
evening Offin.e dining at its best in our 
elegant new dining room, 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
~ 7 9  MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS ,~ 
RESORT LTDIp ~,  
8-2214 
!HER'S DAY 
• . ".. , 
SALE 
S 
We reserve the right to limit quantities.Quantities may be limited on c 
*Off Our Regular Low List Prices A 
15% DISCOONT ALSO APPLIES TO d lb~B~BA_  







Marked Dept. 06/26 
. . . . .  I ®1 
Skeena Mall Z : "  
. . . . . .  ., ' ~ • LIMITED QUANTiTiES , 8keens Mall 4761 Lakelse Ave.; Terraoe 
• / . 
i 
OPEN 
Mo~, & Tues. 9:30 i ,m. .  6 p,m. 
Wed. to Frl, 9:30 a.m,. 9:30 R,m, 
Sabalay 9 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
Sundly!l 1|.m ,'5 p.m 
~' NO RAINCHECk 
t • ,, i•, ' , . . . . .  ~ ~ 
